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Abstract 

There is no accepted standard for the object-oriented database paradigm at present, which has led to 

different definitions of features and confonnance requirements. HOOD is a Higher-Order Object

Oriented Database system which defines a meta-data model for specifying the requirements of an 

Object-Oriented Database, which provides unifonnity and extensibility. From this specification and 

by making use of a comprehensive structure system, an exemplar or implementation model is defined. 

Among the constructs provided by the model are types, instances, objects, values, methods, base 

types, generic types and metatypes. The mechanisms of instantiation and subtyping allow for relation

ships between these constructs. Extensibility is provided in the model for types, base types, structures 

and methods. Unifonnity is achieved by defining all constructs as instances and through the use of 

messages for all operations. There Is only one fonn of object construct which provides persistence and 

identities. The complex values and extensibility of the model allow it to adapt in order to model the 

real world instead of adapting the real world to fit the model. 

We have implemented a subset of the structures and values defined in the model , provided 

persistence and identities for object, and included the various constructs mentioned above. The method 

language allows for the specification of methods, the passing of messages, and the use of complex 

values. The compiler perfonns type checking and resolution and generates instructions for an abstract 

machine which manipulates the database. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

Databases have traditionally been used for business applications and, as a result, much of their design 

has been based on this application domain. There are, however, limitations with relational databases, 

for example, with regard to their modelling capabilities and computational completeness. The general 

solution to these problems is to embed a database language within a programming language. This 

combines the persistence and reliability of data (as found in a database system) with the expressive 

power of a programming language. This solution is, however, renowned for the impedance mismatch 

[ABDDMZ90] which occurs between the two languages. On the other hand, programming languages 

lack the persistence feature found in databases which has led to a new class of persistent programming 

languages which offer persistence as a basic language construct. This class also includes persistent 

object-oriented programming languages. 

The application domain for databases is diversifying and now includes CAD/CAM, CASE and 

Office Automation, to name but a few. They bring with them a whole new set of requirements which 

database systems must satisfy. The applications require the basic database features of persistence, 

reliability and shared data. But they also require computational completeness and a single system in 

which both data and operations can be stored in a uniform manner. Object-Oriented systems offer a 

solution to this problem of uniformity. They also provide an extensible set of constructs which can be 

used to adapt the system so that it models the real world, as opposed to the all too familiar scenario of 

adapting the real world to fit the system. 

Object-Oriented databases seem to be the result of convergence of a number of systems which 

are being developed from starting points which are in many different fields, such as: databases, 

object -oriented programming languages and semantic data models. There are a number of data models, 

prototypes and commercial systems which have been developed and labeled as object-oriented 

database systems. There is, as yet, no accepted standard for the field and this explains the proliferation 

of terms and concepts which have been used. Many of the terms and concepts are ambiguous due to 

their multiple definitions in the literature. 

In Chapter 2, we discuss a number of the features found in those object -oriented database systems 

which have been published in the literature. The main features of these systems are those of objects, 

methods, and classes or types. An object is used to model an entity in the real world. Associated with 

an object is a set of operations, called methods. An object is passed a message and it selects the method 

it will use to respond to the request. Objects can be grouped together in classes or types, which contain 

the general definitions and operations of the objects which are members of the group. A class models 

a concept in the real world. For example, a person by the name of Fred can be modelled in a system 

by an object. The acti n of Fred getting married can be defined by a method which may be applied to 

the object. A class or type can be used to model all people and contains Fred as one of its objects. All 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

of the definitions and operations for people are defined in the class or type and may be shared by all 

of the objects which are its members. 

Our goal is to define an object-oriented system which operates in a unifonn manner, and which 

can be extended to meet the requirements of the application as they arise. This endows the system with 

the capability of providing a true reflection of the real world. To achieve this goal within the time 

constraints, we have defined a data model which specifies an object-oriented database. We have 

implemented the kernel of the system which is responsible for representing values on disk and in 

memory, transferring them between disk and memory, and manipulating them. These values are used 

to define the types and instances which occur in the database. A method language has been defined 

and a compiler implemented to produce methods which can be used to manipulate the database. The 

main tasks of the compiler are type checking, type resolution, and code generation. 

The data model specifies the overall design for an object-oriented database. In the data model 

we define the database feature of persistence and a number object-oriented features. Persistence is 

achieved through the use of objects which are defined in the object system. An object models an entity 

in the real world and is defined by a type. A type defines the structure of a set of instances and the 

methods which can be applied to them. Instances are split into values and objects with identities. 

Identity provides a means of identifying an independent object uniquely. For the user there is an 

intuitive correspondence between the entities in the real world and the objects in the system. 

One type may be specified as a subtype of another type by utilizing the subtyping mechanism. 

The subtype can make use of methods which are defined in the supertypes. The advantage of this is 

code reuse for the methods as well as a structuring of the system. All instances are encapsulated and 

may only be manipulated by methods defined in their types. As a result the system is easy to maintain 

due to modularity. 

To cater for unifonnity, we have defmed everything in the system as an instance. Thus, types 

and methods are instances. The model also allows the concept of a metatype which has types as its 

instances. Methods are treated in the same way as other instances, since there are operations which 

can be applied to them. By defining everything as an instance, all operations are perfonned in a unifonn 

way, as a result of which the system is simple. 

Primitive values such as integers and strings are provided by a set of extensible base types. New 

base types may be defined and implemented outside the system and then linked into it. 

In order to create the values in the model, an object and a structure system are used to define 

the basic values and structures. The structure system provides record, set, list, product, array, sum, base 

value and higher-order structures. These structures define values and the operations which may be 

perfonned on them. Structural subtyping is defined for structures and allows types to be specified as 

subtypes. The object system provides persistence and defines objects and identity. 

A generic type allows a more generalized concept to be defined in the system. It defmes a type 

in which values, structures and methods may be abstracted to variables. The generic type is used by 

specifying actual values for the variables. Generic types allow a single type to be created and reused 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

where a number of types would otherwise have had to have been created with a large amount of 

duplication. They add to the extensibility of the system because they allow general types to be defined 

and also can be used to define new constructors. 

The system is called HOOD (Higher-Order Object-Orientated Database), because of the 

higher-order or meta features that it supports. Structures and methods are treated as values. A type is 

a special form of an object which is defmed with the aid of a metatype. A type is treated exactly the 

same way as any other object. The method values in the system are stored as objects too. The model 

is essentially a metamodel since it specifies constructs in terms of which a specific data model may be 

defmed. A set of constraints is specified which a specific data model must adhere to. The definition of 

a specific system is reflective which also adds to the uniformity, since the structures and operations 

provided by the system are defined in the system. 

Recovery and reliability, concurrency, and storage management are important features of a 

database system. In this system, however, they have been omitted, since we have concentrated on 

object-oriented features and modeling capabilities. These features may be added to the system at a later 

stage, in order to make it a complete object-oriented database system. 

The implementation provides representation in memory and on disk for the structures and values 

defmed by the structure system. The primitive operations which are defined for these values are 

implemented as instructions for an abstract machine which manipulates the database. The object system 

provides the persistence of objects which are stored in an objects table, by simply reading all objects 

from disk at the beginning of a session and writing them back at the end of the session. 

The system provides type checking by ensuring the constraints for the type system are satisfied. 

The compiler performs type checking and type resolution for values and expressions specified in the 

method language. The language allows for the creation of complex values using record, set and list 

constructors, and for complex operations such as apply-to-all. The compiler checks the validity of 

operations and ensure the encapsulation of instances, generating code used by the abstract machine. 

The next chapter describes the background of the field, in which we describe the current state 

of the object -oriented database field as is discussed in the literature. Chapter 3 provides an overview 

of the data model and implementation. A reference list example which is used throughout the thesis is 

presented here. Chapter 4 discuses the data model in detail, first by presenting the structure and object 

systems. This is followed by the type system in which the functions and constraints are defined. We 

end the chapter by presenting an exemplar which specifies a particular implementation for an 

object-oriented database. In Chapter 5 we discuss the implementation of the system, by presenting the 

structures used to represent the values in the system. This is followed by a description of the method 

language compiler, with an emphasis on the type checking and resolution that has been used. We end 

the chapter by discussing the abstract machine that performs the operations on the database. Our 

conclusions and suggestions for future work are presented in Chapter 6. 
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Chapter 2 Background 

In this chapter we present the paradigm of Object-Oriented Databases (OODBs) as it is defmed and 

discussed in the literature. We begin with a historical perspective describing the motivation for OODBs 

and the current state of the paradigm. The features and concepts relating object-oriented systems, 

database systems and specifically object-oriented database systems are discussed in detail. This 

provides an insight into the various features found in a system. The virtues of these features is 

expounded, while their sources of derivation explain some of the conflicts that arise. A number of 

authors have suggested features deemed essential to an OODB which are discussed in the confonnance 

section. The chapter is concluded with the standardization efforts being made by ANSI. 

2.1 Perspective 

The Object-Oriented metaphor was first used in the programming language Simula67 and was 

popularized by the programming language Smalltalk. Of late, a number of programming languages 

have been developed that make use of Object-Oriented features. Databases have traditionally been 

used in the business environment and much of their design has been based on the requirements of this 

application domain. 

Object -Oriented Databases are evolving from different paradigms, viz. databases, programming 

languages, semantic data models, knowledge bases and also in their own right. Conventional databases 

lack the expressive power found in programming languages and the modelling capabilities of semantic 

data models and knowledge bases. On the other hand, conventional programming languages lack the 

efficient handling of persistent data which is provided for by databases. 

[Banc88] identifies three phenomena which are appearing in the database field. First there are 

new non-business-type applications [Masu90] such as Computer Aided Design (CAD), Computer 

Aided Manufacturing (CAM), Computer Aided Software Engineering (CASE), Office Automation 

(OA), Factory Automation (FA), and Artificial Intelligence (AI) which require the database features 

of large amounts of persistent, reliable, shared data. Second, the hardware costs of memory and disk 

are changing, prompting a re-evaluation of current database system design. Third, the solution used in 

most commercial systems is to embed a database language into a programming language. This gives 

rise to the impedance mismatch between data manipulation language (DML) and application develop

ment languages. There are two problems coupled with this mismatch: first is the difference in 

programming paradigms such as declarative (SQL) versus imperative (PL/1). The second is the 

difference in the type systems. OODBs try to solve the problem by extending the DML so that the 

entire application can be written in it [ZdMa90] . 
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These phenomena have provided motivation for the progression being made towards OODBs, 

the three main factors being identified in [Banc88]. Firstly, object-oriented systems required database 

functionality. Secondly, database people are looking for solutions to the impedance mismatch problem 

and OODBs seem to be a promising solution. They provide the necessary framework for managing 

both data and operations. Thirdly, there is a general interest by the database community in object

oriented systems for their modelling power. 

"The overall objective of the field is to integrate database technology and the object

oriented approach in a single system." [Banc88] 

Some programming languages have moved closer to databases by adding persistence as one of their 

language features, while retaining their expressive power. These are known as persistent programming 

languages. On the other hand, databases have added some of the features found in programming 

languages to increase their expressive power, in an attempt to become computationally complete. 

There is a convergence towards Object-Oriented Databases because they support the traditional 

database features of persistence and reliability. Added to this are the modelling capabilities of 

knowledge bases [ZdMa90] and semantic data models [Osbo89], the expressive power of programm

ing languages and a framework which maintains both data and operations. 

In OODB modelling, a real world object corresponds directly with an object in the database and 

the user can intuitively identify this correspondence. Encapsulation allows for the modelling of 

complex objects as single entities, which correspond with the complex structures in the real world. A 

class allows for the description of the generalized concept, which yields implementation efficiency 

[Masu90]. 

2.1.1 Present State 

There is at present no standard specification for an object-oriented database system. This is quite 

different from the development of the relational model, where Codd presented his paper [Codd70] 

which defined it From this starting point relational database systems were constructed. Consensus is 

slowly being reached for the definition of an object-oriented system, which clearly influences the 

formulation of a data model for an object-oriented database system. 

Since an accepted model is absent, there is no strong theoretical framework from which to work. 

The semantics of terms are often ill defined and the resulting conceptual discrepancies create stumbling 

blocks in the process of determining a standard data model. 

There is a large amount of experimentation at present: people are working on theoretical models, 

prototypes and commercial systems. Experimentation is good because it generates a spectrum of 

systems and features, from which the best will hopefully emerge. We say "hopefully" because in reality 

of the first few systems to emerge, the one which gains popularity usually becomes the de facto 

standard. From then on all emerging systems are overshadowed, even if they are superior. The result 

is that often the best system is not accepted as the standard for the field [ABDDMZ90]. In [AbKa89], 
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there is a prediction that OODBs will be the next generation of commercial databases. It certainly 

seems that OODBs provide solutions to a number of the problems which are currently being 

encountered. 

2.2 Concepts 

The concepts and features used to define an OODB are expounded here. There are, however, differences 

in terminology and concepts in the literature, with which we have attempted to deal. According to 

[Wegn87], a goal of any system is for its features to be orthogonal (defined independently of the other 

features) and consistent. This provides the system more flexibility and power. 

We discuss the following concepts and features: Objects, Gasses and Types, Inheritance and 

Subtyping, Computational Completeness, Encapsulation, Typing, Metatypes and Metaclasses, Exten

sibility, Queries, Persi tence, Concurrency, Reliability and Recovery, Storage Management, Multiple 

Users, Distributed Systems, Versions and Histories. 

2.2.1 Objects 

[Coin87], [LRV88], [Masu90], [Wegn87], [ZhRo88], [ZdMa90] and many others define the concept 

of an object. Essentially an object models an entity in the real world. There is data associated with the 

entity which is stored in the state of the object (see Section 2.2.1.2 below). The object is manipulated 

by a set of operations which are defmed for it. These operations may be thought of as the capabilities 

or behaviour of the object, or the interface through which it can be accessed. 

For example, if Fred is a person and an entity in the real world, he may be modelled as an object 

in the database. Fred has a name and a date of birth which are stored in the object's state. A user of the 

system may or may not have direct access to the data stored in the state of the object, but an operation 

can be used to obtain the person's name. So, if we apply the name operation to our object, we will get 

the name "Fred". Since age is a property of people, an operation is used to access the person's date of 

birth and hence calculate their age. 

Associated with objects are the features of object identity, state structures, complex objects, 

relationships, composite objects, graphical representations and operations. These features are each 

dealt with in the following subsections. 

2.2.1.1 Identity 
Assume that Jill is another person being modelled in the database by an object. Furthermore, assume 

both Fred and Jill have a child by the name of Jack. There are two cases to be considered: either (1) 

Fred and Jill have the same child Jack, or (2) there are two distinct children by the name of Jack. In a 

relational system we would store with each person the information regarding their children. If both 

parents are stored in the database, then the information regarding their children is duplicated and there 
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is no way of knowing which one of the two cases above is being modelled. If modelling case (1), any 

update made to the information regarding the child of one parent, a duplicate update will be required 

for the other parent in order to keep the two sets of information consistent. 

[AbKa89], [DaTo88], [KhCo86], [LeRi89], [LRV88], [ZdMa90], [Zdon89] all define the 

concept of object identity which has also been called a surrogate, i-value, object identifier (OlD) and 

object-oriented pointer (OOP). Object identity is associated with an object for the purpose of uniquely 

identifying it and is an essential part of an OODB. There is a one-to-one correspondence between the 

object and its identity. In relational systems a key is used to identify a tuple in a relation but it is 

dependent on the data and is limited to a specific relation. 

According to [KhCo86] there are two dimensions involved in the support of identity. One is the 

representation dimension which comprises the structures used by a language (system) to represent the 

identity of an object. The best form of identity is that of a surrogate which is explicitly supported by 

the system. It is independent of the data in the object and maintains its representation after updates. 

The system also provides operations to manipulate the identities. The other dimension is the temporal 

dimension which rates the preservation of identity representation. The best form of identity in this 

dimension is one that maintains its representation between different sessions and after restructuring of 

data. 

The objects modelling Fred and Jill each have a unique identity which we can use to identify 

them. The identity does not depend on social security number, name or any of the other data that is 

stored for them. 

The identity of an object can be used to reference it, which allows a number of objects to share 

the same object as a component by each keeping a reference to it The benefit is that we can determine 

if the two objects do in fact share an identical component or if they share components which have the 

same values. In the case where objects share the same component, update anomalies are eliminated. 

When the component in one object is updated, the update occurs in the shared object as well. In 

relational databases, however, the components have the same value and all updates which are made to 

the one component must be made to all the other components. 

If Fred and Jill have the same child, then another object is created in the database to model Jack. 

Objects Fred and Jill each contain a reference to object Jack, by storing its identity. Any updates made 

to Jack through object Fred are clearly reflected through object Jill as well. In the other case, where 

there are two distinct children, each with same name, two objects are created in the database. Object 

Fred has a reference to the one object, while object Jill has a reference to the other object By comparing 

the reference in object Fred to the reference in object Jill, we can determine if they have the same child. 

2.2.1.2 Object State 
The information associated with an object is stored in its state. The data is stored in a representation 

of some kind and according to some structure. Databases, programming languages and types provide 

three different perspectives of the structure which is used. 
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Attributes are similar to the attributes found in a record structure in programming languages or 

columns in relations. An attribute has a name and an associated type or value domain. The attribute 

name is used to identify or address the data stored in the attribute. The state of the object is a record 

consisting of a number of attributes. 

The attributes are classified according to their value domains or types. Value attributes are 

"proper" attributes and are drawn from a value type or system-defmed type. Fred's name may be stored 

in an attribute "name" which is defined over the string domain. These attributes are also known as 

atomic or simple attributes since they take on system-defined types such as integer, real, string, etc. 

A complex attribute is made from simple attributes and other complex attributes using construc

tors, which together form its value domain or type. It allows attributes to be collected into a single 

logical unit and is closely related to complex objects. 

A number of attributes called aggregate attributes are grouped or juxtaposed to form a single 

logical unit. Aggregation is the process of grouping these attributes together. Each of the attributes in 

a record is an aggregate attribute, while a complex attribute may have a record as its value [Osbo89]. 

A reference attribute is used to link one object to another object It may be single-valued or 

set-valued. For example, Fred has a set-valued reference attribute "children" and a single-valued 

reference attribute "spouse". 

Certain data associated with an object can be calculated from that which is stored. To store this 

data amounts to storing redundant and potentially inconsistent information. For example, to store Fred's 

age, in terms of years, months and days, is pointless since the day after the age is stored it will become 

inconsistent We store the date of birth instead and calculate his exact age as needed. A derived attribute 

is declared in a similar manner to a function declaration. The input parameter is the object and the 

result is the derived attribute value. The derived attribute "age" calculates the age of a person based on 

their date of birth. The illusion that "age" is an attribute is created when the operation is passed as a 

message to the object. Attributes and derived attributes are handled uniformly. 

The concepts of fields and instance variables arise from the object-oriented programming 

perspective. For each object, each piece of information is stored in a variable called an instance variable, 

which serves the same purpose as an attribute. A field is a set of instance variables defining the 

environment of an object. A field might be considered to be similar to a record [Coin87]. 

From the typing perspective we can define the state of an object by using a data structure which 

is built with various constructors. A record structure is defined by constructing it from a number of 

attributes and corresponding value domains. There are other constructors such as set, list, array and 

disjunction [URi89]. A disjunction is also known as a sum or union constructor. 

According to [ABDDWZ90] set, list and tuple are the minimal set of constructors a system 

should have. Sets are an intuitive means of representing collections in the real world, a tuple represents 

the properties of an entity and a list represents ordering which occurs in the real world. 

Ideally all constructors are orthogonal, that is, each constructor is independent of all other 

constructors and any constructor may be applied to any object [ABDDWZ90]. This generates a complex 
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object or structure, which in tum may have a constructor applied to it The resulting complex objects 

may be of any form, unlike in the relational model where the tuple constructor may be applied only to 

simple objects and the set constructor may only be applied to tuple objects. 

2.2.1.3 Referencing 
In order for an object to perform one of its operations, a message is passed to it. The object to which 

the message is passed is referenced by a special variable called either "This" or "Self'. From this object, 

one can access its references to other objects. A reference has an implicit direction associated with it: 

one can get from the referencing object to the referenced object, but not necessarily the other way 

around. If one object contains a reference to another object, this denotes some form of relationship 

between the two objects. Additional semantics may be attached to the reference depending upon the 

type of relationship. 

"Relationships are one of the most fundamental parts of any data model. From one point 

of view, they are what distinguish databases from file systems." [ZdMa90] 

In Section 2.2.1.1 we discussed the concept of object sharing, where a number of objects each contain 

a reference to the component (object) which they share. Object sharing is often called aliasing in the 

programming-language world [ZdMa90]. 

One relationship is the inverse of another relationship if the first object has a reference to the 

second object and vice versa. For example, Fred has a children relationship which references Jack. If 

Jack has a parent relationship which references Fred, then the children relationship is the inverse of 

the parent relationship. Symmetric relationships are inherently bidirectional and are maintained by the 

system as opposed to inverse relationships which are maintained by the user. The spouse relationship 

between Fred and Jill should be defmed as a symmetric one. 

When an object has a reference to another object, this second object may be thought of as a 

property of the first object. Fred may have worked in the design department for the past five years, a 

fact which can be considered as one of his properties. An object in the database models the design 

department and a reference to it is specified from Fred. 

A system should provide consistency and integrity of references. For example, a reference to an 

object may only exist if the object exists. If a referenced object is deleted, the reference is termed a 

dangling reference and generates inconsistency. Different systems provide different mechanisms for 

dealing with this problem. 

One way is to delete all the references to an object when it is deleted. This is very costly because 

it involves fmding all of the references in the database. Another way is to replace the deleted object 

with a tombstone which indicates that the object has been deleted. When an object reference is used 

and a tombstone is encountered, the reference is identified as dangling and is then removed. A reference 

count may be maintained by an object indicating the number of other objects that have references to 

it or the number of objects that share it. Only when the reference count is zero will the system allow 
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the object to be deleted. This mechanism transfers the responsibility of fmding all of the references 

from the system to the user. 

Another solution has no explicit deletion mechanism, but is based on the references. When all 

references to an object have been removed, the object becomes unreachable. Garbage collection is 

used by the system to identify and remove all unreachable objects. 

The concepts of objects being reachable or unreachable is based on the transitive nature of 

references. Object B is reachable from object A if it is possible to navigate from object A to object B. 

If Jack has a child Jim, then Jim is reachable from Fred by first referencing Jack using Fred's children 

relationship and then referencing Jim by using Jack's children relationship. If it is not possible to 

navigate from object A to object B, then object B is termed unreachable from A. 

2.2.1.4 Object Graph 
An object graph is not a fundamental property of an object, but is a graphical means of denoting objects 

and their relationships. Objects are usually denoted by nodes, while relationships are denoted by 

labelled directed edges. An object graph is defined in [LRV88] which also captures the structure of 

complex objects. Basic objects are labelled nodes. Tuple objects comprise a node represented by a dot 

and, for each attribute, a labelled edge to the component object. A set object is denoted by a star with 

a directed edge to each of its elements. 

Navigation is the process by which one moves around the object graph. This is achieved by 

moving along a reference from one object to another object. It is here that the implicit direction of 

references is important. One may be able to move from Fred to Jack because Fred has a reference to 

Jack due to the children relationship. But, if Jack does not have a reference to Fred, then we cannot 

navigate back from Jack to Fred. 

Graphs can provide a visual means of conceptualizing the data in the database. They can be used 

for a graphical browser, where the user can view objects and navigate between them. 

2.2.1.5 Composite Objects 
Most of the work done on composite objects has been as part of the ORION system at MCC, and can 

be found in [BKKK87], [KBCGW87] and [KBG89]. 

A composite object is a collection of objects treated as a single object. The objects in the 

composition are related to each other by the IS-PART-OF relationship. Special semantics are defined 

by the system to deal with operations on composite objects. The IS-PART-OF relationship is required 

by some of the newer applications domains. The relationship models the components and structure of 

a complex entity in the real world, as well as the operations which are performed on the entity as a 

whole. The relationship is symmetric: the component references the composite object and clearly the 

composite object references its components. In [ZdMa90] this relationship is called the contains 

relationship. 
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In ORION special reference constructors are defined to create composite references with special 

semantics, viz. exclusive, shared, dependent and independent references. Operations are used to 

determine the components of a composite object at various levels. The converse operation is also 

defined to determine parent and ancestor composite objects. Special predicates are used to test if one 

object is a component or child of another object. 

2.2.1.6 Object Operations 
An object-oriented system supports various basic or primitive operations to manipulate objects. 

User-defined operations for objects are covered in the method section (Section 2.2.4). The operations 

presented here are described in [KhCo86] and [LRV88]. 

Two objects are identical if they have the same identity. Actually the two objects being compared 

are one and the same. This predicate is called 0-equality in [LRV88]. To determine if Fred and Jill have 

the same child, the identical operation can be used to compare the child references. If the result is true, 

then there is only one person by the name of Jack and he is the child of both Fred and Jill. 

Two objects are shallow equal if their values and identities are identical. There may be two 

distinct objects but their values are equal and the objects they reference are identical. This predicate is 

called ]-equality in [LRV88]. In the case where Fred and Jill have distinct children, but each with the 

same values, the identical predicate will return false. The shallow-equal predicate will return true 

because the children have exactly the same properties. 

The deep equal predicate is concerned with the values stored in objects and has no regard for 

their identities. Two simple objects are deep equal if their values are equal. Two complex objects are 

deep equal if each of their respective component objects are deep equal. Two components are deep 

equal if the objects which they reference are also deep equal. This operation is recursive and hinges 

on the comparisons between simple objects. [LRV88] calls this predicate value equal or ro-equality. 

The deep-equal predicate can be used to compare two cars and determine if they are the same model, 

with the same size engine and colour. Each car has its own components which may be the same. None 

of the components in either of the two cars are shared, thus there are no shared objects. If all of the 

corresponding components in the two cars are the same, then the two cars are the same. 

The following relationship exists between the above three predicates. Two objects which are 

identical are also shallow equal, and two objects which are shallow equal are also deep equal. 

The create or new operation is used on a class and produces a new object whose structure is 

defmed by the class. Once created, the object is assigned a unique identity. 

Sets are collections of unique entities. Because of the different forms of equality, as defined 

above, there are a number of ways in which the system can support sets. The uniqueness of the elements 

in a set can be based on one of the three predicates. If the identical predicate is used, then when an 

object is to be inserted into a set and it is identical to another element of the set, it is not added. If, 

however, the object is shallow or deep equal to another object, it is still added. A set contains unique 

objects, although some of them may be shallow or deep equal. The value eliminate operation produces 
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a new set in which no two objects are deep equal. There is also a remove operation, which is used to 

remove a given object from a set, according to its identity. 

It is possible that two distinct objects may be created and then at a later stage it is discovered 

that these two objects are in fact the same object. The merge operation will take the two objects and 

produce a new object by merging their identities. The operation needs to take into account all references 

to the original two objects as well as the structure and values used in the new object. 

Identity assignment is a simple operation used to assign a reference from one object to another. 

It involves storing the identity of the referenced object in one of the referencing object's attributes. 

This operation is used to specify a relationship between two objects, such as assigning Jack to Fred's 

children attribute. 

Given an object, the shallow copy operation will produce a new object which is shallow equal 

to the given object, but not identical to it. The shallow copy operation is also used to copy the values 

of one object to another object, in which case no new object is created. 

Given an object, the deep copy operation will produce a new object which is deep equal to the 

given object, but not necessarily shallow equal to it. The operation creates a new object for the given 

object and new objects for each of the objects which are either directly or indirectly referenced by it. 

The values from the original objects are then copied to the corresponding new objects. In terms of the 

object graph, the operation duplicates the subgraph which is rooted at the given object. 

2.2.2 Classes and Types 

The general purpose f a class or type is to define a group of objects and the operations which can be 

performed on them. The schema and application programs in a traditional database are replaced by a 

set of classes and/or types. 

A class or type is a generalization of a set of objects. The concept of generalization originated 

in programming languages as abstract data types and is now being applied to objects. Assume the 

structures of objects Fred, Jill, Jack, etc. are all the same. The operations which are defined for these 

objects are also the same. A class or type is used to define the state structure of a person object and all 

of the operations which may be performed on it. A class or type Person represents the generalized 

person object. All person objects make use of the definitions and operations which are defined in the 

class or type. 

An intentional specification defmes all possible objects for a structure. Types and classes may 

contain an intentional specification or template for defining their objects. Also associated with a class 

or type is its extension, which is the set of objects that are currently its instances. 

The distinction between classes and types is based on their difference in origin and use in various 

systems. A number of definitions for classes and types are provided in the literature. The definitions 

range from saying that they are the same, to stating that they are totally distinct. Some systems provide 

only one feature while others provide both.ln the next two sections we offer definitions for each. 
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2.2.2.1 Class 
The term class originated in Smalltalk according to [ABDDMZ90]. A class is defined in [MCB89] as 

a conceptual classification of the real-world; concepts in the real world are modelled by classes in the 

database. Other definitions appear in [ABDDMZ90], [URi89], [Masu90] and [ZdMa90], for example. 

"A class is a template (cookie cutter) from which objects may be created by 'create' or 

'new' operations. Objects of the same class have common operations and therefore 

uniform behaviour. Classes have one or more 'interfaces' that specify the operations 

accessible to clients through that interface. A 'class body' specifies code for implementing 

operations in the class interface." [Wegn87] 

A class factors out the common structure and behaviour (see Section 2.2.4) of a collection of objects. 

A class is more of a run-time notion, while a type is a compile time notion. A class consists of an object 

factory and an object warehouse. The object factory is used to produce new objects, while the object 

warehouse contains the extension of the class. A class is generally a first-class object and can be 

manipulated at run-time. This provides the system with increased flexibility and uniformity, but renders 

compile-time type checking impossible. Run-time type checking, however, can still be implemented 

[ABDDMZ90]. 

2.2.2.2 Type 

The concept of a type has been defined in [ABDDMZ90], [AtBu87], [DaTo88], [LRV88], [MCB89], 

[Wegn87] and [ZdMa90]. Types stem from programming languages in which they are used to check 

the correctness of operations. 

According to [DaTo88] a type can be viewed as a constraint, which provides a logical approach 

to types. The algebraic approach to types views them as sets with algebraic operations on their elements. 

A type specifies a set of values and the operations for manipulating those values. In this context, 

the values are generally objects. The objects all have the same characteristics and are defmed by the 

same data structure. A type consists of an interface and an implementation. An interface contains the 

operations which can be used to manipulate the objects and their signatures. A signature consists of 

the type of each input parameter and the type of the result, this information being used by the type 

checking process. The interface is used to encapsulate the objects by ensuring that only those operations 

which appear in the interface can be used by the user to manipulate the objects. In other words, the 

implementation and structure of the objects is hidden from the user of the type. Types defined in this 

context closely resemble Abstract Data Types used extensively in programming languages. 

A type's implementation consists of a data part and an operation part. The data part specifies the 

structure of the object's data (its state), while the operation part contains the implementation of the 

operations specified in the interface. The implementation is only visible to the type implementer. 

Simula67 was one of the first languages to use a type in this context [ABDDMZ90]. 

When a system makes use of both types and classes, types refer to the intentional specifications 

of objects, whereas classes refer to the extension of the corresponding types. Alternatively, the class 
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may be the intension (template) and the type merely the interface. In the case where another mechanism 

exists for defining instances, a type need not include an implementation. In higher-order models types 

and functions may be viewed as values. 

Typing emanates from programming languages where it is used to increase programmer 

productivity, by ensuring the validity of operations. In an OODB, typing is associated with types, 

methods, messages and objects. It is used to check the compatibility of data structures and operations, 

objects and messages and types and subtypes. Typing is defmed by a type system consisting of a set 

of typing rules. These rules are used to compare and infer typing information. 

The type checking process makes use of these rules to check the values and expressions for 

correctness. A run-time error may leave the OODB in an inconsistent state because the operation has 

only been partially completed. The recovery mechanism is then required to place the OODB back in 

a consistent state. Typing tries to ensure that during the execution of an operation (method), a run-time 

error will not occur. 

A system may provide various data types (structured types or typing structures) such as records, 

products, lists, sets, arrays, functions, etc. These structures are defined by constructors which are used 

to build them from other data types. The system is data type complete if any set of data types can be 

used as a component in the construction of any other data type. The concept of data types also originated 

in programming languages and is used to group and structure values into a logical unit. In the object 

state section earlier, we discussed how these structures can be used to define the state structure of an 

object. These data structures are closely linked to the typing system. There are typing rules defined for 

each constructor which allow the type checker to reason about the compatibility of data types. 

2.2.2.3 Schema Evolution 
The set of classes and/or types defines the "schema" for an OODB. The concept of schema evolution 

corresponds to the modification of the set of classes and types. Typical operations involve adding or 

removing classes or types, changing their implementations and changing their interfaces. These 

operations are complex and have far reaching effects on the entire system. The way in which these 

changes are implemented depends very much on the system (see [BKKK87] and [Osbo89] for two 

such examples). 

Once the schema change has been made, the system should be in a consistent state. This is closely 

linked to the type checking process and is dealt with in more detail there. 

2.2.2.4 Triggers 
A trigger, also known as an alert or a monitor, is used by the system to monitor the state of an object. 

When the state matches the trigger's condition, it fires and executes a set of instructions. As an example, 

if the stock level drops below a fixed point, new stock must be ordered. A trigger can be set on an object 

to keep a check on the stock level: when it does drop below a certain level (trigger condition), the user 

is informed (instructions). 
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2.2.2.5 Constraints 
"Integrity constraints are predicates on the state of the database that the database is 

responsible for enforcing. They typically are defined in the schema relative to an entity 

or over a collection." [ZdMa90] 

A constraint is used to maintain a higher level of consistency in a system than that imposed by the 

typing system. A constraint is specified for an object's state which evaluates to a boolean value. It is 

monitored and maintained by the system. In the case of an update violating a constraint (result evaluates 

to false), the update is aborted and the object's state is returned to its original value [AgGe89]. 

An attribute such as Age may be of type integer, but the only acceptable values for the attribute 

are between 0 and 150. A value not within this range would be unacceptable or impossible, e.g. -4. The 

system monitors all updates made to the Age attribute by testing the condition specified in the 

constraint. If the conditions are satisfied, then the update is valid. 

2.2.3 Inheritance and Subtyping 

The concepts of inheritance and subtyping are discussed in [ABDDMZ90], [LeRi89], [Stei87], 

[Wegn87], [ZdMa90] and [ZhRo88]. Related issues such as delegation [Wegn87], and contradictions 

and exceptions [Borg88/89] are not considered below. A class is used by the database to model concepts 

from the real world. Inheritance is used to model the specialization and generalization relationships 

that exist between these concepts. Inheritance allows one class to inherit the operations (and definitions) 

of another class. Inheritance is typically associated with classes, while subtyping is typically associated 

with types. 

A class or type which is being inherited from is called a superclass or supertype respectively. 

The class or type which inherits the operations is called the subclass or subtype respectively. The class 

from which an object is created is called its base class. The terms superclass and supertype refer to 

the immediate superclasses and supertypes and also to their ancestors. An object may make use of 

operations which are defined in its base class or in its superclasses. 

[ABDDMZ90] identify four forms of inheritance: substitution, inclusion, constraint and spe

cialization. 

In substitution inheritance, we say that a type T inherits from a typeS, if we can perform more 

operations on objects of type T than on objects of type S. This means that an object of type T may be 

substituted into any context where an object of type S is expected. 

Inclusion inheritance corresponds to the notion of classification. It states that type Tis a subtype 

of S, if every object of type Tis also an object of typeS. This form of inheritance, also known as 

subtyping, is based on the structure of the objects only. The operations that are defined in the type can 

be passed to objects defined by the subtypes because the subtyping ensures that the operations are still 

well defined. 
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Constraint inheritance is a subcase of inclusion inheritance. A type Tis a subtype of a type S, if 

it consists of all objects of type S which satisfy a given constraint. This form of inheritance is used 

where facilities provided by inclusion inheritance are insufficient. An integer value may be used inS, 

but in Tit is required to fall within a specific range of integers. The constraint is used to identify a set 

of objects which forms a subset of the set of objects defmed by the type. 

With specialization inheritance, a type T is a subtype of a type S if objects of type T are also 

objects of typeS with more specific information. This form of inheritance has the properties of inclusion 

inheritance, but also defines the specialization of concepts being modelled in the real world. 

"Inheritance has two advantages: it is a powerful modelling tool, because it gives a concise and 

precise description of the world and it helps in factoring out shared specification and implementations 

in applications." [ABDDMZ90] 

Inheritance allows for code sharing and the sharing of some of the class and/or type definitions. 

This reduces the amount of work required by the implementer, since he/she can reuse the work which 

has already been completed. It also provides a framework which classifies and relates the different 

modules in the system. The system is thus simpler to understand and maintain. 

Inheritance is an intuitive mechanism for the user to use when modelling concepts in the real 

world. Some of the more difficult modelling problems in traditional databases have simple elegant 

solutions as a result of inheritance. 

2.2.3.1 Multiple Inheritance 

Multiple inheritance occurs when a concept is a specialization of two or more distinct concepts or, 

conversely, when a concept can be generalized into two or more distinct concepts. In single inheritance 

(the kind dealt with so far) a class has a single superclass. In multiple inheritance a class may have 

multiple superclasses, from which it may inherit all of the operations. 

Associated with multiple inheritance is a potential name conflict. This occurs when the same 

attribute or operation name is used in two or more of the superclasses, but each one models a different 

idea. There is a conflict because the subclass inherits all of the attributes from each of its superclasses. 

The resulting record consists of a number of attributes with the same name, which is invalid. A name 

conflict also arises when two or more superclasses define an operation with the same name. Since an 

object may make use of operations defined in its superclasses and because they are identified by name, 

it is not clear which one of the operations is being selected. A process called conflict resolution is used 

to deal with these problems. This usually requires the schema designer to specify which attribute or 

operation is to be inherited, or to rename those which are inherited. 

2.2.3.2 Subtyping 

Subtyping is defined by a set of rules specifying when one data type is a subtype of another. These 

rules are used in inheritance to ensure that the state structure of a subtype is compatible with the state 

structure of the type. This allows values defined by a subtype to be substituted for values defmed by 
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the type. Subtyping is the necessary condition for inclusion polymorphisms- operations defined in 

a type which may be applied to instances of a subtype (see Section 2.2.4.3). 

Subtyping rules can be specified for a range, record, product, function, variant, enumeration, 

etc. For example, the subtyping rule for a record specifies that all of the attributes defined in the type 

must be defined in the subtype. Each attribute type in the subtype must be a subtype of the 

corresponding attribute type in the type. The subtype may define additional attributes. For example, 

the state structure of Fred, a Person, is defined by a record structure with attributes name, date of birth 

and children. The Student type has a state structure defined by a record structure with attributes name, 

date of birth, children and courses, thereby qualifying as a subtype of Person. Subtyping rules are 

defmed in detail in [CaWe85]. 

2.2.3.3 Hierarchies 
The inheritance between classes may be depicted by a directed acyclic graph (DAG). A class is a node 

in the graph and a directed edge is drawn from a class to each of its superclasses. The graph indicates 

from where each class inherits operations. The DAG is drawn as a hierarchy, with the edges pointing 

upwards. On top are the most general classes and at the bottom are the most specialized classes. With 

single inheritance the hierarchy forms a tree. With multiple inheritance the tree property does not hold, 

since a node (class) may have a number of edges radiating from it to other nodes (superclasses). The 

hierarchy is also called the is-a hierarchy and depicts a classification of concepts. 

[ZdMa90] define specification, implementation and classification hierarchies which are basi

cally related to inheritance. The specification hierarchy consists of types and the subtyping relation

ships between them. The implementation hierarchy provides for code sharing among types. The 

classification hierarchy describes collections of objects and the containment relationship among these 

collections. 

2.2.4 Methods 

An object may be manipulated by a number of operations which are defined in the interface of its class. 

A message is a request to an object, also called the receiver, to carry out one <>f the operations defined 

for its class. This process is called message passing. The message specifies which operation is required, 

but not how it is implemented. Provided the types of the parameters match the signatures, the object 

will perform the operation successfully. A method describes how the operation is implemented and is 

specified in a method language. A method is defined for a specific object (or class of objects) and has 

access to the internal structure of the object. The method forms part of the implementation of a class 

and is hidden from the user. The checking of parameters against the signature forms part of the type 

checking process (see Section 2.2.6). 
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2.2.4.1 Functions and Procedures 
Sometimes the operations defined for an object are referred to as functions or procedures. These are 

the same concepts as found in programming languages. A derived attribute is an example of a function 

which perfonns a computation, returning a result. The Age function is specified for class People. It is 

applied to a person object, perfonns the calculation and returns the age of the person. 

A procedure does not return any results, but has side-effects. A procedure could be thought of 

as a stored set of commands or as a transaction. The declaration of a procedure consists of a name, a 

typed argument list and a list of actions. 

2.2.4.2 Computational Completeness 
In a traditional database the infonnation is queried using a query language, e.g. SQL. More complicated 

operations require an application programmer to write code in a programming language with embedded 

database operations. This code is stored in the traditional ftle system and not in the database. There is 

a separation between data and operations, in effect requiring two models. 

Computational completeness means that one can express any computable function in the 

language provided by the system. As discussed earlier one of the major problems of databases is the 

lack of computational completeness and the associated impedance mismatch problem. 

OODBs have method languages which resemble programming languages and are usually 

computationally complete. This solves the impedance mismatch problem. Each method is stored in an 

object's class, with the result that there is only one model and both data and operations are stored in 

the database [ABDDMZ90]. 

2.2.4.3 Morphisms 

The following definitions are from [CaWe85]. A morphism is used to describe the typing nature of an 

operation. A monomorphism is an operation which operates on operands of only one type. For example, 

integer addition is a monomorphism, since it only operates on two integer values and returns an integer 

result. The same operation cannot be used for adding two real numbers. On the other hand, a 

polymorphism is an operation where the operands are not constrained to a specific type. For example, 

the size operation for a list may be applied to any list and will return the number of elements in the list. 

Polymorphisms are split into two categories, universal polymorphisms and ad-hoc polymorph

isms. Universal polymorphisms, also known as true polymorphisms, are operations which execute 

exactly the same set of instructions regardless of the operand types. Universal polymorphisms are 

themselves split into parametric polymorphisms and inclusion polymorphisms. 

A parametric polymorphism is an operation which operates unifonnly on a range of types which 

nonnally share a common structure. The size operation for a list is an example: the list is the common 

structure required by the operation, but the values in the list may be of any type. [ZdMa90] call these 

operations general polymorphisms. A generic operation is a parametric polymorphism which requires 

a type parameter. 
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An inclusion polymotphism is an operation that operates uniformly on a set of types which are 

related by the subtyping relationship. Any data types may be used (records, sets, list, products, 

functions, etc.), provided they are related by subtyping. This kind of operation is essential to an OODB. 

It allows an operation such as Age, which is defmed in the Person type, to be applied to objects defined 

by a subtype such as Student. In [ZdMa90] the concept of an extension polymorphism is defined. This 

is similar to an inclusion polymorphism, but only applies to operations which are defined for record 

structures. 

Ad-hoc polymotphisms are operations which operate on a range of types in unrelated ways. For 

each type, a separate piece of code is written. By examining the types of operands, the correct piece 

of code can be selected. 

Overloading, a form of ad-hoc polymorphism, is where totally distinct operations share the same 

name. An operation name is said to be overloaded, if there is more that one operation with the same 

name. By examining the context in which the operation is used, the type checker can determine the 

types of the operands and select the appropriate operation. For example, a Print operation can be written 

for people and cars. When the Print operation is applied to Fred, the Print operation defined for people 

is used, since Fred is a person. 

Overriding [ABDDMZ90] is related to overloading but is where a new implementation is 

defmed in a subtype for an operation specified in the type. The implementation in the type is overridden 

by the implementation in the subtype. When the operation is used for a subtype object, the implemen

tation in the subtype is used. 

Coercion, another form of ad-hoc polymorphism, is an implicit translation of operands to the 

types required by an operation. Since it is implicit, the user is given the impression that the same 

operation can be applied to values of different types. For example, the addition operation is defined 

for real numbers and integers. When two integers are added together, the integer operation is used. 

When two real number are added together, the real operation is used. When a real number is added 

to an integer, the integer is first translated into a real value (such that is still denotes the same numeric 

value) after which the real operation is used. 

A related concept is that of value sharing, which is when the same value is used for different 

types to denote the same semantic concept. For example, the nil value is used for references to denote 

that no object is being referenced. It appears as though the nil value is defined for each type, but actually 

it is shared. Value sharing can be thought of as a constant parametric polymorphism. 

2.2.4.4 Binding and Dispatching 

The process of associating an overloaded name with a specific implementation is called binding (or 

dispatching [ZdMa90]) and normally occurs at compile time. If the association occurs dynamically 

(during run-time), this is called late binding. Although the same number of implementations are written 

for the different types, the user does not need to be concerned about which implementation to use. 

When a new subtype is added, new implementations might be written in the subtype for operations 
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specified in the supertype (overriding). Depending on the form of inheritance being used, even if no 

new implementation i defmed for the new subtype, implementations in the supertypes may be used 

in its place. 

Simple dispatching occurs in a model with single inheritance, where the implementation 

(method) of the operation is selected from the supertype which is the closest to the receiver's type. In 

the case of multiple inheritance, there may be a number of candidate methods, so a search criterion is 

required to select the appropriate one. Dispatching is usually based on the typing of the receiver. 

Multi-argument dispatching uses the types for a number of arguments in an operation as the search 

criterion when locating the appropriate implementation of the operation. 

2.2.5 Encapsulation 

The feature of encapsulation is dealt with by [ABDDMZ90], [DaTo88] , [L~Ri89] , [Wegn87] and 

[ZdMa90] 

Encapsulation allows us to view classes and types as abstract data types (ADTs), where the 

implementation of the class or type is hidden. Encapsulation is a software engineering technique that 

provides a sharp distinction between specification and implementation. This concept is new to the 

database field and believed to be crucial [ZdMa90]. 

From the database perspective, an object encapsulates both program and data. It is not clear 

whether the structure of the object is part of the interface or the implementation, unlike programming 

languages where it is clearly part of the implementation. 

Encapsulation also provides modularity for a system. Modularity is required to structure 

complex applications for both design and implementation purposes. Since encapsulation hides the 

details of an object, a program may only use the object by using the operations provided in the interface. 

The implementation and data structures used for an object can be changed, without it having any effect 

on programs which make use of the object or the rest of the system. Oearly a system with this feature 

has reduced maintenance costs, because all changes to an object's implementation and the effect of 

those changes are localized. 

According to [ABDDMZ90] there are cases where encapsulation can be violated without 

reducing the maintainability of the system. In special cases such as ad-hoc queries and browsing, access 

to the internal structure of an object simplifies the process of obtaining the required data quickly. Since 

the operation is ad-hoc, it is not stored and hence will not suffer from the maintenance problems 

associated with modification to the object's implementation. 

Models which do not provide a strong view of encapsulation are called structurally object-orien

tated. The structure of the data in the implementation is visible as is the case in semantic data models 

[ZdMa90]. 
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2.2.6 Type Checking and Inference 

When a user declares the type of all variables used in a program, the system can reason about the 

syntatic correctness of the program based on this information. "Thus types are mainly used at compile 

time to check the correctness of the programs." [ABDDMZ90] 

If type checking occurs during compilation, it is called static type checking. If the type checks 

only occur when the program in running, then it is called dynamic type checking. A system is strongly 

typed if it is possible to determine the type of all values and expressions such that it will execute without 

type errors. Type inference is the process whereby the type of an expression is determined from the 

arguments of the expression, by making use of the typing rules. 

Since type checking originated in programming languages, the concepts used there need to be 

refined to deal with differences found in OODBs. Instead of compiling a program and perfonning the 

type checks on its contents, the type checking should be perfonned over the entire system to determine 

its correctness. Type checking is required to ensure: 

• The operations which are applied to objects in a message pass are defined in its class or one of 

its superclasses. 

• Correctness of operations and expressions in a method. 

• Access to the internal representation of an object is only pennissible by methods which are 

defined for that class of object. 

• Correct subtyping between types or classes. 

· If the schema is modified by adding, deleting, or modifying a type or its implementation, then 

the system should be in a correct state after these changes. 

2.2. 7 Metatypes and Meta classes 

The concept of metaclass or metatype is dealt with in [ABDDMZ90], [DaTo88], [ZdMa90] and 

extensively in [Coin87]. 

Usually, objects are first class values, while types or classes and operations are considered 

higher-order values or non-first class values. The treating of classes or types as first class values gives 

rise to the concept of a metaclass or metatype. 

An object is an instance of a class. If we allow a class to be treated as an object, then it too is an 

instance of a class called a metaclass, or in the case of a type, a metatype. In a system without 

metaclasses, there is a clear division between objects and classes. The system provides all of the 

operations for manipulating classes, while objects are manipulated by both system-defined primitive 

operations and user-defined methods. In a system with metatypes/metaclasses, although the division 

between objects and classes does exist, it is not of great importance. We may define messages which 

we can pass to classes in the same way that we pass messages to objects. The operations provided by 
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the system to create, update or delete classes can now be replaced by messages which modify the 

structure of classes dynamically. This provides a uniform treatment of objects and classes. 

The mechanism which produces an instance from a class is called instantiation. Metaclasses 

give rise to an instantiation hierarchy. At the bottom level are the objects and above them are their 

classes. Above each class is its metaclass. The hierarchy displays the relationships between objects 

and their classes or types. 

We have defined a database containing people, with class Person defining a person. We now 

define a metaclass Person-Occupation, which defines various classes of people with occupations. Each 

of these classes defines a person with that occupation, such as employees and students. Each of these 

classes also inherit cla s Person which defines any person. In Person-Occupation we define a number 

of attributes relating to the occupation of a person. The Employee class is an instance of Person-Oc

cupation and contains all of the general information relating to the occupation of an employee. All of 

the Employee objects share the information relating to their occupation, which is stored in their class, 

but the information which they store is defined by class Person. The advantage is that the information 

relating to the occupation is stored only once, in the class (variables) and not in each object. 

Person-Occupation can be thought of as a generic class, where its instances are specific cases of the 

generic class. 

2.2.8 Extensibility 

According to [ZdMa90], one of the goals for OODBs is to provide a system with an extensible set of 

basic modelling primitives. The requirements of a new application are not all known initially, the 

complex data structures being defined only over time. The system must be able to evolve to meet these 

requirements. Extensibility provides the system with the facilities to achieve this evolution. It is 

important that "there is no distinction in usage between system defined and user defined types." 

[ABDDMZ90] 

The system contains a set of predefined types such as integer and string, and it also provides 

constructors for creating new data structures. These data structures may be used by a user to define 

new types. Each new type is defmed with a set of operations and is encapsulated. Like the system

defined types, the instances of a user-defined type may only be manipulated by the set of operations 

defmed in the type's interface. Since there is uniformity in use between the system types and the 

user-defined types, a new type shares the same status as any other type in the system. 

2.2.9 Other Features 

In this section, we briefly describe a number of other features of object-oriented databases. These are 

queries, persistence, concurrency, consistency, storage management, multiple users, distributed data

bases, versions and histories. 
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A query facility, which allows a user to ask simple questions regarding the data in the database, 

should be supplied by the system.lt may take the form of a graphical browsing tool or a query language. 

The query facility is used for data retrieval operations and not for general purpose programming. The 

means of querying should be independent of the application, that is, no additional operations should 

be written for any application in order to query it contents. 

Persistence - the ability of data to survive from one session to the next- is a fundamental 

feature of any database. This feature is however quite new in the programming language field, although 

a number of persistent programming languages exist. In OODBs, this feature naturally occurs and 

ideally is orthogonal to all other features, i.e. persistence is a property which is associated with objects 

and not with a class which results in all of its objects being persistent [ZdMa90]. 

Concurrency is a feature that allows anumberof processes to access the database simultaneously. 

The system ensures that integrity is maintained when data is accessed and manipulated by using 

transactions and some form of concurrency control. 

A database is consistent if the data stored therein is accurate and meaningful in terms of its 

modelling of the real world. A database will at some stage crash and transactions will quite often be 

forced to abort. The database is robust if it contains mechanisms to ensure that, in such an event, it can 

recover to a consistent state. 

Secondary storage management is the way in which a database system efficiently manages the 

large amount of data on disk. It involves techniques such as indexing, clustering, buffering and 

optimization. The nature of objects can be exploited for efficient storage management by using their 

identities to retrieve and index them. When using the system, we often perform queries and operations 

over a set of objects from the same class. As a result, some systems cluster and buffer objects which 

are instances of the same class, which improves efficiency where these types of operations are frequent. 

Other systems cluster objects which form part of the same composite object [KBBCGW88]. 

A database may support a number of identified users, where the main task of the system is to 

provide some form of ecurity for their data. This is achieved by issuing each user with an authorization 

which determines to which data he/she has access. In [KBG89], various forms of authorization are 

identified. 

Networks have allowed databases to become decentralized. A database may be spread over a 

number of machines which may be locally or widely dispersed. To the user of a distributed database, 

the network is transparent in that all data is directly available from the machine he/she is working on 

(there is no distinction between local and remote data). The database systems comprising the network 

are required to retrieve remote objects efficiently and to cope with concurrent access to objects. 

Databases are now being used in the design domain, applications making use of CAD/CAM and 

CASE being typical examples. The design process is an evolutionary one, where the design undergoes 

numerous modifications until the best design has been achieved. Some OODBs, such as ORION 

[KBCGW87] and 0 ++ [AgGe89] provide version mechanisms which maintain all of the various 

designs used in the evolution of the current design. 
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[ CoMa84] discuss the concept of adding history to an object in the GemStone project. A database 

models the real world, but only provides us with a snap-shot of the real world at a particular instance 

in time. A history is used to store data relative to time. When an object is created a timestamp is assigned 

to it. Each time the object is modified, the old version is stored and the new version is time stamped. 

When the object is deleted, a second timestamp is assigned to it, indicating that the object no longer 

exists at the present time. 

2.3 Conformance 

A number of authors have proposed sets of features which defme an OODB.ln this section we discuss 

some of these proposals. Any system wishing to be termed a database, must provide for the management 

of large amounts of persistent, reliable and shared data [Banc88]. 

2.3.1 Manifesto 

An OODB manifesto has been defined in [ABDDMZ90] in which mandatory and optional features 

for an OODB are specified. An OODB should be both a DBMS and an object-oriented system. To be 

a DBMS it should support persistence, secondary storage management, concurrency, recovery and 

ad-hoc queries. To be an object-oriented system it should support complex objects, object identity, 

encapsulation, types or classes, inheritance, overriding and late binding, extensibility and computa

tional completeness. The optional features include: multiple inheritance, type checking, distribution, 

design transactions and versions. 

2.3.2 Zdonik and Maier 

Zdonik and Maier have published a collection of readings in Object-Oriented databases. In the first 

chapter they provide their own perspective on OODBs [ZhMa90]. 

They identify essential features for a database along with other features which occur more or 

less frequently. The essential features required for a database (DBMS) are: a model and language, 

relationships, permanence and arbitrary size. The frequent features include: integrity constraints, 

authorization, querying, separate schema and views. The less frequent features include: report and 

form management, data dictionaries and distribution. 

The minimum requirement for an object-oriented database are specified in a threshold model. 

Firstly, it must provide database functionality as described above. Secondly, the object-oriented 

features of object identity, encapsulation and complex objects must be supported. Inheritance has been 

omitted because they state that the term has been used in many different ways and it can be simulated 

with other language features. 
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The reference model defines the features which a typical commercial OODB should contain. 

The threshold model forms part of the reference model which adds the following features: structured 

representations for objects, persistence by reachability, typing of objects and variables, hierarchies, 

polymorphism, collections, name spaces, queries and indexes, relationships and versions. The follow

ing features are identified as being useful additional features: parameterized types, schema updates, 

active and derived data, integrity constraints, transactions and distributed data. 

2.3.3 Wegner 

In [Wegn87], Peter Wegner defines the dimensions of object-based languages and provides definitions 

for a number of the terms. A language is object-based if it supports objects as a language feature. An 

object-based language is class-based if every object has a class. A class-based language is object

oriented if, in addition to classes, it supports classes and class hierarchies, which may be incrementally 

defined by an inheritance mechanism. 

2.3.4 Various Systems 

A number of systems have been developed either as prototypes or as commercial products. In this 

section we briefly review the features of some of them. The features defined in these systems have 

been used to define the features discussed in this chapter. There are a number of other systems which 

we do not cover here, such as Iris [FABC89], CLASSIC [BBMR89] and OZ+ [WeLo89]. We do not 

cover ObjVLisp [Coin87] and FUN [CaWe85], since these are languages and not database systems. 

We also do not consider Postgres [StKe91] and Starburst [LLPS91], since these are extended relational 

systems, rather than OODBs. 

2.3.4.1 EXODUS 
The EXODUS database, presented in [CDV88], is a toolkit The EXTRA data model contains instances 

and types, and a database is a collection of named persistent objects. The type system is based on 

multiple inheritance. It provides a data type complete set of constructors, viz. tuple, set, fixed length 

array and variable length array constructors. The "ref', "own" and "own ref' constructors are also 

defmed to provide a limited form of composite object. They however call them complex objects, since 

they can be treated a either a composite or complex object An "own" attribute specifies that the 

attribute contains a value and not the identity of an object. A "ref' attribute specifies a reference to 

another object An "own ref' attribute specifies that the referencing object owns the referenced object. 

Support is also provided for abstract data types (ADTs). 

The base types may be extended with ADTs. The system supports types, functions, procedures 

and generic set operations for any type. 
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The EXCESS query language is based on QUEL and has features added from POSTGRES and 

SQL. It has a unifonn treatment of sets and arrays, including nested sets. There is a clean, consistent 

approach to aggregate and aggregate functions. The update syntax supports the construction of 

complex objects with shared subobjects. According to [CDV88], there is no mention of recovery or 

concurrency mechanisms. 

2.3.4.2 F -Logic 
Frame Logic, presented in [KiLa89], has been developed in order to reason about objects, inheritance 

and schema. F-Logic is a full-fledged logic which appears to be higher order but has first-order 

semantics and is tractable. It has complete computation power and can be used for database specifica

tion. 

The syntax consists of basic objects, object constructors, variables and logical connectives. An 

object is either a class of instances or just an instance, there being no distinction between a class and 

an object. All objects are typed, although this is not a main feature of the language. Each object also 

has an identity. The relationships between objects are represented by a lattice. The lattice not only 

represents the 11 subclass of' relationship (inheritance), but also represents the 11 instance of' relationship. 

A database is defined as a set of fonnulae, while a query is an F-tenn. Inheritance and methods 

can be specified in the logic. No mention is made of how persistence is achieved and what fonn of 

storage management i used [KiLa89]. The system does not appear to support recovery and concur

rency. 

2.3.4.3 GemStone 
The GemStone system is being developed by the Servio Logic Corporation and is based on the language 

Smalltalk [CoMa84]. This system provides support for objects, classes, methods and messages. A 

limited fonn of query is expressible over collections of objects. The system provides concurrency 

control by means of transactions and the recovery mechanism makes use of shadow copies. The system 

also supports distribution, multiple users and histories [BOS91]. 

2.3.4.4 ODE 

ODE (Object Database and Environment) is defined in [AgGe89] together with its programming 

language 0++. The language has been derived from C++, hence the name. The system supports objects, 

classes and multiple inheritance. Each object has an identity and may either be volatile or persistent 

The system clusters all objects of the same type. The system supports queries over sets and clusters, 

persistence, versioning, constraints and triggers. No mention is made in [AgGe89] of any fonn of 

recovery mechanism. 
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2.3.4.5 02 
The Altair group have designed an object-oriented database called 02, the formal data model being 

presented in [LRV88] and [L~Ri89]. More detail on 02 is found in [BCD89] and [Deux91]. The main 

objectives of the system are to increase productivity for application deyelopment, to provide better 

tools, and to improve the quality of the fmal product. 02 is based on the ideas of merging programming 

language, user interface, database and object-oriented technologies. 02 has a query language called 

02Query, an interface generator O:zLook and an object language 02C. The data model supports values 

and objects, types, identity, subtyping, methods and classes. A value has a type, while an object has a 

value, an identity and a class. The system also supports encapsulation, modularity and extensibility. 

Persistence is based on reachability from a declared persistent root. Concurrency is implemented with 

transactions and two phase locking. The recovery mechanism makes use of a write-ahead log. 

2 2.3.4.6 0 FDL 
[MCB89] have developed the Object-Oriented Functional Data Language (02FDL). The main goals 

of this language are to combine object-oriented and functional programming paradigms and to provide 

a notation for both databases and general purpose programming. 

0 2FDL supports objects, classes, inheritance and messages. The expressions of o2pDL are 

strongly typed and functional in nature. The type system is based on the FUN type language and the 

Milner type algorithm [Miln78]. Parametric and inclusion polymorphisms are supported as well as 

type inference. 0 2FDL is a higher order language since functions are denotable values and may be 

passed like any other value. 

To cater for general purpose and database programming, 0 2FDL features three different types 

of functions (user-defined, data-defined and system-defmed). Amore flexible path expression notation 

has been used for function compositions compared to the nesting of function calls. The language caters 

for persistent and temporary objects and allows them to be handled in a uniform manner. In 0 2FDL 

both classes and types are supported. 

0 2FDL is more a persistent programming language system than a database system, since no 

mention of storage management, concurrency, recovery or ad-hoc query features is made in 

[MCB89/90]. 

2.3.4.7 ORION 
The ORION project was launched at the end of 1985 at MCC and is detailed in [KBCGW88], [KCB88] 

and [KGBW90]. The object is to integrate a programming language system with a database system. 

The system supports objects, classes, inheritance, identity, versions, composite objects, transactions, 

authorization and queries, to name but the main ones. The system takes full advantage of composite 

objects for the definition and efficiency of versions, concurrency, authorization and schema modifica

tions. 
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2.3.4.8 ObjectStore 
The ObjectStore system [LLOW91] adds persistence to C++, since this is its main interface. 

The system provides objects, classes and inheritance. ObjectStore provides its own C++ language 

which allows queries. Collections of objects resemble tables or arrays and the language provides 

constructs to iterate over them. Type checking for both persistent and transient data is provided by the 

system. Transactions and read and write locks are provided to protect the integrity of the database. 

2.4 ANSI Standard 

Object-Oriented Databases or Object Databases which form part of Object Data Management systems 

(ODM), have become prime candidates for standardization. In this section we deal with the effort being 

made by ANSI for an ODM standard. We cover the committee which was established to perform this 

task and their goals and objectives. A number of surveys and workshops were conducted to formulate 

their recommendations. 

The standardization of Object-Oriented Databases (OODBs) has been undertaken by a commit

tee called the Object-Oriented Database Task Group (OODBTG). It operates as part of the Database 

Systems Study Group (DBSSG), which is an advisory group to Accredited Standards Committee X3 

(ASC/X3). It in tum forms part of the Standards Planning and Requirements Committee (SPARC) 

which operates under the procedures of the American National Standards Institute (ANSI). 

The task group was established in January 1989 for a period of two years. Its fmal task was to 

draw up a report containing a reference model and glossary, which was published in September 1991. 

After public comment, the fmal report was delivered in January 1992. 

The goals and objectives of OODBTG were to establish a working definition for the term "Object 

Database", determine the relationships between Object Database technology and Object-Oriented 

technology in related fields, and establish a framework for future standards activities in the Object 

Information Management (OIM) area. The primary deliverables of the committee are an ODM 

. reference model and a prescriptive glossary. 

2.4.1 Reference Model 

The Reference Model is used to provide prescriptive definitions of ODM terms. It provides a common 

language for communication and can be used for conformance testing of systems. The model is divided 

in to three sections: General Characteristics, Data Management Characteristics and ODM System 

Characteristics. 

The general characteristics include the following: objects, bindings and polymorphisms, encap

sulation, identity, types and classes, inheritance and delegation, object relationships, attributes, literals, 

containment, aggregates, extensibility, integrity constraints, and an object language. 
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The data management characteristics include the following: persistence, concurrency, distribu

tion, ODM object language and queries, data dictionary and name space, change management, 

reliability and recovery, and security. 

The ODM System Characteristics include the following: class libraries, program and user 

interfaces, and user roles [ANSI91]. 

2.5 Summary 

OODBs seem to hold a number of solutions to the problems which are occurring in the database 

and programming language fields, since they cater for data and programs in one uniform model. 

Unfortunately, there is no accepted standard for the paradigm which has lead to the conceptual and 

semantic discrepancies which are found between current systems. We have discussed the concepts of 

objects, classes/types, inheritance/subtyping, extensibility and persistence which are essential to any 

system. We have also covered other features which are found in OODBs, such as: computational 

completeness, encapsulation, typing, metatypes/metaclasses, queries, concurrency, reliability and 

recovery, storage management, multiple users, distributed systems, versions and histories. 
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In this chapter we provide an overview of our data model and its implementation (more detail is given 

in Olapter 4 and 5 respectively). The background chapter provides a picture of the OODB paradigm. 

In the light of this we correlate the features defined in the literature with the features found in our 

system. We begin by identifying the goals of the system. This is followed by a description of an example 

application, which we will use throughout the remainder of the chapter and the thesis. Next, the main 

features of the model are illustrated. The chapter is concluded with a description of the implementation 

of the system. 

3.1 Goals 

The project was to de ign and build an object-oriented database, and to this end, there were a number 

of goals we wished to achieve. The first goal was to have a system which can adapt to model the real 

world, instead of having to adapt the real world to fit the system. The second goal was uniformity: we 

should be able to treat everything in the system in the same way and, as a result, the system should be 

simple to use. The third goal was to be able to change and extend the system to cater for new 

requirements dynamically as they arise in the application. Modularity was the fourth goal, whereby 

we can specify modules that define data and the operations to manipulate them. As a result, the 

application will be structured and easier to maintain. The fifth goal was type safety: the system should 

perform checks (either static or dynamic) to ensure that the operations are valid for the data on which 

they are operating. The sixth and final goal was persistence, whereby everything in the system would 

be able to persist in a uniform structure. 

A number of the goals were satisfied by virtue of the system being an object-oriented database. 

The database aspect provides us with the required persistence and the object-orientation provides us 

with modularity and the required modelling capabilities. By defining everything as an instance, through 

the use of complex data structures and metatypes, the system is uniform and allows for dynamic 

extensibility. The latter is also provided for by the creation of new types, which is a basic part of an 

object-oriented system, as well as by the use of metatypes, generic types and extensible base types. 

The type safety of the system is achieved by typing all instances and type checking all operations. 

Recovery and reliability, concurrency, and storage management are important features of any 

database system. However, in our system we have concentrated on the goals above and for this reason, 

these features and others are omitted. The system may at a later stage be extended, by adding these 

features, in order to make it a complete object-oriented database system. 
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3.2 The Data Model 

HOOD is a Higher-Order Object Database that makes use of a large number of features from various 

models and combines them in a uniform manner. The structure system defines various forms of values 

which may occur in the database. The object system provides the persistence for these values and also 

a means of uniquely referencing and manipulating them. The structure and object systems provide the 

apparatus or foundations for defining an implementation model. In this chapter we deal with these two 

systems in Sections 3.2.2 and 3.2.3. 

In the data model chapter the type system is defined in Sections 3.2.2 and 3.2.5, and specifies 

the concepts which are key to an object-oriented model. A number of constraints are specified for each 

of the various concepts. Provided the constraints are satisfied, a model will be consistent and exhibit 

the features of an object-oriented database. The concepts of instance, method, metatype, base type and 

generic type are also defmed. Associated with these concepts are the mechanisms of subtyping and 

instantiation. The structure, object and type systems form the foundations for defining the data model. 

They are used in an exemplar to define a realization of the concepts specified in the type system. The 

exemplar is covered in Section 3.2.8. It provides an implementation data model which can be used to 

defme a user data model. 

...,..------ -, ..... 
' User Data Model 1 .... .... ..... ______ ..... 

t 

__ _}_ __ 
r ") 

Figure 3.1: Structure of the Model 
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Figure 3.1 illustrates the structure of the model. At the bottom level are the foundations which 

specify the general requirements and constraints of an object-oriented database system. The exemplar 

is defmed by making use of the constructs and features which are provided by the lower levels. There 

are a number of distinct exemplars which may be specified that satisfy the constraints of the type 

system. The particular one which we have chosen is detailed in Section 4.4. The next level is the user 

data model and is used !O provide a simpler interface for the user. It removes the technicalities found 

in the implementation model and provides a user friendly means of using the constructs which the 

model provides. We have, however, not defined a user data model. 

The object-oriented features found in this system are essentially the same as the set of mandatory 

features which are defined in [ABDDMZ90]. This conformance is encouraging because we only 

obtained this paper after the model had been designed and most of the implementation had been 

completed. 

3.2.1 Reference List Example 

We now present an example of modelling bibliographic reference lists which we will use to illustrate 
\ 

the various aspects of the system. A person may write a paper and refer to work done by other people. 

A reference contains the title and author of work, and information about the publication in which it 

appears. A reference list simply contains a list of these references. 

There are four main concepts in the real world which must be modelled by the system. First 

there is the concept of a reference, which is the publication or the article in which the work appeared. 

Second there is the concept of the reference list and is built on the first concept, since it contains a list 

of such references. Third is the concept of the actual work which is being referenced, such as an article 

or a paper. A paper is a refereed work that appears in an academic journal. An article is the general 

concept which defines a piece of work that may appear in a magazine, newspaper, book, etc. Associated 

with an article is its author and title, and the publication in which it appears. Forth, is the concept of 

the various publications, such as journals, proceedings, books, reports, magazines, etc. which contain 

these works. A publication has a name, a date of publication and publisher. These three concepts give 

rise to the three basic types defined in the database, viz. Reference List, Article and Publication. 

Figure 3.2 illustrates some of the relationships which may exist between various entities in the 

real world. The reference list is depicted with two of the works which it references. The one work is a 

paper and the other is a book, both of which have been written by the same person. The paper appears 

in a proceedings that is published by the same publisher who published the book. These are some of 

the simple requirements for this application. There should be a direct relationship between the concepts 

and entities in the real world and the structures used to model them in the system. 
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Figure 3.2: Publication Entities in the Real World 

3.2.2 Types 

The concept of a proceedings is modelled in the system by a type. The type defines the structure for 

its instances and the operations which may be performed on them. Type Proceedings is defined as 

follows: 

(Type, 

(name:- 'Proceedings', 

state:- Product(=> Type, 

(@e: String, date: Date, 

publisher: =>Organization, editor: =>Person, 

contents: List((work: =>Paper, pages: Product(lnteger, Integer)), 

issn: String, conf-add: String, conf-date: Date)) 

behaviour:- {Print, ... }, 

objects:- {Proc1}, 

subs:- {}, 

supers:- {Refereed Publication})) 

The type has a name, 'Proceedings ' , which is used to identify it. The state of the type is used to define 

the structure of its instances. The state makes use of a structure which is defined in the structure system 

(see Section 4.1). The structure system defines structures quite similar to data types found in 

programming languages. The symbol => is used to defme an object reference. The data structures have 
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been based on [Schm86], where the record, product, disjoint union and function constructors are 

defmed, along with their assembly and disassembly operations. Some of these constructors have also 

been defined in [CaWe85], with the addition of subtyping rules. These rules form the basis for the 

subtyping rules used in the structure system. Ordinal types, ranges and enumerations, which are not 

dealt with in detail, are based on Ada, Pascal and [CaWe85]. The array and method constructors have 

been adapted from record and function constructors respectively. 

The Proceedings type has a set of methods defmed for it, which can be used to perform operations 

on its instances (e.g. Print). The methods are stored in the behaviour attribute of the type. The objects 

attribute stores references to objects which are instances of a proceedings (e.g. Procl). The type also 

stores references to its supertypes and subtypes. 

The type or class concept used in this system is called a type because it captures the properties 

of an ADT: it is an intentional specification of its instances through the use of a data structure and it is 

used in the type checking process. Classes are not defined in the system, but the extensional 

specification of a class is found in the type in that each type stores a reference to each of its objects. A 

type is used to model a concept in the real world by providing operations to create and manipulate 

instances of that concept The system provides extensibility by allowing the user to define new types 

at will, which have the same status as the system -defined types. The system also allows new base types 

to be added which also share the same status as the other types. 

3.2.3 Instances 

Whereas a type models a real world concept in the system, instances are used to model specific cases 

of those concepts. The following SIGMOD proceedings is an instance of the proceedings concept and 

is defined as follows: 

(Proceedings, 

tijle:- 'Proc. of the 1990 ACM SIGMOD Inter. Conf. on Management of Data', 

date:-1/6/90, 

publisher:- Pub1, 

editor:- Person2, 

contents:- [(work:- Paper1, pages:- (1, 35)), ... ], 

issn:- '2367-34578', 

conf-add:- 'Atlantic City, New Jersy', 

conf-date:- 4/6/90)) 

The instance stores all of the information relating to the publication in the real world which it is 

modelling. This information is stored in a value which is defined by the structure in the type's state. 

For example, the title of the proceedings is stored in the attribute 'title' and has the value 'Proc. of the 

1990 ACM SIGMOD Inter. Conf. on Management of Data'. 
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In accordance with the tenninology for types, we have tenned the concept of an object an 

instance in our model. An instance is defined by the data structure in the type. Instances are split into 

two disjoint groups: objects and values. An object is an instance of a type's data structure and has the 

properties of an object as defined in the object system (see Section 4.2). An object may exist as an 

independent entity and contains infonnation regarding its type. For example, the SIGMOD instance 

above has its type stored as its first component. 

The object system is used to capture the basic properties of an object and its operations. The 

concept of object identity and object operations which are used in the model are based on [KhCo86]. 

The concept of an object and its identity are used to capture the notion of a unique entity. An object in 

the system corresponds directly to the entity being modelled in the real world. The object reference 

structure is used to reference objects and to create relationships (weak references) between objects and 

to share components between objects as discussed in [ZdMa90]. An object's identity is used as a means 

of referencing it. For example, Publ and Person2 in the above instance are object identities. In addition, 

the Proceedings type stores the identities of all of its objects in the 'objects' attribute. The references 

must be consistent and the concept of Nil is defined to combat dangling references. The ACM 

proceedings above is an object and has an identity (Procl) which is used to reference it. 

Objects are the only persistent structures. If something is to persist, it must be defined as an 

object. There are also temporary objects which enjoy the property of identity but do not persist. Once 

an object has been declared as persistent, the system ensures that the object is loaded from the disk and 

saved back to the disk. 

A value, however, is dependent on the context in which it is used, such as a variable or as a 

component in a larger structure. Since the infonnation regarding a value's type can always be obtained 

from its context, this infonnation need not be stored in the value. A value is also defined by the data 

structure in its type, but omits the portion of infonnation regarding its type. 

Not all instances used in the system require the modelling capabilities of an object. The 

distinction between objects and values is made to allow for values which do not require persistence or 

an identity, and hence the additional overhead. The one-to-one correspondence between objects artd 

entities in the real world is an important part of the system's modelling capabilities. If the system only 

provided objects and an arbitrary value is stored as an object, then there should be some entity in the 

real world with which it corresponds. This is not always the case as values are often required simply 

to store temporary infonnation. 

In the publication example, the entities in Figure 3.2 are modelled in the system by the objects 

depicted in Figure 3.3. Each object stores the infonnation regarding the entity in the real world which 

it is modelling and also stores the identities of other objects to which it is related. The Paper} object 

stores the identity of ACM proceedings Procl in its ' appearsin ' attribute, while Paper 1 appears in the 

'contents' attribute of Procl . This models the relationship which exists between these two objects. In 

Appendix A we have defined some of the types and instances used to model the concepts and entities 
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Paper1 (Paper, (author:- Person1, Proc1 

I 
tide:- 'The OODB Paradigm', / ~ .... ...,,_,~,)) ~ 

Ref1 (R-~Lio1. ~~ 
0 

Paper1, Person1 (Person, (name :- 'AJ Smith', 

Book1, 
... )) , a dateOfBirth :- 7J!i/63)) 

/ 
~o 

(Book, (title:-
' AU you wanled to 
know about OODBs', 

date :- 315/90, 
publisher:- Pub1, 
author:- Person1 
edition :- 1, 
isbn :- '0-7131 -3898-3')) 

Pub1 

System Overview 

(Proceedings, (tide:-
'Proc. of the 1990 ACM SIGMOD 

Inter. Coni. on Management 
of Data', 

date :- 1/6190, 
publisher:- Pub1 , 
editor :- Person2 
contents:- ((work:- Paper1, 

pages:- (1, 35)), ... ) 
issn :- '123-23424-32' 
coni-add:- 'Atlantic City, New Jersy', 
coni-date:- 416190)) 

(Organization, 
(name:- 'Morgan Kaufmann')) 

Figure 3.3: Annotated Publication Entities 

which are depicted in Figure 3.3. The constructs used to specify these types and instances are defined 

in the following chapter. 

3.2.4 Methods 

The operations defined for an instance are specified in its type as methods. To use the method, we pass 

a message to the object specifying that it must perform the operations defined in the corresponding 

method. For example, a Print method is defined for type Proceedings as follows in the method 

language. It makes use of the conditional IF statement and also relies on Print methods which have 

been defined in other types, viz. String, Date, Person, Organization, etc. 

(Method[Owner:- Proceedings, Param:- Boolean, Resu~ : - Nil], 

(name:- 'Print', 

source:-' 

I/ 'Proceedings: '.Print; this. title. Print; '\nDate of Publication: '.Print; this.date.Print; 

'\nPublished by: '.Print; this.publisher.Print; '\nConference Address: '.Print; this.conf-add.Print; 

'\nConference Date: '.Print; this.conf-date.Print; 

H (param) I/ 
'\nEditor: '.Print; this.editor.Print; '\n: ISSN:'.Print; this.issn.Print; '\n: Papers:'.Print; /I 

'\n'.Print; /I' 

code:- ... ;)) 
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The Print method is defined for instances of type Proceedings and requires a boolean parameter. The 

parameter is used to specify either a full printout or a brief printout. This method can be used by passing 

the Print message to the object Procl which performs the operations specified in the method. The 

following message pass requests the Procl object to perform a full printout according to the actions 

of the Print method which is defined in its type. 

Proc1.Print(true) 

A method is defined by a method structure which forms part of the structure system. Since a method 

is defined by a structure, it is a value and may be treated like all other values. The methods in the system 

are defined as objects of a special type called Method. The reason for doing this is to make use of the 

same constructs which are defined for instances. The result is that there is a uniform means of dealing 

with both methods and instances. An object is the only persistent construct in the system and by making 

the methods objects, we can store them in the syste·m. By using the identity provided by objects, 

methods can be referenced from the types in which they are defined and do not need to be stored as 

part of the type structure. Identity also allows us to reference specific methods, even if there are other 

methods with the same name. Since methods are first-class values, there are also operations which can 

be performed on them, such as, comparing them to determine if they are identical or using them in 

parameters. The attribute 'code' contains the compiled version of the method which is defined by the 

string in attribute 'source'. It contains the machine instructions which are executed by the abstract 

machine and forms the value which is associated with the method structure. 

3.2.5 Subtypes 

Subtyping is a mechani m provided by the system that allows us to model the specialization of a concept 

by another concept. For example,. there is the general concept of a refereed publication. This is some 

form of printed matter which has a title, a date when it was published, an organization that published 

it, an editor, a list of articles which appear in it and an ISSN number. The concept of a proceedings is 

a specialization of the publication concept, since it has all of the properties of a refereed publication, 

and it also has additional properties such as conference address and date. The Refereed Publication 

type is defined below. The Proceedings type seen earlier is a specialization of this type and adds the 

attributes 'conf-add' and 'conf-date' to its instances. 
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(Type, 

(name:- 'Refereed Publication', 

state:- Product(=> Type, 

(title: String, 

date: Date, 

publisher: =>Organization, 

editor: =>Person, 

System Overview 

contents: List((work: =>Paper, pages: Product(lnteger, Integer)))) 

behaviour:-{ ... }, 

objects:-{ ... }, 

subs:- {Proceedings, Journal}, 

supers:- {Edited Publication, Periodical})) 

The Refereed Publication type stores a reference to each of its subtypes in the 'subs' attribute. Likewise, 

the Proceedings type stores a reference to each of its supertypes. As can be seen, Proceedings is a 

subtype of Refereed Publication. Refereed Publication is a subtype of both Edited Publication and 

Periodical; thus, multiple inheritance is supported by the system. The subtyping relationship between 

types gives rise to the subtyping hierarchy, which depicts the inheritance that occurs between types. 

In Figure 3.4, we illustrate subtyping between the various types which are used to model the concepts 

of publications, reference lists and articles. 

The term subtyping is in keeping with the use of types and type checking by the system. The 

various forms of inheritance identified by [ABDDMZ90] are all supported by the subtyping mechan-

INSTANCE ----PUBLICATION 
title: String 
date: Date REFERENCE LIST 
publisher: =>Organization List(Sum(=>Publication, =>Article)) 

/ \ ~ 
AUTHORED PUBLICATION 
·author: •>Person 

PERIODICAL EDITED PUBLICATION 

ARTICLE 
author: =>Person 
title : String 
appearsln: ->Refereed Publication 

I 
issn: String editor: =>Person 

contents: List((work: =>Article, PAPER . . . 

x~, pi"" I'""·"· '"'"")) ~~" .. , •• , ... p,·~~-
BOOK 
edition: Integer 
isbn: String 

REPORT 
number: Integer 

MAGAZINE REFEREED PUBLICATION 

I 
PROCEEDINGS 
conf-add : String 
conf-date: Date 

\ 
JOURNAL 
volume: Integer 
number: Integer 

Figure 3.4: Publication Hierarchy 
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ism. The data structure used in a subtype must be a subtype of the data structure used in the type. This 

allows the methods defined in the types and supertypes to be inclusion polymorphisms as defined by 

[CaWe85]. The uniformity of the system is also evident in subtyping, since all types, including base 

types and generic types, may have subtypes defined for them. 

3.2.6 Metatypes 

The concept of a metatype and the initial set of system types are based on [Coin87], but have been 

adapted to fit in with the concepts of a type and an instance. Unlike ObjVLisp, the structures used for 

types and instances are typed and fo~ part of a database with object identity. The metatype concept 

provides the system with a reflective means of definition. This gives the system power and flexibility, 

whereby it can adapt to changes and new requirements as they arise. The metatype concept also allows 

tbe system to treat type as objects. 

Metatypes allow us to achieve uniformity in another respect. All types in the system are defined 

as objects. Like methods, they are also stored as objects and may be referenced by an identity. Thus, 

there is only one persistent construct in the form of an object along with only one form of identity and 

associated referencing mechanism. An object stores its typing information by storing the identity of 

its type. A subtyping relationship between types is specified by each type storing the identity of the 

other type in either its' ubs' or 'supers' attribute. The name of a type is used as a symbolic reference 

to a type and forms part of the name space. But essentially all types are referenced by their identities. 

The type concept gives rise to the instantiation mechanism, whereby an instance is instantiated 

from its type. The metatype concept allows us to have various levels of instantiation, such as between 

type and instance, metatype and type, meta-meta type and meta type, etc. The use of the instantiation 

mechanism creates a hierarchy of types and their instances. 

3.2. 7 Generic Types 

The generic type defined here originated from the generic template defined by Ada, while some of the 

typing structures are based on the parametric polymorphism structures defined in [CaWe85]. The model 

provides structures for defining generic parameter lists and hence generic types (see Section 4.1.3). 

Generic types ca be viewed as a means to extend the set of c~nstructors provided by the system. 

A constructor may be applied to any set of types and yields a structure with certain basic properties 

that are independent of the component structures. A list for example has basic properties such as a head 

and a tail, which are independent of the data stored in the list. A constructor also has a set of operations 

to manipulate its values, and they too are independent of the component structures. The operations 

operate uniformly for any value stored in the list. For example, given a list, the tail operation will return 

another list. 
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A stack can be defined as a generic type by internally using a list. The values stored in the stack 

(the list) are defined in tenns of a generic parameter called Data. The generic type Stack is defined as 

follows: 

(TypeGen, 

(name:- 'Stack', 

state:- Product(=> TypeGen, (value: list(Data))) 

behaviour:- {Pop, Push, Empty, ... }, 

objects:- {Stack1, Stack2, Stack3}, 

subs:-{}, 

supers:- {lnstGen}, 

generic:- [Data: Struct])) 

The structure of an instance is defined by a list of values which have the structure Data parameter. The 

operations such as Pop and Push which are used to manipulate a stack are also defined using the generic 

parameter. The resulting generic type can be conceptualized in the same manner as the list constructor, 

and may also be used in the same way. A list of people and a stack of people are denoted as follows: 

List( =>People) 

Stack[Data:- =>People] 

The component structure in the list can be used as the component structure in the stack, by simply 

specifying it as the value to be used for the generic parameter. The generic parameter Data is replaced 

by the object reference to people throughout the type. With the use of subtyping and since generic types 

are treated basically like any other type, it is possible to define a subtype of a generic type. If we view 

generic types as defining constructors, then it is possible for us to specialize some of the constructors. 

3.2.8 Exemplar 

The structure and object systems provide the constructs for defining an object-oriented database model. 

The type system specifies the constraints which must be satisfied in order for the model to be 

object-oriented. We have defined such a data model and it is called an Exemplar. The exemplar is not 

unique, since there are many other models which can be defined that satfsfy the constraints. 

The concept of a type is defined in the system by the meta type Type, which defines the structure 

of a type and the messages which may be passed to them. Since Type is a metatype and since we treat 

all types as instances, there must exist some other type of which Type is an instance. Since Type defines 

all types, we have defined it as its own instance. Type fonns the root of the instantiation hierarchy. The 

model also requires that everything be an instance, to which end we have defined a type Instance. It 

defines the general structure of an instance and fonns the root of the subtyping hierarchy, since every 
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type is required to produce instances. Because Instance is a type, it is an instance of the type Type. Type 

is also required to produce instances, therefore it is also a subtype of Instance. 

From these principal two types, the other types used in the model are defined. These include 

generic types, method types, base types and the types used specifically for the application, such as type 

Proceedings. The instantiation and subtyping hierarchies are depicted in Figure 3.5. The nodes in the 

graph are objects and each plane contains different classes of objects. The Metatype plane contains 

only metatypes. The Types plane contains ordinary types and excluded metatypes. The Instances plane 

contains all ordinary instances and thus excludes all types. A dotted arrow denotes instantiation and is 

read "X is an instance of Y", while a solid arrow denotes subtyping and is read "X is a subtype of Y". 

To summarize, the system proyides uniformity because types and methods are all treated as 

objects. Thus there is only one form of identity and one mechanism for persistence. Everything is 

referenced and stored in the same way, which makes the system simple in this respect. Through the 

use of metatypes, the system is flexible and may be extended by defining new base types and ordinary 

types. The set of constructors for the system can also be extended by defining new generic types. 

. - • Instantiation 
- Subtyping 

3.3 Implementation 

Figure 3.5 : Root Hierarchies 

Melalypes 

Instances 
I 

Prbct 

We decided to implement only those features which are essential to the system, as trying to implement 

the entire system in th time available would have been an impossible task. The purpose of implement

ing part of the system is to demonstrate the features of the model, identify possible problems with the 
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model which were overlooked in the design and fmd corresponding solutions, and show that it is 

possible to implement the system specified in the model. 

We have implemented the following data structures and their corresponding values: base, record, 

product, set, list, method, reference structures and higher-order structures. We have not implemented 

enumerations, ordinals, sums and arrays. We have defmed operations to facilitate the persistence of 

these values and structures, although we have not implemented the temporary objects. There are also 

operations for comparing values for equality and structures for equivalence and subtyping. The 

operations defmed in the model for each structure have been implemented. These structures and values, 

together with their operations, form the kernel of the system. 

We have also defined and implemented a method language. The language allows all of the 

operations defined in the model as well as the formulation of complex data values. The language also 

defines a set of simple control statements. A compiler type checks the method language and then 

generates code for an abstract machine. Compilation occurs in the context of a method structure and 

the database. The method structure is used to type check the recipient of the message, the parameter 

value and the result of the method. The database is used to check the types used in the method and 

messages which are passed. Type checking ensures that the operations are correct; when static type 

checking cannot be performed, dynamic type checks are generated. Type checking also includes a type 

resolution process, which is used to infer the typing of untyped values. It also ensures the encapsulation 

of instances and the use of subtypes. 

The compiler produces code which is the value associated with a method structure. This code 

is defined for an abstract machine which operates on the database. The abstract machine defines the 

primitive operations for data structures, control structures, message passing and special operations 

which may be linked to the system. Only a portion of the abstract machine has been implemented. 

The entire c1atabase is stored in an object table. An object is obtained from the object manager 

by specifying its identity. The object table and manager ensure the persistence of each object and the 

integrity of references to objects. There is also a name table and manager which implements the name 

space associated with the database. The name table stores unique identifiers and corresponding object 

identities. These names may then be used in methods to access the objects. In the present implemen

tation, the name space has been limited to the names which are used for types. 
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In this chapter we describe the modelfor HOOD (Higher-Order Object Database). The structure system 

is used to define structures and associated values. For each structure a set of primitive operations is 

defmed to manipulate the values. Structural equivalence and structural subtyping are defined to 

compare structures. Values defmed by the structure system are used by the object system to create 

objects. An object contains an identity and a value as defined in the structure system. The objects are 

used to provide persistence. These two systems provide the foundations for expressing values in the 

type system. 

The type system defines object-oriented concepts by using functions and constraints. Functions 

are defined over the values from both the structure and object systems. In order for a value to be classed 

as an instance of a concept, it must satisfy the conditions of the required constraints. The exemplar is 

a realization or concre "zation of values which satisfy the constraints of the type system. It forms an 

implementation data model that defines a database. 

4.1 Structure System 

The structure system is the foundation of the model, since it provides the basis for expressing values 

in the database. The object and type systems which follow are defined in terms of this system. We have 

defmed various operations for comparing the values and structures which are intrinsic to the structure 

system. This section deals with the constructors which are used to build the structures, the operations 

defmed to compare these structures, the values associated with the structures and the operations defined 

for these values. 

4.1.1 Constructors 

A constructor is used to build a structure which in tum defines a set of values. The concept of a structure 

which we defme here is quite similar to a data structure used in programming languages. The following 

constructors exist in the model: Base, Product, Record, Sum, Set, List, Array, Method, Value Reference, 

Object Reference, Nil, Value, Gen (generic), GPLS (generic parameter list structure), Struct (structure), 

StructLim (limited structure) and Ref (reference). In this section, we cover only Base, Record and 

Reference constructors. Product, Sum, Set, List and Array constructors have similar definitions, the 

same aspects of which are covered in Appendix B. The Method constructor is covered in Section 

4.1.2.2, while Gen, GPLS, GPLV (generic parameter list value) and generic references are dealt with 

in Section 4.1.3. 

Associated with each constructor are operations to compare the structures it builds. Structural 

Equivalence compares two structures built from the same constructor and determines if they are 
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equivalent- the set of values defined by the one structure is identical to the set of values defined by 

the other. The operator =s is used to denote this operation and defines an equivalence relation. 

Structural subtyping compares two structures ~uilt from the same constructor and determines if 

the one structure is a structural subtype of the other. (Structural subtyping is a relation defined on data 

structures, while subtyping is a relation defined on types and will be covered in the type system.) The 

values defined by the one structure form a 'subset' of the values defined by the other structure. The 

operator~ is used to denote this operation and defines an order relation. Structural subtyping facilitates 

inclusion polymorphism - an operation which is well defined for a value of a given structure, will 

remain well defined for all values defined by structures which are structural subtypes of the given 

structure. 

Inclusion polymorphism refers to the typing nature of an operation which allows for substitution. 

Substitution is a property associated with values, which allows an expected value defined by a structure 

to be replaced by a value defined by a substructure. Although inclusion polymorphism describes the 

typing nature of an operation, we also use it to refer to the more general property associated with 

structures, values and operations. In [ABDDMZ90] these properties are collectively called inheritance. 

Each structure defines a set of values. If a value is an element of this set, then we say that the 

value is an element of the structure. The set of values defined by a structure have assembly, disassembly, 

relational and translation operations defined for them. There is also a special value defined for all 

structures called Nil. This encompasses the concepts of empty, void, blank, zero, nothing and null. For 

set and list structures, it denotes the empty set and empty list. In base values such as integers, it denotes 

the zero value. 

An assembly operation generates a value which is an element of that structure. The disassembly 

operation, on the other hand, produces from a constructed value one of the component values which 

was used to assemble it. The relational operations are used to compare values defined by the structure. 

Equality and inequality are the most common relational operations and are defined for almost all of 

the structures. 

Given two structures, where the one is a structural subtype of the other, the translation operation 

is defined to convert a value defined by the one structure to a value defined by the other structure. 

Translation may occur in either direction and, in the case where a value has an undefined component, 

the Nil value is used. 

4.1.1.1 Base Struct res 
Base types define the primitive values and operations found in the database. More complicated values 

are assembled by using the base values as components. A base type is implemented externally and then 

linked into the database. The database requires a specification of the size requirements for the base 

value - the number of bytes required externally to represent the value, and the operations which 

implement the messages of the base type. The base constructors build various base structures, defined 

by the size requirement of the base values. There are two main base structures denoted as follows: 
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Base[-], Base[X] 

The first structure denotes a dynamic base structure, where the value may have a variable length. The 

second structure denotes a fixed base value of X bytes, where X is any fixed positive integer. These 

sizes specified in the structure will correspond to the implementation of, for example, a character string 

and an integer type, respectively. The system will maintain the values with these requirements in 

memory and on disk. 

The assembly, relational and any translation operations are all defined externally. Disassembly 

operations may also be defined externally if they are necessary. 

4.1.1.2 Record Structures 

The record constructor takes a number of structures and unique labels, and constructs a record structure 

denoted, for example, as follows: 

(author: Person, title: String, appears-in: Periodical) 

author is a label called the attribute name and Person is a structure called the attribute structure; together 

they form an attribute. The record structure defines a set of values, where each value has the following 

form: 

(author:- P, @e:- 'Object....', appears-in:- P) 

where P is a Person value and P is a Periodical. The attribute names used in the structure appear in 

the value, along with a value from the attribute structure called the attribute value. The colon-dash 

operator is used in the record value, while the colon operator is used in the structure. The reason for 

this is explained in Section 5.3.2.1. Together, the attribute names and values form a record value. The 

record structure defines a set containing all such values: 

(L1: St, ... , Ln: Sn) = { (Lt:-Vt, ... , Ln:- Vn) IV; E S;, 1 ~ i ~ n} 

The Nil record value contains, for each attribute value, the Nil value as defined by the attribute structure. 

Nil= (Lt:- Nil, ... , Ln:- Nil) 

(Lt:- Nil, ... , Ln:- Nil) E (Lt: St , ... , Ln: Sn) 

Two record structure are structurally equivalent if they have the same number of attributes, and the 

attributes in the two structures can be paired in such a way that the attribute names are equal and the 

attribute structures are equivalent. That is, 

(Lt: St, ... , Ln: Sn) =s (Kt: Tt, ... , Kn: Tn) 

iff 
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'ilL; 3Kj (L; = Kj)A (S; =s Tj) A 'if Kj 3L; (Kj = L;)A (Tj =s S;) 

For example, the following two record structures are structurally equivalent: 

(author: Person, title: String, appears-in: Periodical) 

(title: String, appears-in: Periodical, author: Person) 

Model 

An attribute value is obtained from a record value by using the disassembly operation, record subscript. 

This operation makes use of the dot operator which requires a record value and an attribute name. The 

result of the operation is the corresponding attribute value. For example, 

(author:- P, title:- 'Object .... ', appears-in:- J).title = 'Object.. .. ' 

Equality and inequality are the two relational operations defined for record values. They require both 

values to be elements of the same structure and the result is a boolean value. In the case where the 

values are from different structures, which are not related by subtyping, then the operation is undefined. 

The equality operation will return true if all pairs of attribute values in the two record values are equal, 

otherwise the result is false. That is, 

=: ((L1: S1, ... , Ln: Sn) x (L1: S1, ... , Ln: Sn))~ Boolean 

where 

(L1:- V1, ... , Ln:- Vn) = (L1:- W1, ... , Ln:- Wn) 

iff 
(V1 = W1) A ... A (Vn = Wn) 

Record structure Tis a structural subtype ofT provided the following conditions are satisfied: 

• Every attribute name that appears in T, appears in T- these attributes are called mandatory 

attributes. 

• The attribute structures of the mandatory attributes in T are structural subtypes of the attribute 

structures in T. 

• Additional attributes may be defined in T. 

In other words, we have that, 

(K1: W1, ... , Kn: Wn, ... , Km:Wm) ~ (Lt: V1, ... , Ln: Vn), m ~ n ~ 1 

iff 
'ilL; 3!Kj (L; = Kj)A (Wj :s;s V;) t 

t The symbol 3! denotes that there exist unique values which are in one-to-one correspondence with the 
values quantified by V. 
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In the example of a record structure used earlier in this section, we have a record structure consisting 

of the attributes 'author ': 'title' and 'appears-in'. Given that Journal is a subtype of Periodical, we 

have the following: 

(author: Person, title: String, appears-in: Journal, date:Date) 
~ 

(author: Person, title: String, appears-in:Periodical) 

Note also that an additional attribute 'date' has been added. It is possible for a record structure to have 

more than one superstructure. This is closely related to the concept of multiple inheritance. Our newly 

defmed substructure is a structural subtype of the following record structure also: 

(author: Person, title: String, appears-in: Journal, date:Date) 
~s 

(author: Person, title: String, date: Date) 

Assume record structures T and T' share attribute name A, but have unrelated structures for A. Then 

no single record structure can include A and be a structural subtype of both T and T'. This is called a 

name conflict. 

The following two structures have no single structural subtype because a name conflict occurs 

on the attribute 'appears-in'. In the first structure, the attribute denotes the journal in which the article 

appears, while in the second structure it denotes the date on which the article appears in the journal. 

(author: Person, title: String, appears-in: Journal, date: Date) 

(appears-in: Date, where: Journal, contents: String) 

The only solution to this problem is to rename the conflicting attributes with more appropriate names. 

Structural subtyping is defined to facilitate inclusion polymorphism. Any operation defined for 

a record value is typed by the record structure, specifying the attribute names and structures. A value 

defmed by a substructure contains all of the attributes appearing in the structure; hence, operations 

defmed on the structure are also valid for the substructure. 

For example, an operation maldng use of the 'appears-in' attribute, expects a value that is defined 

by the Periodical structure .. But in the substructure, this attribute is defined by the Journal structure. 

Since Journal is a structural subtype of Periodical any operation which is performed on the value is 

well defined because of the structural subtyping. 

(author:- P, title:- 'Object.. .. ', appears-in:- J, date:-1 I 1 192) 
E 

(author: Person, title: String, appears-in:Periodical) 

where Pis a Person value and J is a Journal. In effect, all values defined by substructures are elements 

of the structure. 
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A record value may be cast from its structure to a substructure by casting each of the attribute 

values to the corresponding attribute structure in the substructure. The additional attributes in the 

substructure are added and their values are set to Nil. To cast a value from a substructure to a structure, 

the additional attributes are simply discarded and the mandatory attribute values are cast to the 

corresponding attribute structure in the structure. The cast operation is denoted by the colon, ':' 

operator. 

(author:- P, title:- 'Object ... .', appears-in:- J) : 

(author: Person, title: String, appears-in: Journal, date: Date) 

= (author:- (P: Person), title:- ('Object....': String), appears-in:- (J: Journal), date:- Nil) 

= (author:- P, title:- 'Object ... .', appears-in:- J, date:- Nil) 

In this example a record value is cast to a substructure. The 'date' attribute is added and assigned the 

Nil value. The remaining attributes (mandatory attributes) are in turn cast to their corresponding 

structures. In the next example a record value is cast to a superstructure. The date value is discarded 

leaving the mandatory attributes which are cast to their corresponding structures. 

(author:- P, title:- 'Object ... .', appears-in:-J, date:- 1/1/92): 

(author: Person, title: String, appears-in: Periodical) 

= (author:- (P: Person), title:- ('Object ... .': String), appears-in:- (J: Periodical)) 

= (author:- P, title:- 'Object .. . .', appears-in:- J) 

4.1.1.3 Reference Structures 

The structure system is used to define values and structures, which are used in the type system to define 

types and their instances. A type defines an instance, but the structure of the instance is encapsulated 

and hidden. The reference constructors are used to build structures whose values are the instances of 

a type. 

There are two classes of reference structures, object references and value references. An object 

reference structure is denoted by the object reference constructor, '=>', followed by the name of a type, 

while a value reference structure is simply denoted by the name of a type. For example, in the pair of 

structures 

=>Person, String 

the first is an object reference to a type called Person, while the second is a value reference to the String 

base type. The differences between object and value structures are provided later in Section 4.3. 

The only operations associated with these values are the methods defined in their types. The 

structural equivalence and structural subtyping of these structures is based on the equivalence and 
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subtyping defined in the type system. Equivalence between types is denoted by'=' (see Section 4.3.2) 

and two reference structures are structurally equivalent if their types are equivalent. That is, 

=>T=s=>S iff T=S 

Subtyping between types is denoted by ·~·, (see Section 4.3.3). One reference structure is a structural 

subtype of another reference structure if the one type is a subtype of the other. That is, 

=>T~=>S iff T~S 

4.1.2 Higher Order Structures 

In this section we deal with the higher-order features found in the structure system. Put simplistically, 

everything in the structure system is a value. All structures are denotable values and are defined as 

elements of higher-order structures. In addition, all methods are values which are elements of a method 

structure. 

4.1.2.1 Meta-Structures 

There are three higher-order structures which define structures as their values, viz. Struct, StructLim 

and Ref The structure Struct, short for structure, defines all structures as its set of values. As a result, 

it also appears as one of its own values. StructLim defines a set of values which contains a limited set 

of structures, fonning a proper subset of the values defined by Struct. This set excludes structures 

which contain Base or Generic structures and is used to specify the structures which may be used as 

components in other structures, such as methods. Ref defines a set of reference structures (object and 

value reference structures), itself a proper subset of the values defined by StructLim. The main purpose 

of the StructLim and Ref structures is to limit the structures which may be used as components for 

Method structures and parameters for GPLSs. This prevents base values and GPLV s from being passed 

as parameters. However, by using the Struct structure, structures with base and GPLV components 

may be defined. As an example, a record structure is a value defmed by the Struct structure and is 

assembled as follows: 

(author: Person, title: String, appears-in: Periodical) 

Associated with the assembly operation is the Nil value. The Nil value in this case is the Nil structure, 

which as a structure defines an empty set of values. 

For each value (structure), various disassembly operation have been defined to extract compo

nent values (structures) in much the same way as disassembly operations extract the component values. 

For example, the attribute structure for 'author' is obtained from the record structure as follows: 

(author: Person, title: String, appears-in: Periodical).author = Person 
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The resulting structure is a v~ue reference to type Person. The relational operations are used to compare 

values defined by the same structure. In this case, structures are compared using the structural 

equivalence and structural subtyping operations. The results of these operations are boolean values. 

As with all structures, structural equivalence and structural subtyping operations are used to 

compare them. These operations are also defined for the higher-order structures. Each of these 

structures is structurally equivalent only to themselves. Structural subtyping is defined according to 

the set inclusion of the values defined by the structures. Hence, we have 

Ref~ StructLim, StructLim ~ Struct 

The translation operation casts a value from one higher-order structure to another higher-order 

structure. The translation of a structure is defmed only if it is an element of the higher-order structure 

to which it is being cast. No conversion occurs within the value during the translation process, as was 

the case with record translation. 

4.1.2.2 Methods 
Most of the operations performed by the database take the form of messages. A message is passed to 

an instance of a type with an optional parameter. The instance (also called the recipient) then reacts by 

performing the sequence of instructions specified in the message's method and may yield a result. A 

method may be treated as a value and therefore has a structure and various operations associated with 

it. 

The method structure types a method (value) and consists of three components. The first 

component is the owner and specifies a Ref structure. Only instances of the reference structure's type 

may be passed messages which are values of this method structure. Thus, the owner component defines 

the typing of the recipient of the message. The second component is the parameter and specifies the 

structure of the parameter passed with the message. The third component is the result which specifies 

the structure of the value which results from performing the method. The second and third components 

may only be specified by structures which are defined by StructLim structures. The following method 

structure defines a set of methods (values) that may be passed to instances of type Paper, with a 

parameter defined by an instance of type Journal and yields a result which is a Person. 

Method(Paper, Journal, Person) 

The associated methods are owned by type Paper. Method structures are structurally equivalent if the 

owner, parameter and result structures are structurally equivalent respectively. That is, 

Method(OI, PI, RI) =sMethod(02, P2, R2) 

iff 

0I =s 02, PI =s P2, RI=s R2 
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The method assembly operation is compilation: given a method specified in the method language, 

compilation type checks and converts it into an executable (assembled) form- the method value. The 

Nil value is the Nil method which performs no operation. If this method yields a result, then this value 

is the Nil value as defined by the result component of the method structure. 

The disassembly operation for method values is message passing. Given an instance of the 

owner's type and a value defmed by the parameter, the message pass "extracts" the result value by 

disassembling (executing) the method value. 

Two methods are equal if for all instances and parameter values they yield the same results. The 

implementation of such an operation is generally undecidable, thus only the identical operation has 

been defmed for method values. Two methods are identical if they are defined by exactly the same 

code. Since the code is the same, the effect of the method will be the same, thus the two methods are 

equal. Note that methods may be equal, but not necessarily identical. 

Method structures may also be related via structural subtyping. Method structureM is a structural 

subtype of method structure M' if the owner and parameter of Mare superstructures of those of M', 

while the result of M is a substructure of the result of M'. That is, 

Method(Ol, P1, R1) ~Method(02, P2, R2) 

iff 
02 ~s 01, P2 ~s P1, R1~ R2 

Given that Paper is a subtype of Article, Journal is a subtype of Periodical and Student is a subtype 

of Person, the following structural subtyping relationship exists for two method structures: 

Method(Article, Periodical, Student) ~s Method(Paper, Journal, Person) 

A message may be passed to a value where the value's structure is either equivalent to or a substructure 

of the owner structure. If one looks at the converse, a value may be passed a message defined by an 

owner structure which is either a superstructure of or structurally equivalent to the value's structure. 

If we replace a method with a substructure method, then from the method's perspective it is being 

passed to a value which is a substructure. The same principle holds for the parameter structure. For 

example, an instance of type Paper is passed a message defined for type Article, since the instances 

for type Paper are included in the instances for type Article, the message is well defined. 

In the context in which the message is passed, a result with a specific structure is expected and 

is defined by the result component. A substructure method produces a result which is a substructure of 

the value expected by the context. Since we can replace a value with a substructure value, the result 

of the substructure method is well defined for the context. 

4.1.2.3 Value 
The Value structure is used to store a particular instance of a type within the type. A type defining a 

range of values is an example of where this structure is used. The type defines the instances, but is also 
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required to store the upper and lower bounds of the range. The Value structure is used to define the 

structure of these two values. The instances of the range are defined by the state structure of the range 

type. The Value structure specifies that the upper and lower bounds are defmed by the structure in the 

type 's state. An example showing how this structure works is provided in Section 4.4.4. 

4.1.3 Generic Structures 

The generic structures defined in the structure system are not themselves generic but are used in the 

type system to defme generic types. There are three generic structures. The primary generic structure 

is the Generic Parameter List Structure (GPLS) which is used in a generic type to define the generic 

parameters. A higher-order structure called Gen defines a set of values consisting of all GPLSs. Each 

GPLS defines a set of Generic Parameter List Values (GPLVs) which are lists containing values for 

the generic parameters. A GPLV defines what is called an implied type from a generic type. 

4.1.3.1 Generic Parameter List Structure 

The GPLS defines and types parameters which are used in generic types. It is defn'led relative to a 

generic type and can not be used independently. It consists of a list of parameter names and structures. 

The structures type the values which the parameters represent 

For example, a generic type can be defined for a binary tree which stores sorted data. The logic 

of the tree is the same regardless of the type of data being stored. The tree requires a data type and two 

operations to sort and compare the data. The data stored in the tree is abstracted to a parameter called 

'data'. The GPLS for the generic tree type is as follows: 

[data: Struct, equals: Method(data, data, Boolean), precedes: Method(data, data, Boolean)] 

The parameter called ' data' has the structure Struct, since the tree may store data which is defined by 

any structure. The parameter called 'equals' is defined by a method structure and defines a method 

which is used to determine if two data values are equal. The other parameter called 'precedes' is also 

defmed by a method tructure and determines if one data value precedes another. 

The actual structure and operations used in a specific binary tree are stored in the GPLV. A GPLV 

for the example above is assembled as follows: 

[data:- Journal, equals:- Equals, precedes:- Older] 

and defines for the generic tree type, an implied Journal tree type sorted by the age of the journal. 

The GPLS is defmed in the generic type (see Section 4.3.4) and the GPLV is stored in the 

instance. The disassembly of a GPLV occurs implicitly, due to the relationship between the GPLS and 

the generic type. When the instance makes use of information or methods defined in the generic type, 

the values in the GPLV are used to replace the parameters which occur in the generic type. 
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Two GPLVs are equal if they are elements of the same GPLS and, for each parameter, their 

values are equal. Two GPLSs are structurally equivalent if they contain the same number of parameters 

and the parameters can be paired such that the parameter names are equal and the parameter structures 

are structurally equivalent. That is, 

(p 1: S1. ... , pn: Sn ] =s [q1: Ti • ... , qm: Tm] 

iff 

(m = n) 1\ 'Vpi 3!qj ((pi= qj)A (Si =s Tj)) 

Structural Subtyping i ~ defined for GPLSs to facilitate the subtyping of generic types. The subtyping 

principle employed here is similar to that of record subtyping. That is, · 

[q1 :Ti, ... , qm:Tm] ~s (p1:S1, ... ,pn:Sn] 

iff 

Vpi 3!qj ((pi= qj)" (Tj ~s Si)) 

For example, given the following two GPLSs, the one is a structural subtype of the other: 

[data: StructLim, equals: Method(data, data, Boolean),precedes: Method(data, data, Boolean)] 
~s 

[data: Struct,equals: Method(data, data, Boolean)] 

This is because both parameters 'data' and 'equals ' appear in the subtype, while StructLim is a 

substructure of Struct and the method structures are equivalent. 

Given GPLSs L and L' such that 

L~sL' 

the values defined by L are included in the set of values defined by L'. All parameters which appear in . 

L' appear in L. Due t inclusion polymorphism each of the parameter values in Lis an element of the 

corresponding parameter structure in L'. 

Translation is defined for GPLSs and GPLV s so that generic instances may be cast. Casting from 

a substructure to a superstructure and vice versa is identical to that for a record structure. 

4.1.3.2 Generic Parameter List Value 
A GPLV is an element of a GPLS, which is used in an instance of a generic type to define the actual 

values for the generic parameters which appear in the generic type. A generic type, with its parameters 

replaced by actual values, is called an implied type, which resembles an ordinary type. Subtyping is 

defined between implied types and requires, as part of its definition, the structural subtyping ofGPLVs. 

In this context a GPLV is used as a structure and thus requires the various operations associated with 

structures. 
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There are no explicit values associated with a GPLV as is the case with other structures, instead 

the values are defined by the implied type. The assembly, disassembly, relational and translation 

operations are not defmed for a GPLV since they are defined for each implied type. 

A GPLV is structurally equivalent to another GPLV if they are equal as defined in the previous 

section. For structural subtyping there are two cases to consider. In the first case both GPLVs are 

elements of the same GPLS. GPLV VI is a substructure of GPLV V2, if the value of every structure 

parameter in VI is a substructure of the corresponding value in V2 and all corresponding value 

parameters in VI and V2 are equal. For example, 

[data:- Journal, equals:- Equals] ~s [data:-Article, equals:- Equals] 

iff 

Journal~ Article, Equals= Equals 

In the second case, where 'data' is a structure parameter and 'equals' is a value parameter, GPLS SI is 

a substructure ofGPLS S2. The GPLV VI defined by SI is a structural subtype of the GPLV V2 defined 

by S2 if, for all parameters in V2, the corresponding value parameters in VI are equal and the 

corresponding structure parameters in VI are structural subtypes. All additional parameters in VI are 

ignored. In the following example we have two GPLVs defined by two GPLSs respectively: 

S1 =[data: StructLim, equals: Method( data, data, Boolean),precedes: Method( data, data, Boolean)] 

VI= [data:- Journal, equals:-Equals,precedes:- Older] 

S2 =[data: Struct,equals: Method(data, data, Boolean)] 

V2 =[data:- Article, equals:- Equals] 

Then S1 ~s S2 and V1 ~ V2 since the 'data' parameter's (structure parameter) value Journal is a 

substructure of Article, while the 'equals' parameters (value parameters) have the same value Equals. 

The 'precedes' parameter occurs only in S1 and is ignored. 

This second case need not have been explicitly defined, since it is implicitly defined by the first 

case with the aid of inclusion polymorphism. This case demonstrates how inclusion polymorphism 

works for the structural subtyping operation. The value defined by SI is included in the set of values 

defmed by S2. 

4.1.3.3 The Structure Gen 

Since all structures in the structure system are values, so too are the GPLSs. As values they are defined 

by a higher -order structure called Gen- short for Generic. Gen in turn is an element of the higher -order 

structure Struct. The assembly and relational operations for a value are defmed in Section 4.1.3.1. In 

a metatype that defines generic types, Gen is used to specify the GPLSs which occur in them. The 

disassembly of a value (GPLS) is implicit, occurring through the use of the parameters in the 

specification of a generic type. 
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Genis structurally equivalent only to itself and is its own structural subtype. Since there is only 

one structure, Gen, the translation operation is trivial: it is the identity translation. Examples of the 

concepts defined here are presented in Sections 4.3.4 and 4.4.5. 

4.1.3.4 Generic Reference Structures 
With the introduction of generic structures, a reference structure may be specified to a generic type 

and may also include a GPLV. A reference to a generic type specifies a set of values containing all 

instances from the generic type. For example, the structure 

=>Binary Tree 

is an object reference to the generic type BinaryTree. What follows is a reference to an implied type 

for a binary tree of journals sorted by age: 

=>BinaryTree[data:- Journal, equals:- Equals, precedes:- Older] 

Here, the reference to a generic type with a GPLV specifies a subset of the generic type's instances. 

Only those instances which have GPLVs that are subtypes of the GPLV used in the reference are 

elements of this structure. This structure allows us to be restrictive as to which instances of a generic 

type may be referenced. 

Two references to generic types with GPLVs are structurally equivalent if they are defined by 

the same reference constructor, the types are equivalent and the GPLVs are equivalent. Structural 

subtyping is also defined for this structure. A reference to a generic type with a GPLV is a structural 

subtype of a reference to the generic type without the GPLV. For example, 

=>BinaryTree [data:-Journal, equals:- Equals, precedes:-Older] ~s =>BinaryTree 

since the first's type is a subtype of the second 's type and the first's GPLV is a structural subtype of 

the second 's. 

4.2 Object System 

The purpose of the object system is to provide persistent, independent values which are referenced 

uniquely and consistently, irrespective of time and medium. The object system defmes the concept of 

an object, along with various operations for manipulating objects. We have defined the object system 

by building on the concepts defined in the structure system. 

4.2.1 Objects 

The values defined in the structure system are used to form objects. Bound to a value is a unique identity 

and together they form an object. An object is explicitly created by making use of the New operation. 
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New requires the structure of a value, it creates an object with a Nil value defmed by that structure and 

assigns a unique identity to it, which is its result. The only way to access the value within the object is 

by specifying its identity. An object continues to exist until it is explicitly removed by using the Delete 

operation. 

The New operation is also used to create objects at various different levels of persistence. A 

persistent object is defmed as a level 0 object. Temporary objects are defined at positive integer value 

levels and only exist for the duration of the session. Operations are defmed to convert objects from 

one level to another and to remove all objects from a specific level as well as the objects at higher 

levels. Levels are used for experimentation and give the user a mechanism for manipulating a set of 

objects, without it affecting the rest of the database. 

The object system, as expected, is responsible for the consistency of the identities. Each time 

an object is created the identity associated with it must be unique. An identity is used to reference an 

object, and to this end, the object system must ensure that for every reference a valid object exists. A 

special identity called Nil is defined which represents the concept of a reference to no object. When 

an object is deleted, all references to it are set to Nil. The process of setting these references to Nil is 

called annulling. The context in which the reference is used will then know that no object exists for 

that reference. If the reference were maintained, then a dangling reference would occur and the database 

would be in an inconsi tent state. An object 01 may only hold a reference to another object Oz provided 

the level of Oz is equal or less than the level of 01, so that when a level and all levels above it are 

cleared, there will be no dangling references. 

When the New operation is used to create a level 0 object in the database, the object system is 

responsible for ensuring the persistence of the object. The object system transfers the object from disk 

to memory when it is required and updates the object on disk when the object is modified. The Delete 

operation is used to remove both temporary and persistent objects. 

4.2.~ Object Reference Structures 

In the structure system two reference structures were defined: object references and value references. 

An object reference structure is used to define a value which references an object. This value consists 

of the identity of the object being referenced. By using this structure, we can define values which 

reference objects and, hence, use it to set up relationships between objects. The set of values defined 

by the object reference structure consists of a set of object identities. An object reference structure is 

specified by the object reference constructor and a type. Only the identities of objects which are 

instances of this type or its subtypes are valid values for the structure. If a reference meets this 

requirement and the object exists or the Nil identity is used, then the reference is correctly typed. 

The following value along with the identity I fonns an object, which is an instance of type Article: 

(Article, (author:- A, title:- 'Object .. .', periodical:- P)) 
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An object reference to Article is denoted as follows: 

=>Article 

This declares a structure whose values are the identities of objects which are instances of type Article. 

I is a valid value for this structure. Through the identity I, the value within the object can be manipulated 

by various operations which are described next. 

4.2.3 Operations 

A set of operations for handling objects is defined in the object system. TheN ew and Delete operations 

which allow for the creation and termination of objects have already been covered. The remaining 

operations deal with manipulating objects, their values and their identities. All operations on objects 

make use of the object identity and through it, access the object's value. 

4.2.3.1 Equality Operations 
The relational operations identical, shallow equality and deep equality, as described in Section 2.2.1.6, 

are defined in the model. Identical is denoted by the equal-dash-equal operator'=-='. As an example, 

A=-=B iffi=J 

where I is the identity of A andJ is the identity of B. The shallow equality operation is denoted by the 

equal-plus-equal operator'=+='. As an example, two distinct objects, X and Y, which are instances of 

Article, are shallow equal if their 'title' values are equal and the objects referenced by 'author' and 

'periodical' are identical respectively. 

X= (Article, (author:- A, title:- 'Object ... ', periodical:-P)) 

Y =(Article, (author:- B, title:- 'Object ... ', periodical:-Q)) 

X=+= Y iff A =-=B, 'Object ... '= 'Object ... ', P =-= Q 

Deep equality is denoted by the equal-star-equal operator'=*='. The two distinct objects, X and Y, 

which are instances of Article, are deep equal if the title values are equal and the objects referenced 

by 'author' and 'periodical' are deep equal respectively. 

X= (Article, (author:- A, title:- 'Object ... ', periodical:-P)) 

Y =(Article, (author:- B, title:- 'Object .. .', periodical:-Q)) 

X=*= Y iff A =*=B, 'Object ... '= 'Object ... ', P =*= Q 

4.2.3.2 Operations 
Identity, shallow and deep copy operations, as described in Section 2.2.1.6, and denoted by '<--', '<-+' 

and '<-* ', respectively, are supported. After any of the above copy operations, the associated identical 
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or equality operation will return true when applied to the two operands of the copy operation. For 

example, after X<-+ Y, X=+= Y will yield true, while X=-= Y will yield false provided X andY were 

not identical before the copy operation. 

The identity copy operation requires the identity of an object and assigns it as the value of an 

object reference structure. The encapsulation of an object is maintained with this operation since only 

its identity is accessed. The shallow and deep copy operations are applied to objects by using their 

identities, which is normally obtained from an object reference. These two operations violate encap

sulation since they access the values stored within the objects and they are not defined as methods in 

the object's type. The operations are however only defined if the type of the object on left (X) is a 

supertype of the object on the right (Y). Thus the resulting values of these operations will be correctly 

typed for their contexts. 

4.2.3.3 Translation 
In the type system (Section 4.3.3.1) the concept of translating an instance from a type to either the 

supertype or subtype is defmed. Object translation is based on the translation defined in the structure 

system. When an object is translated, it affects all references to the object. These references must be 

checked to ensure that they are correctly typed and do not compromise the consistency of the object 

system. Since object translation of the object's value is covered by the structure system (Section 

4.1.1.2), the remainder of this section deals with ensuring that the references to the translated object 

are correctly typed. 

Assume that an object is translated to an instance of a subtype. Then all references to this object 

remain correctly typed due to inclusion polymorphism. All references to the translated object are typed 

either with the object's type or one of its supertypes. By translating the object to a subtype, the object 

is still an element of the type. 

Object translation may also be used to convert an instance of a type to an instance of a supertype. 

There are three cases regarding the references to such an object to be considered. In the first case, an 

object of type Tis translated to a supertype T'. All references to this object are checked, if the reference 

is typed by the supertype T', or perhaps one of its supertypes, then the reference is correctly typed and 

remains. Otherwise, the reference is invalid and is annulled. For example, assume an object of type 

Proceedings is to be converted to an object of type Publication. All references to the object which are 

typed by the following structures 

=>Proceedings, =>Periodical, =>Edited Publication 

are annulled, while all references to the object which are typed by the following structure 

=>Publication 

are valid. 
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In the second case, an object which is an instance of a generic type is translated to a generic 

supertype G. A reference to this object remains if it is defined by a generic type which is either a 

supertype of or equivalent to G. All other references to this object are annulled. 

In the third case, the reference to the generic object is defined with a GPLV. Each instance of a 

generic type contains a GPLV which defines the implied type. If the GPLV in the object is a subtype 

of the GPLV in the reference, then the reference is correctly typed and remains. Otherwise the generic 

object is not an instance of the implied type, which is specified in the reference, so it is annulled. 

4.2.3.4 Merge 
The Merge operation is defined to take two objects and coalesce their values to form the merged object. 

The identities of the two objects are replaced by a new identity for the merged object. The references 

made to the original two objects are type checked and either set to the new identity or annulled. The 

operation returns the identity of the merged object. 

When Merging two objects, the coalescing of the object values and the references to them are 

dealt with as follows. There are three cases to be considered. In the first case, both objects are instances 

of the same type. Thus the object values have the same structure and the first object is maintained while 

the second object is discarded. Before the Merge operation was performed the references were 

consistent. Since these two objects are instances of the same type all references will still be correctly 

typed. All references to the these two objects are replaced by references to the merged object and the 

database remains consistent. 

In the second case, one object is an instance of type T, while the second object is an instance of 

a subtype ofT. The object which is an instance of the subtype is maintained, while its identity becomes 

the identity for the merged object and forms the result of the operation. The object which is the instance 

of type Tis discarded. All references to the subtype object are maintained, while all references to the 

discarded object are replaced by the identity of the subtype object. Since the references are being 

converted to a subtype they will be correctly typed. 

The third case i where the two objects are instances of arbitrary types which are not related by 

the subtype relation. For this case there are two possibilities. In the first, the two types share a common 

subtype, through multiple inheritance. All structures defined in both types appear in the subtype, so 

values from the types are assigned appropriately to the subtype which becomes the merged object. 

The second possibility is where no subtype exists for the two objects, in which case it is not 

possible to define a meaningful merge of the two objects. In this situation no merging occurs and the 

Nil identity is returned. The user may then explicitly cast the individual objects to a common supertype 

and then merge them, or may create a subtype and then merge the objects again. 
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4.3 Type System 

The type system defines the concepts of instances, types, methods, subtyping and instantiation through 

the use of functions and constraints. The functions are defined over the domains and codomains of the 

structure and object systems. A set of constraints is defined for each concept, specifying the require

ments of values which are classed under that concept. By using the apparatus defined in the structure 

and object systems, a specific model or exemplar is created which satisfies the constraints of the type 

system. The exemplar exhibits the features of an Object-Oriented Database. In an exemplar, each 

function maps to a specific set of operations which yield the results that are required by the constraints. 

A type is an object and has a unique name. The behaviour of a type is defined by method objects, 

where each of their method structures has the type as its owner. The constraints specified in the 

following sections must be satisfied in order for the system to be consistent. 

4.3.1 Instances 

An entity in the real world is modelled in the database by an instance. The database consists of instances 

which are values as defined by structures in the structure system. An instance may also be an object, 

since it also consists of a value defined by a structure in the structure system (see Section 4.2.1). An 

instance is defined by a type, where instantiation is the process used to generate an instance from a 

type. 

The instance-of relation denoted by the arrow symbol '¢' exists between types and their 

instances. If A is an instance of type T, then this is denoted as follows: 

A¢T 

The type function denoted by 't, detennines from an instance, the type which instantiated it. 

(A¢ 1) ::::) ('t(A) = 1) 

The type constraint specifies that every instance must have a type. 

4.3.2 Types 

A type is used to abstract a concept in the real world and model it in the database. A type encapsulates 

and hides the structure and behaviour of a grpup of related entities. A type defines the structure and 

behaviour of its instances and its relationship to other types. Instances are encapsulated and may only 

be manipulated through the interface provided by the type. 

For example, the concept of a conference proceedings may be modelled by a type. The 

proceedings type contains the structure for defining values that are specific proceedings. The Proceed-
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ings type contains the behaviour of all proceedings, which consists of messages that may be passed to 

any proceedings instance. The Proceedings type may be defined as follows : 

(Type, 

(name:- 'Proceedings', 

state:- Product(=> Type, 

(t~le: String, date: Date, 

publisher: =>Organization, editor: =>Person, 

contents: List((work: =>Paper, pages: Product(lnteger, Integer)), 

issn: String, conf-add: String, conf-date: Date)) 

behaviour:- {Print, ... }, 

objects:- {Proc1}, 

subs:- {}, 

supers:- {Refereed Publication})) 

A type is also an object since it is required to persist and be referenced uniquely. In addition it must 

conform to the following constraints. Each type has a unique name used to reference it symbolically. 

(In a number of the examples, we use the name of the type to represent its identity.) Given a type, the 

name function, denoted by v, returns a string which is the name of the type. The name constraint 

specifies that no two types may have names which are equal. For example, given the proceedings type 

T, v will return the name of the type. 

v(D = 'Proceedings' 

The names of the types form part of name space which is used to identify objects. 

Each type has a state which specifies the structure of its instances. A structure, as defined in the 

structure system, is stored in the type and its values form the instances of the type. Given a type, the 

state function, denoted by cr, returns the structure which defines the instances. The state constraint 

specifies that every type must have a state. For example, the journal type 's state is defined by the 

following structure: 

a(Proceedings ) = Product(=>Type, 

title: String, 
date:Date, 

publisher: =>Organization, 
editor: =>Person, 

L . ~( work: =>Paper, l~ ) contents: zs 
pag~s: Pro~uct(lnteger, Integer) 

lssn: Strmg, 
conf-add: String 
conf-date: Date 

All proceedings have a title, date of publication, publisher, editor, issn and a list of papers that appear 

therein. A specific instance of a proceedings might have the following values: 
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(Proceedings, (mle:- 'Proc. of the 1990 ACM SIGMOD Inter. Conf. on Management of Data', 

date:- 1/6/90, 

publisher:- Pub1, 

editor:- Person2, 

contents:- [(work:- Paper1 , pages:- (1, 35)), ... ], 

issn:- '2367 -34578', 

conf-add:- 'Atlantic City, New Jersy', 

conf-date:- 4/6/90)) 

Model 

where Publ, Person2 and Paperl are object identities and Proceedings is the identity of the Proceed

ings type. Each type has behaviour associated with it. The behaviour consists of methods which define 

the actions of the entities being modelled. Since the structure of the instances is encapsulated and 

hidden by the type, th only way to manipulate the values is through the behaviour. Given a type, the 

behaviour function, denoted by Jl, returns a set of method objects. The behaviour constraint specifies 

that every type has a behaviour. These objects are owned by the type. For example, the journal type 

has among its methods one called Volume. 

Jl(l ournal) = { Volume, ... } 

The method Date returns the date of publication. A message may be passed to any instance of type 

Proceedings, requesting it to perform the operations specified in the method Date. The variable this 

used in the method denotes the instance (receiver) to which the message is passed. The method obtains 

the second component of the given proceedings value by using the product subscript operator'!', which 

yields a record value. The attribute name 'date' is used to subscript the record and this value is returned 

by the method. 

return(this!2.date) 

Given an instance Procl of type Proceedings with the value above, the message Date may be passed 

to it, yielding the following result: 

Proc1.Date = 1/6/90 

A type may be a direct subtype of another type (see Section 4.3.3). For each type, its subtyping 

relationship with other types is stored. Given a type, the supertype function denoted by 1t, determines 

its set of direct supertypes. Given a type , the subtype function, denoted by p, determines its set of 

direct subtypes. For example, type Proceedings is a direct subtype of type Edited Publication, thus the 

following relationship exists: 

P(Edited.Publication) = {Proceedings, ... } 

1t(Proceedings) = {Edited Publication, ... } 
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The subtyping constraint for a type specifies that each type must store its direct supertypes and subtypes. 

There is also the consistency constraint that specifies for any type and its direct subtype, that the 

following relationship must hold: 

T E PCU) iff u E rt(T) 

The object constraint specifies that each type must also store a reference to all of its object instances. 

Given a type, the object function, denoted by e, returns its set of objects. There is also an associated 

consistency constraint: consistency is to be maintained between this set and the set of instances which 

have this type as the result of their type function 't. 

't(A) =Tiff A E S(T) 

One type is equivalent to another type only if both types are identical, that is they are the same type. 

S=Tif!S=T 

4.3.3 Subtyping 

While a type is used to model a concept, a subtype is used to model a specialization of that concept. 

An instance of a specialized concept is still an instance of the concept. For example, type Periodical 

models the concept f a publication which is published at regular intervals, say once a month. 

Associated with a periodical is its title, date of publication, publisher and issn. A journal is also a 

periodical since it is a publication which is published at regular intervals. The same information is 

associated with a journal, along with additional information such as the editor of the journal, its contents 

which is a list of papers, the volume and the issue number. A journal is a specialization of the periodical 

concept, this being modelled by defining type Journal as a subtype of type Periodical. The instances 

of type Journal are also instances of type Periodical. 

Although a journal contains specialized data (volume and number), it still can be used as a 

periodical, since all of the information required for a periodical appears in it. As a result, any journal 

may also be manipulated by an operation defined for a periodical. 

Subtyping as used in this model is similar to inheritance and the is-a relationship which is 

expressed between classes (types). With inheritance a subtype/subclass is defmed by specifying that 

it inherits other classes. The system then generates the subtype/subclass accordingly. Subtyping, on 

the other hand, is a relationship that may exist between two types in the system. A type is defined on 

its own and if it satisfies the subtyping constraints, then it may be used as a subtype and may make use 

of the methods defined in the supertypes. The state structure of the subtype can be defined by extracting 

the type's state structure and adding components to it. 

For one typeS to be defined as a direct subtype of another type T, the following three conditions 

must be satisfied. First, the state of S is required to be a structural subtype of the state ofT, that is, 
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cr(S) s;s cr(D 

The state structure specifies the structure of the instances. By requiring structural subtyping, the 

instances of the subtype and the methods of the type will enjoy inclusion polymorphism. This condition 

allows instances of subtype S to be classed as instances of type T. Second, the subtype function 13 

applied to T must result in a set containing S. Third, the converse applies for the supertype function 

1t. When 1t is applied to the subtypeS, the resulting set must contain T. That is, 

s E j3(D. T E 1t(S) 

If these three conditions are satisfied, then the direct subtyping relationship exists between these two 

types and is written as follows: 

S<T 

From the direct subtype relation, the more general subtyping order relation is defined and is denoted 

by •s;•. Any type is clearly its own subtype, since a structure is its own structural subtype, and inclusion 

polymorphism of its operations is trivial. That is, 

For two distinct types, one is the subtype of the other if a sequence of direct subtypes exists between 

them. This allows for the transitivity of the subtyping relation. Thus, a non-direct subtype will also be 

able to enjoy the property of inclusion polymorphism. We have that 

S<T~Ss;T 

S<T,T<U~Ss;U 

S < T!, ... , Tn < U ~ S s; U 

The messages defined in type U may be passed to the instance of type S. Type S inherits the messages 

defmed in its supertype- the messages in type U are inclusion polymorphisms for instances defined 

by typeS. 

Type Journal is a direct subtype of type Refereed Publication and the following conditions exist: 

cr(Journal) ~ cr(RefereedPublication), Journal E j3(RefereedPublication), 

RefereedPublication E 1t(Journal) 

~ 

Journal < RefereedPublication 

~ 

Journals; RefereedPublication 

The subtyping relation gives rise to a directed acyclic graph (DAG) called the subtyping hierarchy. 

The nodes in the graph are the types and a directed edge is drawn from subtype to type. Only the edges 
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between direct subtypes are drawn as the other edges are redundant This hierarchy is also called the 

is-a hierarchy or an inheritance hierarchy. 

4.3.3.1 Instance Translation 
An instance of type T may be translated to an instance of type S, provided the types are related by 

subtyping. The instance ofT is cast to the state structure of S by using the operations defined in Sections 

4.1.1.2 and 4.2.3.3. The consistency constraint for translation specifies that the identity of the object 

must be removed from the 'objects' attribute of type Tand added to that of typeS. The type constraint 

for the object must also reflect this change. 

4.3.4 Generic Types 

A type is used to model a concept, but requires a complete specification of the values and methods it 

uses. A generic type is used to model a more general concept, one that defines a generalized instance 

and behaviour. The instance contains information pertaining to the concept and may also contain 

information which is used by the concept, but which is arbitrary. The behaviour and structure of the 

concept is the same regardless of this arbitrary information. 

A generic type allows for the abstraction of the values used in the type - the arbitrary 

information. The abstraction takes the form of generic parameters. A generic type requires a GPLS 

(generic parameter list structure), which defines its generic parameters and their typing. These 

parameters may be used freely within the type or its methods, instead of specific values. By specifying 

a GPLV (generic parameter list value), an implied type is specified for the generic type. An implied 

type is the generic type with all parameters replaced by the values in the GPLV. The implied type 

resembles an ordinary type. 

The concept of an Integer binary tree sorted in ascending order may be modelled as a type, where 

specific binary trees are instances of this type. A binary tree contains sorted data, but regardless of the 

data being stored in the tree, its structure and logic remains the same. A generic type is used to model 

the generalized concept of a binary tree, where the type of data and the operations used to sort and 

compare the data is abstracted to generic parameters. 

If we defined a binary tree as an ordinary type, we would be required to specify the structure of 

the data that is being stored in the trees. For each different data structure, we would be required to 

specify a different type, which is inefficient. By using a generic type, we only specify the type once. 

An implied type conceptually defmes a type, but no physical type is created. The generic type 

makes use of the GPLV and whenever a generic parameter occurs, the corresponding value in the GPLV 

is substituted for it. For example, a GPLV is specified with the Integer structure, equality and ascending 

operations, which together with the generic Binary tree type form an implied type. The implied type 

is the same as the Integer binary tree sorted in ascending order which would otherwise have been 

defmed. The Binary Tree type may be defmed as follows: 
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(TypeGen, 

(name:- 'BinaryTree', 

state:- Product(=> TypeGen, 

(value: data, 

left: =>BinaryTree[data:- data, Equals:- Equals, Precedes:- Precedes], 

right: =>BinaryTree[data:- data, Equals:- Equals, Precedes:- Precedes])), 

behaviour:- {Add, First, Last, Next, Previous, ... }, 

objects:- {Tree1, Tree2, Tree3}, 

subs:-{} , 

supers:- {lnstGen}, 

generic:- [data: Struct, Equals: Method(data, data, Boolean), 

Precedes: Method(data, data, Boolean)])) 

Model 

The parameters in the GPLS (which appear in the 'generic' attribute) are typed by structures. When a . 

parameter is used in a generic type, its context is type checked against its GPLS structure. When a 

GPLV is specified, the values associated with the parameters are also type checked against the GPLS 

parameter structures. 

The methods defined for a generic type may make use of these generic parameters. The logic 

of the method remains the same, but the value which is manipulated will depend upon the implied type. 

These methods are called parametric polymorphisms, because they are defined for a number of different 

types and require a GPLV to parameterize the type, and hence the method, when the message is used. 

A generic type has all of the constraints that an ordinary type has, plus one additional constraint. 

Given a generic type, the generic function, denoted by y, returns the GPLS. Each generic type must 

have a GPLS, which is the result of y. For example, 

[ 

data: Struct, l 
y(BinaryTree) = equals: Method(data ,data, Boolean), 

precedes: Method(data, data, Boolean) 

An implied binary tree type of integers, sorted in ascending order is specified as follows: 

BinaryTree[data:- Integer, equals:- Equals, precedes:- Less Than] 

This is a generic type followed by a GPLV. The data parameter in the state is replaced in the generic 

type by a value reference to type Integer. The equals and precedes parameters used in the methods to 

manipulate the tree are replaced by the Integer Equals operation and the Less-Than operation, 

respectively. 

The following object, Tree] is an instance of the implied binary tree above: 

(BinaryTree[data:- Integer, equals:- Equals, precedes:- Less Than], 

(value: 5, left: Tree2, right: Tree3)) 
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The instances of a generic type may only be object instances. An object stores its instantiating type, 

which includes the GPLV for defining the implied type. This is the first component in the object above. 

For value instances, the context is required to be typed by a reference containing a GPLV, since the 

value instance relies on its context for its typing (see Section 4.3.8 for the differences between objects 

and values). The value for this instance is as follows: 

(value: 5, left: Tree2, right: Tree3) 

As can be seen, the information for the implied type is not stored in the value and the context is required 

to store this information. The context must be typed with the following value reference structure: 

BinaryTree[data:- Integer, equals:- Equals, precedes:- Less Than] 

If the value was typed with the following value reference structure, there would be no way of 

determining the implied type. 

Binary Tree 

4.3.5 Metatypes 

A concept is modelled by a type and a specific case of that concept is modelled by an instance. If we 

consider each specific type to be an instance of the concept called a type, then we model the concept 

of a type by means of a type called a metatype. A type defines the structure and behaviour of its instances. 

If we allow a type to be an instance in the model, then since a metatype is a type and thus an instance, 

it is an instance of another type called a meta-metatype. This process can continue ad infinitum. A type 

which produces an instance which is not a type is called an ordinaty type. 

The type function 't may be applied to any instance and will return the instantiating type. If the 

instance is a type, then it returns a metatype. For any type, the instance constraint and the type 

constraints must be satisfied. The system is reflective because it consists of instances which are defined 

by types, but types are themselves instances. This allows the structure of the instances and types to be 

specified within the model, provided they adhere to the constraints. 

As described in Section4.3.1, the process called instantiation generates an instance from a type. 

Given an instance A of type T, this is denoted as follows: 

If T itself is an instance of a metatype M and M is an instance of a meta-metatype MM, we have 

T¢M¢MM 

This instantiation relation'¢' generates an instantiation hierarchy. The leaves of the hierarchy consist 

of ordinary instances, above which are the ordinary types, followed by the metatypes, meta-metatypes, 
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etc. This hierarchy can also be depicted by a graph where the nodes are instances (this includes types) 

and a directed edge is drawn from an instance to its instantiating type. 

4.3.6 Methods 

The behaviour of a type is defined by a persistent set of methods. Each method has a name, source 

code and a compiled version which corresponds to a method value (as defined in Section 4.1.2.2). A 

method is defined as an object, which is an instance of a type called a method type and may be defined 

as follows: 

(TypeGen, 

(name:- 'Method', 

state:- Product(=> TypeGen, 

(name: String, 

source: String, 

code: Method(Owner, Param, Resun))), 

behaviour:- {link, compile, ed~. load, wr~e}, 

objects:- {Equals, New, NewType, ... }, 

subs:-{}, 

supers:- {lnstGen}, 

generic:- [Owner: Ref, Param: Structlim, Resun: Structlim])) 

A method being an object facilitates the persistence and referencing of unique methods, even if the 

names of some method are the same. The behaviour of a type consists of a set of references to these 

method objects. The state structure of a method type defines an instance which contains a name and 

source code defmed by strings and the method value defined by a method structure. The Equals 

message for journals is an instance of the state structure above and is defined as follows: 

X= (Method[Owner:- Journal, Param:- Journal, Result: Boolean], 

(name:- 'Equals', source:- 'return(this = param);', code:- C)) 

where C is the executable code for the method. X is an object which is an instance of method type 

Method. This is a generic type which will be explained in more detail in Section 4.4.6. A method type 

is the same as any other type, but is specialized to defme instances which contain method values and 

may be passed as messages in the system. 

A message pass is denoted by an instance of a type, followed by the name of a message and 

perhaps a parameter. Each method object in the system is symbolically referenced through its name 

and each method is owned by a type. A method defined in a type may be redefined in a subtype with 

the same name (overriding), but with specialized operations. Given a message pass, a look-up 

procedure (dispatching) is required to bind the symbolic reference with a particular method, see Section 
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5.4.3.2 for an example. The messages of methods defined in supertypes may be passed to instances of 

types, due to inclusion polymorphism. 

We have defined the look-up procedure to bind that method which is 'most' specialized to the 

message pass. Given the subtyping hierarchy, with multiple supertypes, a method may be defined and 

redefined at various levels. The look-up procedure finds the method which is the nearest (in terms of 

nodes in the hierarchy) to the instance's type. This amounts to searching the hierarchy in a breadth-first 

manner. The process continues until either the correct method is found or all types including the root 

of the subtyping hierarchy have been searched. In the latter case, a method does not exist for the message 

pass which is thus invalid. 

Once the method object with the correct name is found, its structure is obtained from the state 

structure of its method type. The method structure is type checked against the message pass. Type 

checking involves checking the instance to which the method is passed and the structure of the 

parameter value. If the type check is satisfied, then the message may be passed. 

There are three functions associated with method types and their instances. The method name 

function, denoted by Vm, given a method object returns the name of that method. For example, the 

name function applied to the method object above will return the string Equals. That is, 

Vm(X) =Equals 

This function is used to obtain the name which identifies the method. The name constraint specifies 

that every method has a name and within the set of methods owned by a single type, all method names 

are unique. 

Given a method type, the method structure function, denoted by crm, returns the method structure. 

The method structure constraint specifies that every method type must define a method structure. This 

constraint is used to perform type checking. Given a message pass, all methods in the instance's type 

are searched. If one is found with the correct name, then its type is located and the method structure 

function is used to obtain the structure of the method value. This structure is then compared to the 

message pass in order to validate it. In the following example, by using this function on the method 

type Method[ ... ], we obtain the structure defining the method Equals. That is, 

<Jm (Method[ ... ])= Method(Journal, Journal, Boolean) 

Given a method object, the code function, denoted by K, returns the method value stored in the object. 

Provided the message pass is valid, this value (message) may then be passed to an instance defmed by 

the owner type. This function is similar to the method structure function which determines the structure 

of a method, whereas this function determines the value for that structure. In the following message 

pass, where J1 and J2 are journals, the code function is used to obtain the code. 

J1.Equals(J2) 
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K(Equals) = C 

This code can then execute to perform the action of the method. 

4.3. 7 Base types 

There exists in the model a set of ordinary types called base types. These are used to define the primitive 

values and operations from which more complicated structures, values and operations may be defined. 

Integers and Strings are examples of base types. There are two parts to a base type: first is the 

representation for the values, and second are the operations. Base structures are used to specify which 

class of representation the instances of the base type requires. A base value may either be fixed or 

dynamic and there are corresponding memory representations for each. 

All of the operations for a base type are implemented externally and then linked into the system. 

The operations manipulate the values as required, but maintain the memory representation required 

for that particular base structure. Each operation for a base type is stored in the same way as methods 

are stored. A method object contains the name of the operation and a link to the external code. The 

method structure which types this operation has an owner structure which is a value reference to the 

base type. The operation is then used as a message in exactly the same way as any other method. 

The Integer base type requires a fixed value of four bytes. The state structure of the Integer type 

is the following: 

Product(=> Type, Base[4]) 

An Integer object contains a reference to its type and a base value of four bytes. An Integer value 

instance is defined only by the second component of the above structure. That is, 

Base[4] 

All operations defined for Integers are implemented for a representation making use of four bytes. The 

addition operation is defined to accept two integer values of four bytes each, add them together and 

return a result of four bytes. The method structure for Addition is as follows: 

Method(lnteger, Integer, Integer) 

As far as the system is concerned, a four byte value is being used. No extra information regarding the 

value is assumed by the system. All base type methods are specified by value references because only 

the value defined by the base structure may be used by the external implementation. The structures 

which define the complex values in the system and the structure of objects is hidden. The interface for 

base values are the values defined by the base structures. 

The set of base types in the model is totally extensible and shares the same status as any other 

type. Base types may have subtypes which are also base types. Additional operations niay be linked 
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to the subtype, while methods may also be defined for the subtype. The correctness of a base subtype 

is the responsibility of the base type implementer. The system provides the facility to perform base 

type subtyping, but there is no way in which it can check its validity. 

4.3.8 Objects and Values 

A type produces instances which are classified into value instances and object instances. An object 

instance is an object defined by the state structure of its type. Being an object makes the instance an 

independent entity referenced through its identity. In order to manipulate an object we need to know 

its structure. Since the object is independent, there is no typed context from which to obtain this 

information. As a result, each object stores within it a reference to its instantiating type, fron:t which 

the structure of the object is obtained. This reference to the instantiating type forms part of the state 

structure in the type and thus also forms an integral part of the object instance. The object reference 

structure defines a value consisting of the identity of an object instance, which is an instance of the · 

type used in the reference structure. For example, state structure of the Proceedings type is defined as 

follows: 

title: String, 
date:Date, 

publisher: =>Organization, 
editor: =>Person, 

cr(Proceedings) = Product(=>Type, 
L . {( work: =>Paper, )) ) contents: ts 

pag~s: Prod~ct(l nteger, Integer) 
tssn: Stnng, 

conf-add: String 
conf-date: Date 

A proceedings object is defined as 

(Proceedings, (tnle:- 'Proc. of the 1990 ACM SIGMOD Inter. Cont. on Management of Data', 

date:- 1/6/90, 

publisher:- Pub1, 

editor:- Person2, 

contents:- [{work:- Paper1, pages:- {1, 35)), ... ], 

issn:- '2367-34578', 

conf-add:- 'Atlantic City, New Jersy', 

cent-date:- 4/6/90)) 

where the first component contains a reference to the instantiating type- Proceedings. The proceed

ings object above has the identity I which may be used as the value for an object reference to type 

Proceedings, that is, 

I e =>Proceedings 
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A value instance on the other hand is a value defined by a portion of its type's state structure. A value 

instance is always used in a typed context, such as a component in another instance. From this context, 

the structure of the instance is obtained and hence the value instance may be manipulated. As stated 

above, partofthe state structure for any type defines a reference to the instantiating type. This reference 

is redundant in a value instance because this information is always available from the context in which 

the value instance is used. For this reason, a value instance is defined by a portion of its type's state 

structure. The portion which is excluded is that which defines the reference to the instantiating type. 

The value reference structure defines a value which is a value instance of the type used in the reference 

structure. 

Given the state structure of a type, the value function, denoted by A., yields the portion of it which 

defines a value instance. The state structure for type Proceedings is defined above. This structure 

consists of a product with two components, the first component defines the reference to the instantiating 

type and the second component defines the remainder of the instance. The value constraint removes 

the product structure and yields the second component. 

title: String, 
date:Date, 

publisher: =>Organization, 
editor: =>Person, 

A.(a(Proceedings)) = 
L . ~( work: =>Paper, )) contents: lS 

pag~s: Pro~uct(lnteger, Integer) 
tssn: Smng, 

conf-add: String 
conf-date: Date 

A value instance of type Proceedings might be specified as follows : 

(@e:- 'Proc. of the 1990 ACM SIGMOD Inter. Cont. on Management of Data', 

date:- 1/6/90, 

publisher:- Pub1, 

edijor:- Person2, 

contents:- [(work:- Paper1, pages:- (1, 35)), ... ], 

issn:- '2367-34578', 

conf-add:- 'Atlantic City, New Jersy', 

conf-date:- 4/6/90) 

which is an element of the value reference structure to type Proceedings. 

The value function may also be used on an object instance to obtain a value instance. This 

effectively converts an object instance into a value instance. The owner of a method structure requires 

a reference structure. This determines the structure of the value to which the message is passed. If a 

method is defined by an object reference structure, then the message may only be passed to an object. 

The method for this structure is defined over the type's entire state structure. But for a value reference 
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structure, the message may be passed to both object and value instances. In the case of an object 

instance, it is converted into a value instance by using the value function. 

All methods which are defined externally and linked into the system are defined only for base 

structure values. The base type constraint specifies that the state structure of base types is defined so 

that their value portion is a base structure. The state structure of the Integer base type has the following 

form: 

Product(=> Type, Base[4]) 

The first component is a reference to the instantiating type and the second component is the base value. 

The value portion of this value is defined by: 

'A( Product(=> Type, Base[ 4])) = Base[ 4] 

A value instance of this type is defined by the base structure. When a message is passed to an 

Integer instance, if it is a value instance, then it only consists of the base value which is used by the 

linked operation. If the instance is an object, then it is referenced through its identity, which is used to 

obtain the object value. The value function is used to obtain the value portion which is defined by the 

base structure. The base value is then used by the linked operation. 

The state of the Journal type contains a value reference to type Integer for attribute 'volume'. 

In an instance, a value instance will be stored in the 'volume ' attribute. This corresponds with just the 

integer value defined by the base structure. The object reference to its instantiating type, Integer, is not 

included, this inform tion being obtained from the structure of the Journal instance. 

4.3.9 Practical Considerations 

Ideally, we would like the system to be totally reflective: the constraints and functions which define . 

the type system are defined by values and operations within the system, and hence the system defines 

itself. The state function cr for example can be defined as a method which will locate the structure in 

a type. This method would be defined in the metatype that defines types. 

This ideal can not be attained, because the methods used in the system are treated as instances 

on the same level as all other instances. In order to manipulate an instance, a message must be passed 

to it. Thus, in order to manipulate a method, a message must be passed to it. 

When evaluating a message pass, the look-up procedure is used to obtain the correct method. 

Having obtained the correct method, it is disassembled to yield the result of the message pass. The 

look-up process relies on a number of functions. The type function 'tis used to obtain the type of the 

instance and also the type of a method object in the behaviour. The behaviour function J.L is used to 

obtain the set of methods defined for a type. The various functions associated with methods are used 

to obtain a method's name, structure and value. These functions cannot be implemented as methods 

because in order to pass a message, these methods would have to be evaluated first. But in order to 
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evaluate each of them, the look-up procedure would be required to find them. A recursive situation 

arises with the effect that no method will ever get evaluated. For one method to be evaluated, another 

method needs to be executed, which in tum requires a method to be evaluated. 

For this reason, the constraints and functions need to be implemented on top of the system and 

not from within it. The message passing process is external to the system, defined by special operations 

(not methods) which implement the functions. The system still requires the structure specification of 

where the values associated with each function are stored. This is a reflective specification defined 

within the types, but the operations used to retrieve this information are specified as special operations 

and not as methods. All of the functions are implemented in the system in this manner. By using these 

functions, there is an external view to the type system which can check its integrity independently. 

4.4 Exemplar 

The strUcture and object systems provide the apparatus and the type system provides the constraints 

for creating an exemplary model. An exemplar is an interpretation or a realization of the type system, 

where a collection of values and objects satisfy the constraints and, hence, define an Object-Oriented 

Database. We present values and operations which are used to define instances, types, base types, 

generic types, methods and the reference list example. The information required by the functions in 

the type system is stored in an instance and is specified by the state structure in the type. For each 

function, an operation is specified which will access this information. As stated above, these functions 

are not implemented as methods, but as special operations. 

4.4.1 Instance 

Type Instance defines all instances in the database. Every type in the database is its subtype since all 

types are required to produce instances; consequently it forms the root of the subtyping hierarchy. The 

data required by the type function 't, which is associated with every instance, is defined for type 

Instance. The state consists of a product structure containing an object reference to type Type in the 

first component and a Nil structure in the second component. The first component is defined to store 

in the instance, its instantiating type. In all other types the second component is used for the values 

stored by the instance. In this type, there are no other values to be stored, so the Nil structure is used. 

There is no specific behaviour defined for this type as its primary use is to define the structure of 

instances. 

(Type, 

(name:- 'lnstance',state:- Product(=> Type, Nil), 

behaviour:- {}, objects:-{}, 

subs:- {Type, lnstGen, lnstBase, Publication, Article, Reflist}, supers:- {})) 
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The type function 't requires an object reference to an instance and returns the first component. That 

is it returns the object referenced by Type. 

't =this! 1 

4.4.2 Type 

The concept of a type is defined by the metatype called Type, which defines all of the structures required 

by the type functions in order to satisfy the type constraints. Because a type is required to be an instance, 

type Type is a subtype ~f type Instance, and hence it appears in the 'subs' field of the instance above. 

Thus, it produces types and they are instances. A type is a product value where the first component is 

a reference to its instantiating type (a metatype), and the second component contains the information 

pertaining to the type. This product structure is "inherited" from type Instance, as indicated by Instance 

appearing in the 'supers' field below. Type Instance is an instance of type Type, and this is reflected in 

· the first component of type Instance above. 

The type Type defines all types and since it is a type, it also defines itself. Thus, Type is its own 

instance and forms the root of the instantiation hierarchy. All of its instances are types and all of its 

subtypes are metatypes. The first component of type Type contains a reference to itself because it is its 

own instance, which means that Type also appears in its own objects field. 

(Type, 

(name:- 'Type', 

state:- Product(=> Type, 

(name: String, 

state: Struct, 

behaviour: Set(=>Method), 

objects: Set(=>lnstance), 

subs: Set(=> Type), 

supers: Set(=> Type))), 

behaviour:- {Newlnstance, NewType, ... }, 

objects:- {Type, Instance, lnstGen, TypeGen, Base, 0Jdinal, Range, 

Publication, Article, Reflist, ... }, 

subs:- {TypeGen, Base}, 

supers:- {Instance})) 

The data associated with the name function which is used to reference the type, is defined by the name 

attribute, that is, 

v = this!2.name 
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The data associated with the state function, which is used to define its instances, is defined by the state 

attribute. Given a type, cr returns the structure which is found in the type and is used for the instances 

of the type, that is, 

cr = this!2 .state 

The value function specifies which portion of a state structure constitutes the value component. It is 

used to obtain the second component of the product structure in a type, namely, 

A.= this!2 

This function operates on types to obtain the structure for a value instance. A corresponding value 

function for instances is used to convert object instances into value instances, by obtaining the second 

component of the product value. The data associated with the remaining functions corresponds to the 

attributes in the record. 

The methods defined for this type are passed to its instances (types). These methods are used to 

create object instance (Newlnstance) and new types (NewType), as well as to ensure the consistency 

of the system by storing a reference to the type in the instance and adding a reference to the instance 

to the type's set of objects. The method Newlnstance is defined below: 

(Method[Owner:- =>Type, Param:- Nil, Result:- =>Instance]. 

(name:- 'Newlnstance', 

source:-' 

=>Instance: Obj; 

II 
Obj <-- this!2.state.new; 

Obj!1 <--this; 

this !2.objects. ins(Obj); 

return Obj; 

II' 

code:- ... )) 

The method declares a variable 'Obj ',which is an object reference to type Instance. An object is created 

with the new primitive message defined for structures, by passing it to the structure of Type. The identity 

of the new object is stored in 'Obj '. The reference to the instantiating type is set in the next line, by 

storing the identity of the type in the first component. This is followed by the insertion of the object's 

identity into the set of objects held by the type. The method then returns the identity of the object. 

The NewType method makes use of this method to create a new type as an instance. It then 

obtains from the user a name, state structure and subtyping requirements. Provided the name is unique 

and the subtyping constraints are satisfied, the type is created. The method then updates the corre

sponding sets of subtypes and supertypes to ensure the consistency of the types. 
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4.4.3 Base Types 

It may be helpful to refer to Figure 4.1, which depicts the subtyping and instantiation hierarchies for 

base types, while reading this section. (See Section 3.2.8 for an explanation on how to read the figure). 

The database contains various base types, including strings and integers. The instances of these 

types are base values such as integers and strings. The metatype Base, which is a subtype and an 

instance of Type, is used to define all base types. It defines the structure of base types and contains the 

methods which are passed to them. 

· '~;' 
Type -----
• '~ -----------.- Ordinal 

Base •--- ' \ 

. - .. Instantiation 
- Subtyping 

10.2 

I 

67.45 
12 

Figure 4 .1: Hierarchy of Base Types 

(Type, 

(name:- 'Base', 

state:- Product{=>Base, 

{name: String, 

state: Struct, 

behaviour: Set{=>Method), 

objects: Set{=>lnstBase), 

subs: Set{=> Type), 

supers: Set(=> Type))), 

behaviour:- {LinkBase}, 

objects:- {lnstBase, String, Real, Weight}, 

subs:- {Ordinal}, 

supers:- {Type})) 
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The type lnstBase is a subtype of Instance and an instance of Base. It defines the general structure of 

base type instances and the methods which may be passed to them. The Real and String types are 

among its subtypes. 

(Base, 

(name:- 'lnstBase', 

state:- Product(=>Base, Nil), 

behaviour:-{ ... } 

objects:-{} 

subs:- {lnstOrdinal, String, Real}, 

supers:- {Instance})) 

The type String is defined as an instance of Base and as a subtype of I nstBase. 

(Base, 

(name:- 'String', 

state:- Product(=> Type, Base[-)), 

behaviour:- {Concat, Len, Copy, Ins, Pes, Del, ... }, 

objects:-{ ... }, 

subs:-{ ... }, 

supers:- {lnstBase})) 

The type's state is defined by a product which has been "inherited" from Instance via lnstBase. The 

second component is the dynamic base value used for strings. The dynamic base structure is a 

specialization of the Nil structure used in lnstBase. All methods written for String are defined over this 

dynamic base value. For example, the concatenate method takes two string values and appends the one 

to the end of the other. Concatenate is implemented externally and linked into the system through the 

Concat method. The method requires two string values and returns a string value. 

An ordinal type is a base type for which the following operations and values are defined: first, 

last, predecessor, successor, value and position. The Integer type is an ordinal type since it has these 

properties. Its first and last values are the smallest and largest integers which can be represented in the 

implementation. The predecessor is defined by decrementing the value by one, while the successor 

operation is defined by incrementing the value by one. The value and position operations are the identity 

functions in the case of integers. The metatype Ordinal is a subtype of the metatype Base and all ordinal 

types are instances of it. All operations which are performed on ordinal types are defined in this type. 
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(Type, 

(name:- 'Ordinal', 

state:- Product(=>Ordinal, 

(name: String, state: Struct, behaviour: Set(=>Method), 

objects: Set(=>lnstOrdinal), subs: Set(=> Type), supers: Set(=> Type))), 

behaviour:- {First, Last. Value}, objects:- {lnstOrdinal, Integer}, 

subs:-{}, supers:- {Base})) 

Model 

The type lnstOrdinal is an instance of Ordinal and defines all ordinal instances. It is a subtype of 

I nstBase, since it produces base instances. The general operations which are defined for ordinal 

instances are defined here. 

(Ordinal, 

(name:- 'lnstOrdinal', 

state:- Product(=>lnstOrdinal, Base), 

behaviour:- {Succ, Pred, Pos}, 

subs:- {Integer}, supers:- {lnstBase})) 

The Integer type is defi ned as an ordinal type, is a subtype of lnstOrdinal and is an instance of Ordinal. 

All of the operations which are defined for it are linked into the system. Each operation is defmed as 

a method object whic is owned by type Integer. 

(Ordinal, 

(name:- 'Integer', 

state:- Product(=> Type, Base[4]), 

behaviour:- { egate, Add, Sub, Mult, Expo, Mod, Rem, Real, EquallessThan, 

EquaiGreaterThan, Succ, Pred, Pos, ... }, 

objects:-{}, subs:- {Age}, supers:- {lnstOrdinal})) 

4.4.4 Range 

A type defines a set of values which, in some cases, might be ordered. It then makes sense to talk about 

a subset of values, which form a range as speci tied by a first and last value. A value is contained in the 

range if its position in the ordering lies between the first and last values. 

The metatype Range is used to define types which store ranges of values. The state structure 

defines the structure of a type, but with two additional attributes. The 'first' and 'last' attributes are 

used to store the first and last values of the range. These values are however defined by the state structure 

of the type. The attributes are typed with the Value structure, which specifies their values are defined 

by the state structure of an instance of type Range. Thus the values for these two attributes are typed 

by the value for the' tate' attribute. 
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(Type, 

(name:- 'Range', 

state:- Product(=>Range, 

(name: String, state: Struct, behaviour: Set(=>Method), 

objects: Set(=>lnstance), subs: Set(=> Type), supers: Set(=> Type), 

first: Value, 

last: Value)), 

behaviour:- {Contains}, objects:- {Age}, 

subs:-{}, supers:- {Type})) 

Model 

The Contains method checks whether or not a value is in the range. The method is owned by Range 

since it is passed to its instances, which are types that define ranges of values. The parameter of the 

method consists of the value whose containment is being determined. The result of the method is a 

Boolean value. The method relies on the fact that for any type which has ordered values, the methods 

EquaiLessThan and EquaiGreaterThan are defined. 

(Method[Owner:- =>Range, Param:- Value, Result:- Boolean], 

(name:- 'Contains', 

source:-' 
,, 

return(this!2.first.EquallessThan(param).and(this!2.1ast .EquaiGreaterThan(param))); 

II' 

code:- ... ;)) 

As an example of a range, the age of a person might be defined by an integer value between 0 and 200. 

Type Age is defined to model the ages of people and is an instance of Range. It is a subtype of Integer, 

since it defines a range of integer values. The value instances are typed by a base value of four bytes. 

This structure is used to type the values stored in the 'first' and 'last' attributes. In the metatype Range, 

these values are typed by the Value structure. 

(Range, 

(name:- 'Age', 

state:- Product(=>Age, Base[4]), 

behaviour:- {young}, 

objects:- {A}, 

subs:-{}, 

supers:- {Integer}, 

first:- 0, 

last:- 200)) 
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The Contains message may be passed to type Age with the parameter 5, to determine if 5 is contained 

in the Age range. Because 5 is between 0 and 200, the result is true. 

Age.contains(5) =true 

The hierarchy associated with range types is illustrated in Figure 4.2. 

-'~;' 
Type -...... -_-___ -_-_-_ ----_-__ -_-_-__ -_-_-_ -----"""'"-
• "'~ -------------Ordinal'', 

-~ -- ...... Base .,.___ ' \ •, 
I f \ .. 

! ', Range 
I \ l 
I I 

: 'hello' 

10.2 

67.45 
12 

. - • Instantiation 
- Subtyping 

25 

Figure 4.2 : Hierarchy of Range Types 

4.4.5 Generic Types 

Metatypes 

Instances 

A generic type requires the generic constraint in addition to all of the type constraints. A type called 

TypeGen is used to define all generic types in the same way that Type defined all types. TypeGen is a 

subtype of Type and adds to the record structure the attribute 'generic', typed with the Gen structure. 

All instances of TypeGen are types and contain a GPLS in the 'generic' attribute. This attribute stores 

the data required by the generic function y. The parameters defined in the GPLS may be used in the 

state structure or in the methods which appear in the behayiour. 

(Type, 

(name:- 'TypeGen', 

state:- Product( 

(name: String, state: Struct, behaviour: Set(=>Method), objects: Set(=>lnstance), 

subs: Set(=> Type), supers: Set(=> Type), generic: Gen)), 

behaviour:- {}. 

objects:- {Method}, subs:-{}, 

supers:- {Type})) 
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The type InstGen defines all generic instances and contains all of the methods passed to generic 

instances. It is a subtype of Instance and an instance of Type (see Figure 4.3)./nstGen specializes the 

instantiating type to TypeGen. 

(Type, 

(name:- 'lnstGen', 

state:- Product(=> TypeGen, Nil), 

behaviour:-{}, 

objects:-{}, 

subs:- {Method, BinaryTree}, 

supers:- {Instance})) 

A generic type is defined as a subtype of InstGen and is an instance of the metatype TypeGen. The 

binary tree example used earlier is defined as follows: 

(TypeGen, 

(name:- 'Binary Tree', 

state:- Product(=> TypeGen, 

(value: Data, 

left: =>BinaryTree[Data:- Data, Equals:- Equals, Precedes:- Precedes], 

right: =>BinaryTree[Data:- Data, Equals:- Equals, Precedes:- Precedes])), 

behaviour:- {Add, First, Last, Next, Previous, ... }, 

objects:- {Tree1, Tree2, Tree3}, 

subs:-{}, 

supers:- {lnstGen}, 

generic:- [data: Struct, Equals: Method(data, data, Boolean), Precedes: Method( data, data, Boolean)])) 

Notice that the state of the type specifies a value whose structure is defined by the 'Data' parameter. 

The 'Equals' and 'Precedes' parameters. store methods and are used in the methods owned by 

BinaryTree to sort and compare the data values. The left and right subtrees are defined as object 

references to BinaryTrees. The GPLV used in the reference specifies that the reference is to a binary 

tree which has the same parameter values as this binary tree. This prevents a binary tree of Integers 

from having a binary tree of Publications as a subtree. 

· For example, Tree), Tree2 and Tree3 are Integer binary trees, sorted by LessTiuln and compared 

by Equals. Treel has the following value: 

Tree2: 

(BinaryTree[data:- Integer, equals:- Equals, precedes: Less Than], 

(value:- 5, left :- Tree2, right:- Tree3)) 
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Tree3: 

(BinaryTree[data:- Integer, equals:- Equals, precedes: Less Than], 

(value:- 1, left:- Nil, right:- Nil)) 

(BinaryTree[data:- Integer, equals:- Equals, precedes: LessThan], 

(11"alue:- 8, left:- Nil, right:- Nil)) 

All of the generic types and their relationships are illustrated in Figure 4.3. 

4.4.6 Method 

• - • Instantiation 
- Subtyping 

-- , 
; t 
~ Type..,. 
, _ ,~---

1 ', ......... 

I ' ... "' 
I •. 

I I 
1 1 TypeGen .. --- · 

I • I 

' EqUa• 
Trse1 : Tr893 

Tr9e2 

Figure 4.3 : Hierarchy of Generic Types 

Metalypes 

Instances 

Model 

Each method in the database requires a method type. In the method type is a specification of the method 

structure which types the method value in the instance. The general structure of a method instance 

remains the same; the only parts that vary are the structures used in the components of the method 

structure. A generic method type called Method is defined and the owner, parameter and result 

components are abstracted to corresponding generic structure parameters. Method is a subtype of 

lnstGen and is an instance ofTypeGen (see Figure 4.3). 
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(TypeGen, 

(name:- 'Method', 

state:- Product(=> TypeGen, 

(name: String, 

source: String, 

code: Method(Owner, Param, Resuij))), 

behaviour:- {link, compile, edij, load, wrije}, 

objects:- {Equals, New, New Type, ... }, 

subs:-{}, 

supers:- {lnstGen}, 

generic:- [Owner: Ref, Param: Structlim, Resuij: Structlim])) 

Model 

Each method is an instance of type Method and the typing of the method value is stored in the instance 

by means of the GPLV, which is part of the reference to the instantiating type. TheN ew method defined 

for type Type used earlier is an instance of Method. The advantage of this approach is that all methods 

are instances of one type. There is no need for the creation of a new method type for each new method 

structure that is required. 

4.5 Summary 

The model defines a structure system which specifies all the different data structures and values which 

may be used in the system. The object system defines object identity and facilitates persistence. The 

type system defmes the constraints required for a set of values to be classed as an object-oriented 

database, the exemplar being such a set of values. 

The system has higher-order features, since structures, methods and types may be treated as 

values. This results in the uniform way in which all operations and structures are defined in the system. 

The system is extensible by allowing the user to defme new types, at both the ordinary and meta level. 

The set of base types can be extended by writing implementation for new base types and linking the 

operations to the system. The set of data constructors defined by the system may also be extended 

through the use of generic types. 

The reference list example demonstrates how a real world situation can be intuitively modelled 

in the system. There is a direct relationship between the entities in the real world and the objects in the 

system. 
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Clearly it was impossible to consider implementing the entire system. So we chose to implement those 

features of the model which we felt were the most important and which were in keeping with our goals. 

The data structures and techniques used are not the most efficient, but then that is not their purpose. 

The implementation is used to demonstrate the model and identify any possible problems which are 

inherent in its design. 

The structure system forms the basis for the representation of values in the system and hence 

modelling the real world. We implemented some of the structures in the structure system (as described 

in Section 5.1) along with various operations to manipulate the structures and their instances, and to 

transfer them to and from disk. The object system provides the facility to identify values in the system 

uniquely and to map them to entities in the real world. The object system makes use of an object table 

· and an interface. With these two systems implemented, we can create the persistent objects required 

by the type system. 

The operations defined in the model and the behaviour of objects require some form of method 

language to specify actions. We designed a simple syntax for expressing the operations which can be 

applied to objects and values. A compiler has been implemented primarily to check the correctness of 

the operations, and to ensure the encapsulation of objects, while allowing inclusion polymorphisms. 

The compiler also generates instructions for an abstract machine which manipulates the database. The 

abstract machine has been defined, but only partially implemented. The system as described in this 

chapter has been implemented in approximately 40 000 lines of C code. 

5.1 Structure System 

For each constructor in the structure system, we define a memory and a disk representation for its 

structures and corresponding instances. The structure system is data type complete, which means that 

any structure can be used as a component in any other structure. For this reason, the representations 

and operations for the structures and instances are defined in a recursive manner. 

5.1.1 Structures 

Each structure has a label which is used to identify its constructor, such as a record or product. The 

label dictates the representation used for the structure: in the case of a record it is a tree, and in the case 

of a product it is a list. The components of a structure are defined by pointers to other structures, which 

in tum are identified by their labels. For example, the following structure is used to define instances 

for type Paper: 
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Product(=> Type, (author: =>Person, title: String, appears In: =>Refereed Publication)) 

The memory representation for this structure is depicted in Figure 5.1. The product structure is 

represented by a product structure node, which has a pointer to a list of component structures. The 

ordering of the nodes in t,he list determines the ordering of the components in the instance. The first 

component is represented by an object reference structure node, which contains tl)e identity of type 

Type. The second component has a pointer to a record structure. The record structure is represented by 

a binary tree sorted on attribute name. Each attribute is represented by a node in the tree, and stores a 

pointer to the structure associated with it, the position of the attribute value in the instance and the left 

and right subtrees. 

~ 
0 

Obj Ref 

id Type 

author 
Obj Ref 

0 
id Person 

appears In title 
ObjRef Val Ref 

1 2 
id Refer. Pub . id String 

• • . . 

Figure 5.1: Memory Representation for a Structure 

There is also a disk representation of the structures in the Structure System. Unlike the memory 

representation, the structure is stored in a sequential format, which corresponds to a depth-first traversal 

of the memory representation. Each structure is identified by a label which dictates the structure of its 

values and components. If the structure has a dynamic number of components, as is the case for products 

and records, the label is followed by a number indicating the number of components. The disk 

representation for the structure in Figure 5.1 is illustrated in Figure 5 .2. The sequence begins with the 

product label, followed by the number two, indicating there are two product components. The first 

component is an object reference to Type and is stored as an object reference label followed by the 

identity of Type. The second component directly follows the first component and is identified by the 

record label and the number three, indicating that for this structure there are three components and 
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I Product, 2 Obj Ref id Type 

Record, 3 appears In 1 Obj Ref id Refer. Pub. 

author 0 Obj Ref id Person 

title 2 Val Ref id String 

Figure 5.2: Disk Representation of a Structure 

attributes. The attributes are stored in order and each one contains the attribute name, position and the 

attribute structure. 

5.1.2 Instances 

A structure defines the representation for an instance. When an instance is manipulated, the structure 

is required in order to determine the representation of the instance. The structure used above may have 

the following value: 

(Paper, (author:- Person1, title:- 'The 0008 Paradigm', appears In:- Proc1 )) 

Each product and record instance is represented in memory by an array of pointers. In a product, the 

position in the array is determined by the position of the component structure in the list of product 

components. For the record value, the position is stored with each attribute in the structure. The memory 

representation for the instance above is illustrated in Figure 5.3. The product value is an array of two 

pointers, where the first points to the identity used for the object reference, and the second points to 

the record value. The value stored for the 'title' attribute is defined by a value reference to type String. 

Thus the representation for this value is defined by ¢e value portion of the structure stored in type 

0 1 

R, 
2 

id Paper 

id Person1 The OOOB Paradigm 

id Proc1 

Figure 5.3: Memory Representation of an Instance 
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String, which is a dynamic base value. The pointer in position two points to a dynamic base value, 

which stores the string 'The OODB Paradigm'. 

The disk representation for an instance is similar to that for a structure. It is stored sequentially, 

based on a depth-first traversal of the instance representation. However, unlike the memory repre

sentation, labels are stored in the sequence in order to define the structure of the representation. This 

allows the memory representation to be generated independently of the structure when it is read from 

disk. This independence is required because, when loading the database, the structures which define 

the instances are stored within some of the instances and thus the structure is not always generated 

before the instance. The disk representation for the instance above is illustrated in Figure 5.4 and starts 

with the product label specifying two components. The first component is labelled as an identity and 

stores the identity of type Paper. The second component is identified by a record label specifying three 

components. The third component for the record value is specified by a label for a dynamic base value, 

which is followed by the value. This allows the value defined by a value reference to type String to be 

read without making se of type String. 

I Product, 2 Identity id Paper 

Record, 3 Identity id Person1 

Identity id Proc1 

Base Dynamic The OODB Paradigm J 

Figure 5.4 : Disk Representation of an Instance 

These forms of representations are used for all of the structures and instances in the system. 

They are used to create the objects, types and instances which are used in the rest of the model. 

5.2 Object System 

The object system implements the identity and persistence of objects. It consists of an object table 

structure for storing the objects and an interface for manipulating them. The object table consists of a 

hash table onto which balanced binary trees are chained. The modulo function is used as the hash 

function to split the identities into disjoint sets. Each set of identities is represented by a balanced binary 

tree and is accessed from the hash table. Each node in the tree contains the identity of an object and a 

pointer to the value for the object. Thus, the object in the model is implemented by this identity and 

the value to which is pointed. Figure 5.5 depicts the object table structure. By having both of these 

structures, the number of comparisons required to find an object are greatly reduced. 

The interface consists of a number of functions which can be used to perform the following 

operations. A new object is created by generating a unique identity and placing a new node in the tree 
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with a pointer to the object. The existence of an object can be determined by finding its identity in the 

object table. An object is accessed by specifying its identity. If the identity appears in the object table, 

then the pointer which is associated with it is returned. Objects may also be removed from the table . 

Object 

Object Table 
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Figure 5.5: Object Table 

When a session begins, a particular database is selected and is loaded into memory. This process 

involves reading the identities of the objects and their values, and generating the object values as 

discussed in Section 5 .1.2. As each object is generated, so the associated node in the binary tree is also 

generated. After the database has been read, all objects are represented in memory. At the end of the 

session all objects are transferred back to disk with their identities. 

Temporary objects are specified for a specific level. Figure 5.5 depicts the object table for level 

0 objects. For each different level a new object table is created. When a persistent object is created, it 

is inserted into the level 0 table. When a temporary object is created, it is inserted into the table that 

corresponds with its level number. The operation of clearing a level simply involves deleting the object 

tables for that level and the ones above it. Due to the reference constraints on temporary objects, no 

dangling references will occur. 

5.3 Method Language 

We have defined a model for HOOD and this section poses some of the requirements for the system's 

method language. The main requirements are to support complex values, the use of structures as values, 

and the syntax and typing of messages, apply-to-all and insertion operations. We present a portion of 
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the syntax, which allows ordinary operations, messages, apply-to-all and insertion operations to share 

the same grammar production for all operations. 

5.3.1 Requirements of the Method Language 

In the model for HOOD we specify operations, values and structures which must be expressible in the 

method language. This section deals with these requirements. 

5.3.1.1 Typing of Methods 
Each method is typed by three structures as indicated below. 

Method(Owner, Parameter, Result) 

First is the owner structure, which specifies the type of the instance to which the message is passed. 

This is a predefined variable in all methods and is typed by the owner structure. It represents the instance 

to which the message is passed. Each method is defined for a specific type and belongs to that type. 

Hence we say that the method is owned by the type. The owner structure is a reference to the owner 

type. 

Second is the parameter structure which specifies the type of value which is used as the parameter 

in the message pass. If the parameter structure is defined, then it can be accessed via the predefined 

variable Param. The third structure is the result structure, which types the instance returned by the 

method. These three structures form the method structure, or signature, which types a method. 

As an example, a method can be written for the Integer type to determine the maximum of two 

integers. The method structure has Integer as the owner and parameter, because these are the two values 

which are being compared. the result is also an Integer since the larger of the two is returned. 

Method(lnteger, Integer, Integer): max; 

Given two Integer variables X and Y, we can pass the message max to X withY as the parameter. 

X.max(Y) 

The result will be either X or Y depending upon which is la_rger. In our model we also support generic 

types, which make use of generic variables (parameters). If the owner is a generic type, then the method 

may make use of the generic variables which are specified and typed by the generic type. 

5.3.1.2 Database 
A database consists of types and their object instances. Associated with each type are the following: 

• a unique name, u ed to reference it symbolically; 

• a state structure which defines its instances; 

• a set of methods which forms its behaviour; 
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• its supertypes and subtypes; 

• the objects which are its instances. 

Each method is stored in the database as an object and is associated with the behaviour of its owner. 

In a method, an instance may be passed a message which is defined in its type or in one of its supertypes. 

A type may be used in a method as an instance, simply by specifying the name of the type. The 

name of a type can also be used to define a reference structure, viz. a value or object reference. 

The database consists of all the types which are defined in the system. The base types, such as 

Integer, String, Real and Boolean, are defmed in exactly the same way as user-defined types, and thus 

are stored in the same manner in the database. These specific base types are required by the method 

language, since they are used by the primitive operations and are also required for the control structures. 

The compilation of a method occurs in the context of the database. The types and methods which 

are stored in the database may be used by the method and are accessed by the compilation process. 

5.3.1.3 Typing 
Expressions in the method language are strongly typed statically, that is, their typing structures are 

determined at compile time. There are however some primitive operations whose results can only be 

typed at run-time. For these operations dynamic type checks are required (see Appendix C). The 

compiler at present statically binds all type names and method names to their respective objects. This 

characteristic can however be relaxed to dynamic binding. 

An instance of a type may only be manipulated by messages which are owned by the type. A 

method can manipulate the internal structure of an instance which is defined by the owner. Since the 

method is compiled in the context of the owner (as part of its behaviour), it has access to the state 

structure which defmes the typing of the instance. Typically the access to the internal structure is 

performed via the predefmed variable This. 

The model defines subtyping for instances which are defined by types and data structures. We 

may use an instance in any context where an instance of a superstructure or supertype is expected. In 

other words, the method language supports substitutability. This, in tum, implies that the compiler must 

be able to deal with the subtyping of structures and types. 

5.3.1.4 Denotable Values 
The model specifies various complex data structures and corresponding values. These include the 

following structures: base, set, list, product, record, reference, etc. The method language is required to 

facilitate the denotation of these complex values, in a manner similar to that which we use in the model. 

A base structure is used to define base types such as Integer, String, etc. A base structure has the 

form: 

Base[4] or Base[-] 
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which defines a static base value of four bytes and a dynamic base value, respectively. Associated with 

these structures are base values which are denoted either as character strings or as byte strings. The set 

of base types is totally extendible. They make use of the base structure for their definition, primarily 

for the specification of size requirements, either fixed or dynamic. The system provides persistence 

and integrity for a static or dynamic string of bytes. The base type is implemented externally to the 

system by defining a number of C functions. These functions are then linked to method objects in the 

system, and the methods are linked to the base type which is created internally. These methods form 

the interface to the base type. When one of these methods is specified in a message, the method is 

located and it is determined that the method is defined externally. The external function is located and 

passed the corresponding arguments. Its result is then used as the result of the message pass. The 

structure of the base value is defined in the implementation and the linked operations manipulate it 

accordingly. The system has no knowledge of its structure except for its size requirements. 

The base types Boolean, Integer and String are predefined because they are required by some 

of the primitive operations in the method language. Thus, the external implementation of these types 

must match the internal structUre which we have used. But for all other base types it is impossible to 

define specific base type values for the method language. This would require a knowledge of the 

external implementation in order to translate the lexical value into its correct representation. Each base 

type should supply various methods for the creation of base values, such as floats or bitmaps. Creation 

operations could also make use of integer values which they convert into their own values. 

The model defines the concept of a constructor which combines structures to form a new 

structure. Associated with each constructor are a number of operations and a notation for specifying 

both the structure and the value. The record constructor produces a record structure: 

(title: String, date: Date, ... ) 

which has a record value: 

(@e:- S, date:- D •... ), 

where S and D are variables containing String and Date values. Similar constructors, structures, and 

values exist for sets, lists, products, etc. 

One of the higher order features of the model is that structures may be used as values. There is 

a constructor called Struct which produces a structure whose values are structures. The implication of 

this is that the method language must treat structures and values in the same way. We have defined 

various operations which may be performed on structures, such as Multiple-Inheritance which 

determines from a list of structures, a structure which is their subtype. Thus the structures behave like 

values in the context of these operations. For example, each type stores the structure which defines its 

instances, so that, in the context of the type, this structure is treated as a value. 

In the model we define the concept of a Nil value for each of the structures. There is also a Nil 

structure, which is the Nil value for Struct. Nil also denotes the null object, which is used with references 
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to objects. Nil is a parametric polymorphic constant and can be used anywhere. The typing or structure 

of the Nil value is detennined from the context in which it is used. 

The name of a type as described earlier can be used to denote either a type (object) or a value 

reference to that type (structure). The type's name is overloaded since it denotes two distinct concepts. 

By examining the context, we can detennine how the type is being used. Another case of overloading 

is that of parentheses. The product value is denoted by a left parenthesis, a list of values separated by 

commas and a right parenthesis. An expression may also be placed in parentheses to denote precedence. 

A conflict occurs between a parenthesized expression and a product value with only one component. 

This conflict is resolved in Section 5.4.2. 

5.3.1.5 Instances 
Each type has a state structure which defines its instances. In the model we have split instances into 

objects and values. An object is an independent persistent entity which has an identity, and a reference 

to the type that instantiated it. From this reference, the structure of the object can be detennined. A 

type's state structure contains the specification of the reference to the instantiating type. 

A value on the other hand is dependent on the context in which it is used. A value may be stored 

in a variable or as a component in a larger value. The typing of the value is detennined from the typing 

of the variable, or from the typing structure of the component in the larger value. Since the typing of 

a value may always be detennined from its context, it is redundant to store the instantiating type in the 

value. The structure of a value is defined by the type's state structure excluding the reference to the 

instantiating type. 

In the model we support two fonns of reference structures which make use of these different 

fonns of instances. The object reference structure: 

=>Integer 

defines that the identity of the object is to be stored, while the value reference structure: 

Integer 

defines that an actual value defined by a portion of the type's state structure is to be stored. The state 

structure for the Integer type is defined as follows: 

Product(=> Type, Base[2]) 

An object of type Integer has an identity and consists of a reference to the instantiating type (=>Type), 

and a base value of two bytes (Base[2]), for example: 

(Integer, 1) 

A value reference to Integer would contain only the base value: 
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Since an object is defmed by the entire state structure and a value is only defined by a portion of it, it 

is possible to obtain a value from an object. The implication of this is that wherever a value is expected 

in a method, an object may also be used. The value must be implicitly extracted from the object (a 

form of coercion). For message passing, we have specified that all values are passed by value and that 

all objects are passed by identity. 

5.3.1.6 Operations 
The method language requires operations to perform the actions of the system. These operations are 

either specified by an operator symbol or by the name of an operation. 

All named operations which are defined for structure values as well as messages defined for 

instances make use of the message passing syntax, i.e. the instance or value, a dot, the name of the 

operation or method and an optional parenthesized parameter. The dot operator is also used for 

subscripting a record value. In the case of the variable This, type resolution must determine if a message 

is being passed or if the record value is being subscripted. 

We have overloaded a number of other operators and named operations. Once again, type 

resolution must determine from the context which specific operation is being used. For example, the 

operator '=< 'has been overloaded for the subset, sublist, substructure and subtype operations. The 

user defined operations are specified by methods and identified by their names. Names used for 

methods need not be unique in different types, since the method is obtained by a look-up which allows 

for overloading. 

For list and set tructures, we have defined apply-to-all and insertion operations, denoted by 

'<='and '/' respectively. The apply-to-all operation applies an operation to every value in a set or list, 

yielding a set or list containing the results. For example, given a list of journals one can apply the Date 

message to every journal in the list. 

[J1, J2, J3, J4, ... ] <= .Date 

= [J1 .Date, J2.Date, J3.Date, J4.Date, ... ] 

= [1/1/91, 2/3/91, ... ] 

The result is a list containing the publication dates of the journals in the list. 

The insertion operation applies an operation to successive pairs of values in a set or list. For 

example, given a list of journals, the newest journal can be obtained by inserting theN ewer message, 

which is defined in the Journal type, into the list. 

[J1, J2, J3, J4, ... ] / .Newer{) 

= ( ... ((J1.Newer(J2)).Newer(J3)).Newer(J4) ... ) 

= ( ... (J2.Newer(J3)):Newer(J4) ... ) 

=J2 
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We have outlined the main requirements for a method language as specified by the model. In the 

following two sections we cover the grammar of the method language and its type resolution. 

5.3.2 Syntax 

e:qJ : I'D ope:([) : '= 'e:(p 

I I'D 'l' 'J{'lJ'}.{ 'j' '= ·= 'e:(p 

I IV 1 ". "j' '=+= 'e:qJ 

I IV '(' e:qJ{i.st ')' I • I 

= = e:qJ 

'(' recora ')' '=I=' e:qJ 

'=>'IV '=<' e:qJ 

'=>' IVgp{v I '>= 'e:qJ 

I o/JIL'll'E '> ' e:(p 

I IVgp{v I '<' e:(p 

I 1" /' ,., e:qJ 

1' e.zy{i.st '/' I I+ I e:(p 

'l'gpfs '/' (• I e:(p 

'(' e:qJ{i.st ')' 
( 
.; I e.zy 

I '(' recorava£ ')I I I!' 'J{'lJ'}.{ 

'f''l' '.' IV 

'{' e:qJ{i.st 'l' 1
• I IV '(' e:qJ ')I 

lt.zyope:([J I '<= I ope:(p 

I 'I I op 

ezy{i.st : e:qJ op :'= 
( 

I e.zy{i.st ~ ' e.zy I ( I 

=+= 

I '= ·= I 

ruora : IV ': I e.zy I '=/=1 

I ruorr£ ~ ' IV ': ' e:(JJ 
I ,., 

I '+ 
I 

recorava£ : IV ':. I e:(p (I 

I recorrfva£ ~ ' IV ': · I e:qJ '. I IV '(' ')' 

The syntax of the method language has been designed to facilitate message passing, the use of structures 

and values at the same level, the denotation of complex values and the apply-to-all and insertion 

operations. The method syntax has a declaration section for variables and a body consisting of a 

sequence of statements. The statements provide for control structures and expressions. The expressions 

are used to perform the actions of the system through constructs such as message passing. 
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Above is a portion of the syntax which relates to expressions and operations. The only reserved 

words are those used for the control structures IF, THEN, ELSE, etc. which appear in statements. Only 

these identifiers are converted to tokens. The token/D denotes all other identifiers. As explained below, 

the production in which an identifier is used has its own reserved word table associated with it. Once 

the reserved word has been identified, more specific requirements regarding the production can be 

checked. 

If we convert an identifier into a token, then whenever that identifier occurs in a method, it is 

converted to the associated token. This would define a large reserved word table and words such as 

Method, List, etc. could only be used in the grammar rule that defmes the structure. We would be unable 

to use these identifiers to denote the names of types. We have decided to allow overloading of 

identifiers; thus, identifiers such as Method can be used for the specification of a structure and for the 

name of a type. From the context in which the identifier is used, it can be determined which concept 

is being referred to. Once a grammar rule has been detennined, only then is the identifier which is used 

in it compared to the identifier which is expected. 

5.3.2.1 Expressions 
Expressions are used to specify values, structures and operations. The first nine productions for 

expressions above are used to parse structures. For example, the production: 

e;r;p : I'D '(' e;r;p{ist ? ' 

is used to produce product, method, list and set structures. Once the parser has established that this 

production is to be used, the identifier is checked against a set of reserved words including: Product, 

Method, etc. Once the identifier has been identified, the number of expressions required in the 

expression list is detennined and checked. 

The last expression production is used to parse operations, the other productions being used to 

parse complex values. Because record structure and record value are defined as productions of the 

same non-tenninal exp, we require some means of distinguishing between a value and a structure. The 

record value makes use of a colon followed by a dash':-', while the record structure makes use of just 

a colon':'. 

5.3.2.2 Message Passing Syntax 

The syntax for a mes age pass is defined by the following three productions: 

e;r;p : e;r;p ope;r;p 

ope;r;p : '. , l'D 

I '. ' I'D '(' e;r;p j' 

The first production specifies the recipient of the message pass, exp, and the operation. The second 

production specifies a message pass operation with no parameter. This production is also used to specify 
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record subscripting. Type resolution is used detennine which operation is being used. The third 

production specifies a message pass with a parameter. 

These productions are used both for primitive messages (defined by the system) and user-defined 

messages (messages owned by a type), the correctness of their use being detennined by type resolution. 

5.3.2.3 Apply-to-all 

The syntax for operations is defined by the productions of the non-tenninal opexp, which stands for 

operation expression. We have not defined the productions for operations in the standard way: 

because of the apply-to-all operation. 

The apply-to-all operation has the following components: an expression to which an operation 

is applied, the apply-to-all operator, an operation which is to be applied and an optional expression 

(the existence of which depends on the operation being applied). The production above does not satisfy 

the requirements of the apply-to-all operation: 

e:rp : e:rp <= op e:t;p 

We also wanted to use the same productions for both ordinary operations and apply-to-all operations. As 

a result, we have defined all operations by the production: 

which specifies an expression followed by an operation-expression. The operation-expression produc

tions specify an operator followed by an expression, as seen, for instance, in the message passing 

example above. This syntax allows for "ordinary" operations, although is does require more compli

cated type checking since the left expression, operation and right expression do not all appear in the 

same production. 

The apply-to-all operation is specified as an operation expression, defined by the'<=' operator 

and an operation expression: 

op~ : '<= 'ope:t;p 

This production allows the apply-to-all operation to make use of all operations defined in the syntax, 

including itself, The example presented earlier is parsed as follows: 

[ ... ]<=.Date 

~ '<= • ' . • [']) 
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Nested list and set values can make use of multiple occurrences of the apply-to-all operation due to its 

recursive definition. Given a list containing lists of journals, the date of each journal may be obtained 

while preserving the nested list structure. The following expression applies to the outer list an operation 

which will yield a list of dates from a list of journals. This operation is specified by applying the date 

message to a list of journals. 

[[J1, J2], [J3, J4], ... ] <=<=.Date 

[[J1, J2] <=.Date, [J3, J4] <= .Date, ... ] 

[[J1.Date, J2.Date], [J3.Date, J4.Date], ... ] 
l 

[[1/1/91' 213/91], ... ] 

This expression is parsed as follows: 

[[J1, J2], [J3, J4], ... ] <= <= .Date 

e:(]J '<= ' '<= ' '.' I'D 

e;qJ '<= ' '<= ' (!{Je:(]J 

e;qJ '<= 'qp~ 

e;qJ qpe;qJ 

e;qJ 

5.3.2.4 Insertion 
The insertion operation has the following components: an expression, the insertion operator'/' and the 

operation which is to be inserted. The insertion operation .has also been defined by the operation-ex

pression production, since it is an operation and may be used wherever any other operation is used. It 

consists of the insertion operator and an operation: 

(!{Je:(]J : '/' qp 

The operation production is required for the various operations which may be inserted. The newest 

journal example provided earlier is parsed as follows: 

[J1, J2, J3, J4, ... ]I .Newer() 

e:(]J '/' '. ' I'D '(' ') , 

e;qJ '/' qp 

e;qJ qpe;qJ 

e;qJ 

The next section deals with resolving and typing checking methods which are specified according to 
' 

the above syntax. 
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5.4 Type Resolution 

We have specified typing structures which are used by the type resolution process to type check the 

operations and expres ions. The resolution process is also responsible for the inference of typing 

structures where these structures are undetermined. 

The compiler fo r HOOD has been written with the aid of Lex and Yacc. Approximately 12 000 

lines of C code have been used to perform the process of compilation and type resolution. 

The purpose of type resolution is twofold : first is the inference of typing structures, and the 

second is the checking of expressions for type correctness. Due to the relative simplicity of the method 

language syntax, the resolution of typing is far more complex. The typing process makes use of typing 

structures to store the typing information generated by the expressions as they are parsed. These 

structures are then used by the type checking and resolution processes to determine the correct typing 

of values. For example the following operation must be resolved to determine the structure of the 

components in the list. Once this structure has been determined, the appropriate Date message can be 

located if it exists. From this, the structure of the resulting list can be determined 

[J1, J2, J3, J4, ... ] <= .Date 

5.4.1 Typing Structures 

The typing of expressions and operations is deferred until sufficient information is available, due to 

the syntax design for the productions exp, opexp, and op. These structures are used to store the typing 

information which is obtained as the expressions and operations are parsed. These structures are called 

typing structures and their representation is closely related to the productions in which they are 

generated. The remainder of this section describes these structures. 

Each structure has a tag to identify it, while some have additional information stored within 

them. Listed below are the typing structures used for the expression productions, which we call 

expression structures: 

(Error)- the expression has a typing error. 

(Nil)- a nil identifier has been used and must be resolved. 

(This)- the predefined variable This is being used. It must be determined if it is being 

used as an instance or if it is being used as the value defined by the type's state 

structure. 

(Structure, structure value) - a structure of some kind has been denoted (first 9 

productions for exp). 

(Type, identifier)- the name of a type has been used and it must be determined if it is 

being used to reference the type or if it is being used as a value reference structure. 
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(Base Value, value)- a base value has been denoted. The base value is stored in the 

structure for possible conversion later. 

(List Value,( ... )), (Set Value, (. .. )), (Product Value , ( ... ))- these complex values share 

the same structure, except for the tag which distinguishes them. The structure 

consists of a list of typing structures, which were generated by the component 

expressions in the complex value (the production explist). 

(Record Value,( ... ))- this structure is similar to the one above, except in addition to each 

component's typing structure, the name of the attribute is also stored. 

(Determined, structure) - In the case where the typing structure for an expression has 

been determined, this structure is used. It contains a structure which types the value 

denoted in the language. 

The operation-expression productions have the following typing structure associated with them, which 

is called an opexp structure. A tag, which is defined by the operation, is also used to distinguish between 

· the different operations. 

(Operation , (. .. )) - For productions of the form: 

opezy : operator ezy 

the operator·is stored as the tag along with the expression structure. 

(Message, identifier), (Message param, identifier,( ... ))- For the two message passing 

productions, the identifier and optional parameter expression structure are stored. 

(Apply-to-all , (. .. )) - The apply-to-all production has a structure tagged with the 

apply-to-all operator and contains an opexp structure. 

(Insertion , (. .. )) -The insertion production has a structure tagged with the insertion 

operator and contains an op structure (which is defined below). 

The. operation productions also require a typing structure, which is used to store the operation and is · 

called an op structure. It has a tag to identify the operator, and in the case of a message pass operation, 

the identifier used in the operation is stored. The insertion of the Newer operation into a list of journals 

is represented as follows: 

exp: (Determined, List(=>lournal)) 

opexp: (Insertion, (Message param, Newer) 

5.4.2 Resolution Process 

The typing of an expression may be in one of three states, namely, there is a typing error, it is determined, 

or it is undetermined and must be resolved. The type resolution process involves inferring the correct 

typing for an undetermined expression, type checking the correctness of components in an expression 

and the generation of the result's typing structure. 
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As a method is parsed, so the typing structures are generated. The resolution process is performed 

either by attempting to resolve these structures on their own against a determined structure, or against 

another typing structure. For each operation, the associated typing structures are generated and resolved 

against the specific requirements for that operation. 

5.4.2.1 Typing Structures 
The type checking process determines if a determined typing structure is correctly typed for the context 

in which it is used. This is done by comparing the determined structure to an expected structure. The 

resolution process attempts to infer the correct typing structure for an expression containing an 

undetermined typing structure. These processes may only occur if the component typings are either 

undetermined or determined. If a component's typing is erroneous, then the entire expression is 

erroneous and the Error typing structure is generated as the result. The resolution process determines 

the correct typing for Nil, This, Types, the use of parentheses and the typing structures for complex 

values. 

Each of these processes requires two structures. These structures are modified by each process 

which returns a result indicating the status of the structures. The structures may be in five different 

states: 

Substructure - the first structure is a substructure of the second structure and both 

structures have been determined. 

Equivalent- the two structures are equivalent and both structures have been determined. 

Superstructure- the first structure is a superstructure of the second structure and both 

structures have been determined. 

Unresolved- the typing structures contain components which cannot be resolved and, 

apart from the unresolved components, there are no errors. 

Different- the two typing structures have been determined and are different or erroneous. 

When resolving the components of a typing structure, the type checking and resolution processes are 

used. The result of these processes is a state as defined above. To determine the status of the two 

structures, the state of each pair of components of the structures is used. A transition matrix, shown in 

Table 5.1 is defined to determine the status of the structures. The left hand side indicates the current 

sub equiv super unres diff 

sub sub sub diff unres diff 

equiv sub equiv super unres diff 

super diff super super unres diff 

unres unres unres unres unres diff 

Table 5.1 : Transition Matrix 
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state of the pair of structures being compared and the top indicates the status of the current pair of 

components. 

As an example, consider comparing the following two product structures: 

P t: Product(lnteger, Journal, Publication, Publication) 

? 

P 2: Product(lnteger, Publication, Publication, Journal) 

Integer= Integer, equiv-equiv ~ Pt equiv P2 

Journal :5 Publication, equiv-sub ~ Pt sub P2 

Publication =Publication, sufrequiv ~ Pt sub P2 
Publication~ Journal, sufrsuper ~ Pt diff P2 

One begins by assuming that the two structures are equivalent. The first components (Integer) are 

equivalent, thus the structures remain equivalent. The second component of Pt (Journal) is a 

substructure of the second component of P2 (Publication), thus Pt is a substructure of P2. The third 

components are equivalent, thus Pt remains a substructure of P2. The fourth component of Pt is a 

superstructure of that of P2, thus the status of the two structures is different. The resolution process 

terminates at this point, even if there are more components to analyze; hence, there is no row labelled 

diff in Table 5. 1. 

5.4.2.2 Individual Structures 
An undetermined typing structure may be resolved on it own by performing the following default 

conversions to a determined typing structure: 

This- is converted into an instance with the structure of the method's owner. 

Structure- defines a structure value and has determined structure Struct. 

Base Value- is converted to a determined structure defined by a dynamic base structure. 

List, Set, Record, Product Values - are only converted into determined structures if all 

of their component values can be converted into determined structures. 

If the typing structure cannot be determined, then it remains unchanged, while if there is an error, it is 

converted to the Error structure. This process can be used to determine the structure of a parameter in 

a message pass. 

5.4.2.3 Determined and Undetermined Structures 

When resolving an undetermined typing structure against a determined typing structure, there are 

specific determined structures against which the undetermined structure may be resolved. 

Nil- resolves against any structure since it is defined for all structures. 
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This - is resolved by comparing the structure of the method's owner structure to the 

determined structure. 

Structure- may only be resolved against a structure which is defined by Struct. 

Type- denotes a value which is either a reference to the type (object) or it is a structure, 

called a value reference structure. If the determined structure is defined by an object 

or value reference, then the type is being used as an object. If the determined 

structure is defined by Struct, then the type is being used as a structure. 

Base Value- the structure may only be resolved against a base structure. 

Set Value, List Values- the determined structure must be either a set or list structure 

respectively. Each component in the set or list value is then resolved against the 

component in the determined structure by recursively using this process. 

Product Value - if the determined structure is a product, then the components are 

compared using the resolution process with the aid of the transition matrix (Table 

5.1). If the above test fails and the product value contains only one value, then that 

component is compared with the structure. In this case the parentheses which 

generate a product value are being used to parenthesize the expression. 

Record Value - requires a record structure and compares attributes and theirtypings with 

the aid of the transition matrix. 

For example, assume that a variable X is declared and contains an object reference to Type. The value 

held in X is compared to type Person, which is parenthesized: 

=>Type: X; 

X= (Person); 

The associated typing structures are: 

(Determined, =>Type) - (Product Value, (Type , Person)) 

The Product Value structure is generated by the 13th exp production. Because the equality operation 

requires two values which have the same structure, and since the one structure is determined, the above 

process is used. We first compare the undetermined product value structure to the determined structure. 

Since the determined structure is not a product structure, this test fails. Since the product value has 

only one component, we now compare the following two typing structures: 

(Determined, =>Type)- (Type, Person) 

The undetermined structure is now tagged by Type. Since the determined structure is defmed by an 

object reference structure to Type, the type value is being used to reference the type Person and not to 

denote a value reference structure. Thus, the type value Person is also a value of the object reference 

to Type, so the values have the same structure and the operation is valid. 
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5.4.2.4 Undetermined Structures 
Two undetermined typing structures are resolved by comparing their tags. The process modifies the 

two typing structures and returns their status. Listed below are the different cases for each pair of tags 

in the expression structures along with the associated actions: 

Nil- Nil- both remain unresolved. 

Nil- This- both are converted to the structure of the method's owner. 

Nil- Structure- both are converted to Struct values. 

Nil - Base, List, Set, Record, Product- provided that these values can be resolved on 

their own, Nil is .converted to their structure. Otherwise they remain unresolved. 

Nil- Type- both remain unresolved since they can be used as structures or objects. 

This- This- both are used as values. 

This - Type- both are used as object instances. 

This- X- the remaining structures are check against the structure of the method's owner. 

Structure - X - the structure is converted to the determined structure Struct and the 

undetermined typing structure is compared to it. 

Base Value - Base Value- when compared with another base value, both are converted 

to determined base structures. The other cases are defined above. 

Set Value, List Values - Set Value, List Values - for set or list values, both values are 

resolved on their own by resolving their components. If the resulting structures are 

determined, then we can compare the two structures. 

Record Value - Record Value - matching attributes are found and then the component 

values are compared. Using the transition matrix for the attributes, the status of the 

two values is calculated. 

Product Value - X- the product value is compared against another structure by first 

checking if the other value is a product value and comparing the components, with 

the aid of the transition matrix. If this fails and the product value only has one 

compon nt, then this component is resolved against the other typing structure, since 

the value denotes a parenthesized expression. 

Type - Type- both structures remain unresolved. 

Type - Structure - both structures are converted to determined Struct structures. 

For example, if we have an object reference to type Paper and we wish to know if it is a structural 

subtype of a value reference to type Article, then we would specify the following expression: 

=>Paper= Article 

(Structure, =>Paper)- (Type, Article) 

This is the last case in the resolution process above. The structure value is converted 

into a determined value with structure Struct. The type value denotes a value 

reference structure which is also a determined value with structure Struct, that is, 
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(Determined, Struct)- (Determined, Struct) 

The operation is valid since it requires two values which are structures. The result of the expression is 

false since an object re fe rence structure is not related to a value reference structure. 

If the above processes have been unsuccessful in converting an undetermined typing structure 

to a determined structure, then all occurrences of Type in the structures are converted to objects as the 

default, in order to resolve the typing structures. The processes above are used again to determine the 

typings. If they are still unsuccessful, then there is insufficient typing information in the expression 

and it cannot be resolved. 

5.4.3 Resolution of Operations 

The resolution of typing occurs at the production: 

since at this point all typing information for an operation has been gathered. Resolution also occurs in 

the statements where expressions are used for assignment operations, boolean conditions and return 

values. Each operation has specific requirements which its arguments must satisfy. In this section we 

deal with these requi rements and their validation. The resolution process described above and the 

resulting status of the typing structures is used for the resolution of operations. 

5.4.3.1 Primitive Operations 
The method language provides complex data structures and associated operations. These operations 

are called primitive operations and make use of operators and messages. A number of these operations 

are overloaded and it is the responsibility of the type resolution process to determine which operation . 

is required. For example, in Section 4.1.1.2, the primitive operations for record values are covered, 

which include assembly, attribute subscripting, casting and relational operations. 

The resolution process first determines the operation and then the structures of its arguments. 

The operation is determined by examining the tag in the opexp structure. For each primitive operation, 

the typing requirements have been determined from the m~el, viz. the left and right arguments or the 

recipient and parameter. From these requirements we determine which resolution process to use. The 

equality operations, for example, require the left and right hand sides to have the same typing. In this 

case, the typing of the left argument is resolved against the typing of the right argument. If the resulting 

status of the typing structures is either sub, equiv or super, then the equality operation is correctly typed 

and is thus valid. 

The operator '>=' is used for the superset and superlist operations. In both cases, the left and 

right arguments are required to have the same typing, but restricted to a set or list value, respectively. 

The typing of the left argument is resolved against the typing of the right argument and then the 
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detennined typing structure is checked for a set or list value. If the status of the typing structures is 

either sub, equiv or super, then the operation is correctly typed and is thus valid. 

In each of the examples above, if an operation is valid, then its result is a detennined typing 

structure for a boolean value. This result is passed up to the next production which makes use of it as 

a subexpression. 

The Multiple-Inheritance primitive operation is defined for structures. It ·requires a list of 

structures and attempts to produce a new structure which is a substructure of all the structures in the 

list. The message is passed to a list of structures and the result is a structure. The resolution process 

resolves the typing of the recipient against a detennined structure for a list of structures. If the typing 

is valid, then the result of the operation is a detennined typing for a structure. 

The next three sections deal with specific operations, viz. message passing, apply-to-all and 

insertion. 

5.4.3.2 Methods 

Primitive operations and messages share the same productions. By examining the typing structures of 

the arguments, we can detennine which fonn of operation is being used. If the recipient's typing 

structure is a record structure and the operation does not have a parameter, then the operation is record 

subscripting. If the typing structure is defined by a reference to a type, the operation is a message pass. 

Otherwise the operation is a primitive message pass as defined in the previous section. This section 

deals with type resolution of user-defined messages. 

All user-defined methods are treated as objects in the database. As objects, they require a type 

for their definition which is called a method type (see Section 4.3.6). Each method object contains the 

name of the method and the method (value) as defined by a method structure. By examining the method 

type, we can detennine the typing of the method structure, since the method in the object is a value 

defmed by this structure. As explained earlier, the method structure contains an owner, which identifies 

the type that owns the method. Correspondingly, in the type 's behaviour each of these method objects 

is identified. 

The type resolution process detennines that a message pass operation is specified. A look-up 

procedure is now utilized to find the correct message in the database. This procedure is also known as 

binding and dispatching. The look-up algorithm is detailed below: 

1. The typing of the instance has been detennined to be an instance of a type. 

2. The database is consulted for the type and the behaviour of the type is located. From 

the behaviour, each method object is examined to detennine if it defines the 

message which is being passed. For each method object, the associated method 

type is obtained which defines the structure of the method object. The name is first 

checked against the identifier which is used in the message pass. If the names are 

different, then proceed to step 5; else this is a candidate method. 
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3. The structure of the method is obtained from the method type. The structure of the 

owner component is compared to the structure of the instance. If an object reference 

is specified, then only an object may be passed this message. If the instance is a 

value instance, then this message pass is invalid. On the other hand, the owner may 

only require a value reference to the type. In this case either a value or an object 

may be u ed. In the case of an object, it is converted to the corresponding value. If 

none of the conditions in this step are met, then proceed to step 5. 

4. The parameter structure is type checked next. The structure of the parameter value must 

be a substructure of the parameter component which is specified in the method 

structure. If this condition is satisfied, then this is the correct method so proceed to 

step 6. 

5. If no correct method is found, then the supertypes in the supers set are added to the 

search queue. Each of the supertypes is queued, provided it has not been queued 

previously, to effect a breadth-first search of the type hierarchy. If the queue is not 

empty, then use the type at the front of the queue and repeat from step 2 until a 

correct method is found. If after searching through all the types, which are 

supertypes of the instance, no correct method is found, then this message pass is 

invalid. This occurs when the queue is empty. 

6. Once the correct method has been found, the message may be passed to the instance. 

The method result structure which forms the result of the operation is obtained 

from the method type. 

Since a type may have multi pie supertypes, the order in which these types are searched is of importance. 

The methods in the type hierarchy are searched breadth-first, which means that the most specialized 

methods are checked first and the most general methods are checked last. This operation requires a 

queue in which the candidate types are stored. An additional table is kept of all types which have already 

been checked to ensure no type is checked twice. 

Below is a message passing example which illustrates the use of the algorithm. Assume there is 

the following type hierarchy in the database, as described in Section 3.2.1. Type Publication contains 

information about all publications, such as publication date, title, publisher, etc. The behaviour of this 

type contains a method Date, which returns the publication date. There is also a type called Journal 

which is a subtype of type Publication. The Date message is passed to a journal as follows: 

J1.Date 

and defined by the following method: 
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(Method[Owner:- =>Publication, Param:- Nil, Resu~:- Date], 

(name:- 'Date', 

source:-' 

I/ return(this!2.date); /I' 
code:- .. . ;)) 

Implementation 

When this expression is resolved, the associated exp and opexp structures have the following values: 

exp: (Determined, =>Journal) 

opexp: (message, 'Date' ); 

1. The typing of J 1 is determined to be an instance of type Journal. 

2. From the set of methods in the behaviour of type Journal, it is ascertained that there is 

no method with name Date. 

5. All of type Journal's supertypes are added to a queue. The queue contains type Refereed 

Publication. 

2. From the set of methods in the behaviour of type Refereed Publication, it is ascertained 

that there is no method with name Date. 

5. All of type Refereed Publication's supertypes are added to a queue. The queue contains 

types Edited Publication and Periodical. 

2. From the set of methods in the behaviour of type Edited Publication, it is ascertained 

that there is no method with name Date. 

5. All of type Edited Publication's supertypes are added to a queue. The queue contains 

types Periodical and Publication. 

2. From the set of methods in the behaviour of type Periodical, it is ascertained that their 

is no method with name Date. 

5. All of type Periodical supertypes are added to a queue. Since Publication already 

appears in the queue, it is not added. 

2. Type Publication is obtained and its set of methods are checked. The method with name 

Date is found. This is a candidate method. 

3. The structure of method Date requires an object of type Publication. Since the message 

is being passed to an object of type Journal, this is valid. 

4. The method specifies that no parameter is required and none has been given. 

6. This is the correct method and the result of the operation is a value of type Date as 

specified in the method type. 

result: (Determined, Date) 
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5.4.3.3 Apply-to-all 
The apply-to-all operation requires either a set or list value, an operation and an optional expression. 

The set or list is held in the expression structure, while the operation and optional expression are held 

in the opexp structure. The expression structure is resolved and tested for either a set or list value. The 

component of the set or list structure is then used as a typing structure. The operation which is to be 

applied is obtained from the opexp structure. This operation and the typing structure are then passed 

through the resolution process. The application of the operation to the components in the list or set and 

the optional expression are thus validated. This resolution process, if successful, yields a result which 

is the typing structure for the ~esult of the applied operation. This result is now used as the component 

structure for either a set or list structure, depending upon the original structure, which forms the result 

of the apply-to-all operation. If there is an error, then the result is the error structure. Consider the 

following example. 

[J1, J2, J3, J4, ... ) <= .Date 

exp: (Determined, List(=>Journal)) 

opexp: (apply-to-all, (message, Date)) 

Given the expression above with the corresponding typing structures, this operation is resolved as 

follows. The operation is apply-to-all and the expression is typed by a determined list value. From the 

expression, the component structure of the list is obtained, namely, =>Journal, and from the opexp 

structure, the operation is obtained, namely .Date. These are used to form the following expression 

and opexp structures. 

exp: (Determined, =>Journal) 

opexp: (message, Date) 

This operation is type checked in exactly the same manner as was illustrated in the previous section 

on message passing. The result of the operation is a Date value. 

result: (Determined, Date) 

This result forms the list component for the result of the apply-to-all operation. That is, 

result: (Determined, List( Date)) 

Thus the operation is valid. 

5.4.3.4 Insertion 
The insertion operation is used to insert an operation in between successive components in either a set 

or list value. The operation to be inserted is determined by the operation in the opexp structure. The 
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expression structure is required to be either a set or list value which is checked once the expression 

structure has been determined. The next step is to resolve the operation which is to be inserted. 

From the determined expression structure, the component structure for the set or list is obtained. 

From the opexp structure, the operation is obtained. A new expression structure is created using the 

component structure, while a new opexp structure is generated using the operation and the component 

structure. Thus the component structure is resolved against itself. The resolution process now 

determines if this operation can be used with these two expressions. If it is valid, then the result of the 

resolution is the typing structure of the operation's result. 

Since the operation is inserted between the result and the next component, it is necessary to 

resolve the result of the operation and the component. A new pair of expression and opexp structures 

is created. The expression structure is generated from the result structure. The opexp structure is 

generated from the component structure and from the inserted operation. Once again the resolution 

process is used to validate this operation. If successful, it means that the operation can be inserted 

. between two components in the set or list and will yield a result which can be used as its own argument. 

The result of the insertion operation is just the typing structure for the result of the inserted operation, 

provided both checks are successful. 

For example, given a determined list of journals, the message Newer may be inserted as follows: 

[J1, J2, J3, J4, ... ] I .Newer() 

Associated with this expression are the following typing structures: 

exp: (Determined, List(=>Journal)) 

opexp: (Insertion, (Message param, Newer) 

The expression is a determined list structure and thus passes the first check. Next the component 

structure is resolved with the inserted operation. The two generated typing structures are as follows: 

exp: (Determined, =>Journal) 

opexp: (Message param, Newer, (Determined, =>Journal)) 

These two typing structures are resolved in a similar manner to the date example earlier. The operation 

is valid since the method Newer is defined for type Publication. The resulting typing structure is as 

follows: 

result: (Determined, =>Publication) 

This structure is now used with the component structure in the second check. The generated structures 

are as follows: 

exp: (Determined, =>Publication) 

opexp: (Message param, Newer, (Determined, =>Journal)) 
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This operation is also valid since the Newer method requires two objects which are instances of type 

Publication and thus the insertion operation is valid. The typing structure for its result is an object 

reference to Publication. 

result: (Determined, =>Publication) 

5.5 The A~stract Machine 

The compiler produce code for an abstract machine. This code is then interpreted by the abstract 

machine which performs the specified operations on the database. In this section, we only highlight 

some of the features of the abstract machine. A full list of machine instructions is given in Appendix 

c. 
The abstract machine is a stack machine which makes use of a six-address code instruction. For 

most instructions addresses are paired to represent left argument and right argument. The one address 

is used for the value, and the other address is used for the structure that defines the value. The structure 

is required because of the complicated values which are manipulated by the machine. 

For example, the shallow equality operation below requires the addresses for two values and 

their corresponding structures. The address of the superstructure and address for the result are also 

required. The superstructure is required in order to define the structure of the values which shallow 

equality must compare. Shallow equality is then defined as an inclusion polymorphism for the 

substructure value. Assume we have the following expression: 

(author:- P, title:- 'Object....', appears-in:- J) =+=(author:- 0, appears-in:- K) 

where? and Q are Person objects andJ and K are Journal objects. In memory are the following values: 

T1 = (author:- P, t~le:- 'Object ... .', appears-in:- J) 

S1 = (author:- =>Person, title:- String, appears-in:- =>Journal) 

T2 =(author:- Q, appears-in:- K) 

S2 = (author:- =>Person, appears-in:- =>Journal) 

So = superstructure of S1 and S2 

R =result 

The above expression translates to the following instruction: 

shall equals So, (T1, S1 ), (T 2. S2), R 

So is either S 1 or S2 depending upon which is the superstructure, in this case So is S2 and R is the address 

where the boolean re ult is stored. 

Each method has data and code segments. The data segment stores the constants and structures 

which are required by the instructions in the code segment. The code segment contains a sequence of 
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instructions which are to be interpreted by the machine. Each instruction has an offset from the 

beginning of the code segment. The instruction pointer IP stores the address of the current code segment 

and an offset into that code segment. The offsets are used by jump and call operations to change the 

sequence of instructions, by changing the offset in IP. The default action for the IP is to increment the 

offset to access the next instruction. As an example, consider the apply-to-all operation: 

[a1 .... , an]<= opexp 

which requires a loop to traverse the list or set of values. Each value is then passed to the sequence of 

instructions which implements the applied operation. The following temporaries are used with the 

instructions: 

a -the list 

t1 -current node in the list 

t2- value to be processed by the opexp at 11 

52- structure of the component 

b- is the resuij of apply-to-all operation 

t4 - result of the opexp 

assign t1, a a holds the first node of the list 

assign null t3 result of apply-to-all operation 

13: jump zero 11.12 if the list is empty jump to the end 

list value t2, t1 obtain ai from the list node 

call 11 jump to the instructions at 11 

list append b. t4 result of opexp is in t4 which is appended to the resuij 

list next t1, 11 the next node in the list is obtained 

jump 13 jump to the beginning and apply the operation to the next component 

11: (opexp instruction) requires t2 as the input parameter 

assign t4, ti result of instruction is inti and is assigned to t4 

return 

12: null I end of the operation 

When a message is passed, an activation record is placed on the stack. This saves the infonnation from 

the previous method and sets up the pointers for the new method. There are three pointers associated 

with the stack. Top is the top of the stack and indicates where new infonnation may be pushed onto 

the stack. Base is the address in the stack where the current activation record begins. From this pointer, 

offsets are calculated to address values stored in the activation stack. DS is the data segment pointer 

which points to the position in the activation record where the data segment for this activ~tion begins. 

An activation record on the stack is depicted below. 
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previous activations 

Base: Address where the resu~ of the method is to be stored 

System information for the activation record above 

Instruction pointer- address of the code and the offset in the code 

Base and OS pointers 

OS: This- the address for the recipient of the message pass 

Param- the address of the parameter used in the message pass 

Var1 ... Varn- variables defined in the method 

Temp1 ... Tempn- temporaries required by the method 

end of activation record 

return address for a call operation 

Top: 

The structures and constants which are stored in a method's data segment are never pushed onto the · 

stack, since this data is constant. These values are addressed by the instructions as offsets into the 

current method's data segment. There may be many activations of a method, all of which share the 

same constants and structures. This saves both time and space when interpreting methods. 

A method is executed by the instruction pass object, which requires an instance and its structure, 

the identity of the method object, the optional parameter and its structure, and the address for the result. 

That is, 

pass object 

pass object 

t1, S1, id, t2, S2, r 

t1. s1 , id, r 

where t1 is the instance (with structure Sl) and l2 is the optional parameter (with structure sz). id is the 

identity and r is the result. This operation pushes a new activation record onto the stack by saving the 

pointers from the previous activation record. The identity of the method object is used to access the 

method, the method functions (see Section 4.3.6) are used to obtain the code and data segments, IP is 

set to the beginning of the code segment, and the instructions are interpreted. If a Return statement is 

used with a return value in a method, the return instruction is used to copy the value to the return 

address specified at the top of the activation record. At the ~nd of the method, a return pass instruction 

occurs, which pops the activation record off the stack and resets the pointers to their previous values. 

5.6 Summary 

Our implementation provides the basic structures for representing the values and structures which are 

defined in the model. Operations are defined to transfer them to and from disk and perform the actions 

which are defined in the model, although these have not all been presented here. The representations 
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are recursive in nature and allow complex structures and values to be generated. An object table is used 

to implement identities and facilitate persistence. 

The syntax for a simple method language has been defined, and typing solutions have been 

presented which allow for the overloading of operations as well as the higher order operations 

apply-to-all and insertion. Complex values may be denoted and their typing structures are inferred, as 

is the typing of structures which may be used as values. Methods too may be used as values and typed 

by a method structure. The parametric polymorphic constant Nil may be used freely in the language 

and its typing structure is inferred from its context. 

The type resolution process makes use of generated typing structures, which store all relevant 

information relating to the values and operations. The resolution process checks and infers typing 

structures for the values. This process is used to validate all the operations in the language. A compiler 

has been written to perform this type resolution and to produce code for an abstract machine. 

The abstract machine is a stack machine with six-address code that is an extended form of 

three-address code. The primitive operations which are defined in the model are defmed generally by 

instructions or templates of instructions in the machine code. The complete abstract machine has been 

defmed (see Appendix C), but most of the primitive operations have not been implemented. 
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Chapter 6 Conclusion 

In this thesis we have presented a model for an object oriented-database and the associated implemen

tation. The model provides a powerful set of structures and extensible types which can be used to store 

data in a manner which corresponds with the entities in the real world. The system is easier for the user 

to conceptualize due to this direct correspondence between objects in the system and entities in the 

real world. Through its extensibility, it can adapt to keep pace with the changes in the real world. By 

making use of higher-order and meta constructs, such as higher-order structures in the structure system, 

metatypes and generic types, we specify a data model that is reflective and uniform. All operations in 

the model are performed in a similar manner which makes the system simple to use. The model is 

totally extensible, since new types may be defmed at will, base types may be implemented outside the 

system and then linked into the system, metatypes may be used to extend the types in the model, and 

generic types can be u ed to extend the constructors which the model provides. 

The model supports modularity and encapsulation which make the maintenance of an application 

simpler. A type contains the implementation of its instances. All operations are performed by methods 

defmed in the type's behaviour; thus all access to the internal structure of an instance is localized to 

its type. 

The implementation has demonstrated the suitability of the constructs in the model. It has 

provided a means of representing the values defined in the structure system, both in memory and on 

disk. A simple language has been defined to express the operations of the model. The constraints of 

the type system and the validity of operations are checked by type checking and type resolution 

processes. The compiler performs these operations and produces code for an abstract machine, which 

has been defined with operations to manipulate the database and to perform dynamic types checks. 

Clearly there are a number of features which are missing from the system which form natural 

extensions to it. The database features of reliability, concurrency and recovery are missing and are 

essential for turning this system into a full database management system. The model can also be 

extended with a number of the features dealt with in the background chapter, such as versions, 

composite objects and histories. 

As far as the implementation is concerned, future work first involves the implementation of all 

the abstract machine instructions. The next step is to implement all of the structures which are defined 

in the model. A user-friendly interface is also required on top of the system to access databases and to 

perform operations such as queries. The system also lends itself to a graphical browser which can be 

used to navigate from one object to another while inspecting its contents. Finally, a debugger for the 

abstract machine will be essential once more complicated code is written. 
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Appendix A Reference List Example 

The types we have described in Section 4.4 are used to set up and define the database system. Once 

these types and instances are in place, we can use them to model concepts from the real world. The 

reference list example is described in Section 3.2.1. The types and objects required to model it are 

presented below. A group of types is defined to model publications. The type Publication models a 

publication in general. It defines data and methods associated with all publications, such as its title, 

date of publication and publisher. 

(Type, 

(name:- 'Publication', 

state:- Product(=> Type, 

(title: String, 

date: Date, 

publisher: =>Organization)) 

behaviour:- {Print, Volume, Date, Newer, ... }, 

objects:-{ ... }, 

subs:- {Authored Publication, Edited Publication, Periodical}, 

supers:- {Instance})) 

A number of subtypes are defined which model specific publications such as authored publications, 

edited publications and periodicals. The subtyping hierarchy (see Figure 3.4) depicts this classification 

of the different publications. The Authored Publication type adds the attribute 'author' to the above 

record structure, that is, 

(Type, 

(name:- 'Authored Publication', 

state:- Product(=> Type, 

(@e: String, 

date: Date, 

publisher: =>Organization, 

author: =>Person)) 

behaviour:-{ ... }, 

objects:-{ ... }, 

subs:- {Book, Report}, 

supers:- {Publication})) 

Type Book is an authored publication with the addition of edition and ISBN numbers and is defined 

as follows: 
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(Type, 

(name:- 'Book', 

state:- Product(=> Type, 

(title: String, 

date: Date, 

publisher: =>Organization, 

author: =>Person, 

edition: Integer, 

isbn: String)) 

behaviour:-{ ... }, 

objects:- {Book1 }, 

subs:-{}, 

supers:- {Authored Publication})) 

The object Bookl is an instance of this type and is defined as follows: 

(Book, 

(t~le:- 'All you wanted to know about OODBs', 

date:- 3/5/90, 

publisher:- Pub1, 

author:- Perso 1, 

edition:- 1, 

isbn:- '0-7131 -3898-3')) 

Reference List Example 

An edited publication is a publication, and adds attributes to store the editor and the contents of the 

publication. 

(Type, 

(name:- 'Edited Publication', 

state:- Product(=> Type, 

(@e: String, 

date: Date, 

publisher: =>Organization, 

editor: =>Person, 

contents: List{{work: =>Article, pages: Product{lnteger, Integer)))) 

behaviour:- { ... }, 

objects:-{ ... }, 

subs:- {Ed~ed Book, Refereed Publication, Magazine}, 

supers:- {Publication})) 
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A periodical is also a publication with the additional information for its ISSN (International Standard 

Serial Numbering system) and is defined as follows: 

(Type, 

(name:- 'Periodical', 

state:- Product(=> Type, 

(title: String, 

date: Date, 

publisher: =>Organization, 

issn: String)) 

behaviour:-{ ... }, 

objects:-{ ... }, 

subs:- {Report, Refereed Publication, Magazine}}, 

supers:- {Publication})) 

The Proceedings type is a specialization of type Refereed Publication and adds the attributes for the 

conference address and the conference date. It is defined as follows: 

(Type, 

(name:- 'Proceedings', 

state:- Product(=> Type, 

(title: String, date: Date, 

publisher: =>Organization, editor: =>Person, 

contents: List((work: =>Paper, pages: Product(lnteger, Integer}}, 

issn: String, cent-add: String, cent-date: Date)) 

behaviour:-{ ... }, 

objects:- {Proc1}, 

subs:-{}, 

supers:- {Refereed Publication})) 

The ACM proceedings is an instance of this type and is specified as follows: 

(Proceedings, (title:- 'Proc. of the 1990 ACM SIGMOD Inter. Cont. on Management of Data', 

date:-1/6/90, 

publisher:- Pub1, 

editor:- Person2, 

contents:- [(work:- Paper1, pages:- (1, 35)), ... ], 

issn:- '2367-34578', 

cent-add:- 'Atlantic City, New Jersy', 

cent-date:- 4/6/90)) 
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Type Journal is also a specialization of an Refereed Publication, but it adds the attributes 'volume' and 

'number'. 

(Type, 

(name:- 'Journal', 

state:- Product(=> Type, 

(title: String, date: Date, 

publisher: =>Organization, editor: =>Person, 

contents: List((work: =>Paper, pages: Product(lnteger, Integer)), 

issn: String, volume: Integer, number: Integer)) 

behaviour:-{ ... }, 

objects:-{ ... }, 

subs:-{}, 

supers:- {Refereed Publication})) 

Type Article models the concept of an article which appears in a magazine, newspaper, etc. It defines 

instances that are specific articles. Each instance contains the title of the article, its author and the 

Edited Publication it appears in. 

(Type, 

(name:- 'Article', 

state:- Product(=> Type, 

(author: =>Person 

title: String, 

appearsln: =>Edited Publication)) 

behaviour:-{ ... }, 

objects:-{ ... }, 

subs:- {Paper}, 

supers:- {Instance})) 

Type Paper is a specialization of type Article since it contains the same information but for refereed 

papers only, which appear in Refereed Publications. 
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(Type, 

(name:- 'Paper', 

state:- Product(=> Type, 

(author: =>Person 

title: String, 

appears In: =>Periodical)) 

behaviour:-{ ... }, 

objects:-{ ... }, 

subs:-{}, 

supers:- {Article})) 

Reference List Example 

Type Reference List defines a reference list consisting of a list of references to publications and articles, 

as follows: 

(Type, 

(name:- 'Referencelist', 

state:- Product(=> Type, 

List( Sum( =>Publication, =>Article))), 

behaviour:-{ ... }, 

objects:- {Ref1}, 

subs:-{}, 

supers:- {Instance})) 

The reference list Refl is specified as follows: 

(Referencelist, 

[Paper1, Book1, ... ]) 
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Listed in the tables below are the various structures, values and their respective operations. 

Constructor Structure 

Base Base[-] Base[i] 

Product Product(AI, ... ,An) 

Record (L1:A1, ... , Ln:An) 

Sum Sum( A 1, ... ,An) 

Set Set(A) 

List List( A) 

Array Array(A, D 

Method Method(R, P, C) 

Value Reference A 

Object Reference =>A 

Obj Ref Generic =>A[ai:-s}, ... , an:-sn] 

Nil Nil 

Gen Gen 

GPLS [a1:S1, ... , an:Sn] 

GPLV [a1:-s}, ... , an:-sn] 

Struct Struct 

StructLim StructLim 

Ref Ref 
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Constructor Structural Equivalence 

Base Base[i] =s BaseU] iff i = j 

Product Product(Al, ... ,An) =s Product(Bl , ... , Bn) iff 

Record (L1:A1, ... , Ln:An) =s(Kl:Bl, .. . , Kn:Bn) iff\/ Li 3!Kj Li = Kj "Ai =s Bj 

Sum Sum(Al. .. . ,An) =s Sum(Bl, ... , Bn) iff \1Ai3!Bj Ai =s Bj 

Set Set(A) =s Set(B) iff A =s B 

List List(A) =s List( B) iff A =s B 

Array Array( A, 1) =s Array(B, S) iff A =s B " T =s S 

Method Method(R, P, C) =s Method(S, Q, D) iff R =s S" P =s Q" C =s D 

Value Reference A =s B iff A= B 

Object Reference =>A =s =>B iff A = B 

Obj Ref Generic =>(a1 :- s1, ... , an:-sn] =s =>(b1 :-t1, ... , bn:-tn] 

iff[at:-Sl, ... , an:-sn] =s [b1:-t1, ... , bn:-tn] 

Nil Nil =s Nil 

Gen Gen =s Gen 

GPLS [a1 :S1, ... , an:Sn] =s [b1:Tt, ... , bn:Tn] iff \lai 3!bj Qi = bj 1\ Si =s Tj 

GPLV [at :-Sl, .. . , an:-sn] =s [b1 :-t1, ... , bn:-tn] 

iff\/ Qi 3 !bj Qi = bj 1\ (Si =s tj V Si = tj) 

Struct Struct =s Struct 

StructLim StructLim =s StructLim 

Ref Ref=sRef 
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Constructor Structural Subtyping 

Base Base[i] ::;s BaseU] iff i = j 

Product Product(Bl. ... .Bm) ::;s Product(Al, ... .An) iff ViE [l..n] Bi ::;s Ai 

Record (KI:BI, ... , Km:Bm) ::;s (L1:A1. ... , Ln:An) iff'<:/ Ld!Kj (Li = Kj" Bj ::;s Aj) 

Sum Sum(Bt, ... , Bm) ::;s Sum(Al. ... , An) iff 

V Bj 3Ai (Bj ::;s Ai) "V Bi -.3Bj (Bj ::;s Bi) 

Set Set(A) ::;s Set(B) iff A ::;s B 

List List(A) ::;s List( B) iff A ::;s B 

Array Array(A, n ::;s Array(B, S) iff A ::;s B "T ::;s S 

Method Method(S, Q, D) ::;s Method(R, P, C) iff R ::;s S" P ::;s Q" D ::;s C 

Value Reference A::;sB iff A::;B 

Object Reference =>A =s =>B iff A ::; B 

Obj Ref Generic =>[at :-Sl, ... , an:-sn] Ss =>[bl :-ti, ... , bn:-tn] 

iff [at:-Sl, ... , an:-sn] ::;s [bi:-ti .... , bn:-tn] 

Nil any structure ::;s Nil 

Gen Gen::;sGen 

GPLS [b1:Tt, ... , bm:T m] ::;s [at :St, ... , an:Sn] iff Vai 3!bj (ai = bj 1\ Ti ~ Sj) 

GPLV [at:-Sl, ... , an:-sn] ::;s [b1 :-tl, ... , bn:-tn] 

iff'<:/ai 3!bj (ai.= bj 1\ (Si Ss tj v Si = tj)) 

Struct Ref=:;s StructLim Ss Struct 

StructLim 

Ref 
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Constructor Assembly Nil 

Base 'abc' " 

Product (Ql, ... ,an) (Nil, ... ,Nil) 

Record (Lt:at, ... , Ln:an) (Lt:Nil, ... , Ln:Nil) 

Sum ai i Sum(At, ... ,An)= a Nil 

Set {at, ... , an} {} 

List [at, ... ,an] [] 

Array [=at, ... , an=] [==] 

Method as per the method language Nil 

References only by messages Nil 

Nil has no value -
Gen defined by GPLS GPLS with Nil structures 

GPLS defined by GPLV GPLV with Nil values 

Struct any structure Nil Structure 

StructLim 

Ref 
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Constructor Disassembly Relational, aU have equaliJy, shallow and 

deep, and inequality 

Base may be defined externally other external 

Product (a1, ... ,an)!i = ai -
Record (Ll :a1, .. . , Ln:an).Li = aj -

Sum a ?[method!, ... , methodn](p) = ai Nil 

methodi is defined for component Ai 

Set - element-of E, subset!;;, proper-subset c, 

superset~. and proper superset::;) 

List [at, ... , an].head=at element-of E , sub list::;;, proper sub list<, 

[a1, ... , an] .tail = [a2, ... ,an] superlist ;?:, proper superlist > 

Array [=at, ... , an =]!i = ai -

Method message passing identical 

References only by messages =-= 

GPLS when parameters are used 

Struct similar to operations above, except ap- structural equivalence= 

StructLim plied to a structure and returns a compo- structural subtype,::; 

Ref nent structure 
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Constructor Translation 

Base may be defined externally 

Product (at, ... , an): (Bt, ... , Bm) = ((at:Bt), ... , (an:Bn), Nil, ... , Nil) 

(bl. ... , bm): (At, ... , An)= ((bt:At), ... , (bn:An)) 

Record (Lt:-at, ... , Ln:-an):(Lt:Bt, ... , Lm:Bm) = 

((Lt :-(at :Bt), ... , Ln:-(an:Bn) • ... , Lm:-Nil) 

(Lt:-bt, ... , Lm:-bm):(Lt:At, ... , Ln:An) = 

((Lt:-{bt:At), ... , Ln:-(bn:An)) 

Sum a:Sum(Bt, ... , Bm) = ai:Bj 

Set {at, ... , an}:Set(B) = {at:B, ... , an:B} 

List [at, ... , an]:List(B) = [at:B, ... , an:B] 

Array [=at, ... , an =]:Array(B, D =[=at :B •... , an:B =] 

Method method may only be translated to a substructure 

the code remains the same. 

References if the reference is an element of the new structure, then it remains, else it 

is removed and set to Nil 

Gen identity translation 

GPLS similar to record 

Struct identity translation 

StructLim 

Ref 
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Constructor Other Operations 

Base all defined externally 

Product -
Record -

Sum -
Set intersection n, union u, difference-, insert, 

delete, apply-to-all<=, size, sin_gleton, insertion I 

List concatenate, apply-to-all<=, insertion I 

Array apply-to-all<=, insertion I 

Method -
Value Reference -
Object Reference -
Obj Ref Generic -

Nil -
Gen -

GPLS -
GPLV -
Struct Multiple Inheritance 

StructLim 

Ref 
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Listed below are the various instructions which are defined for an abstract machine. The instructions 

make use of six-addresses and we use ti to denote a temporary value, Si to denote a structure, r to denote 

the result of the operation, and li to denote the offset of an instruction line. There are two kinds of 

addresses which may be used: a value address (val) is a pointer to a value, and a reference address (ref) 

is a handle to a value (i.e a pointer to the pointer to the value). There are a number of values which can 

be used instead of addresses in an instruction: idP is a pointer to an object identity and a GPLV, boo/ 

is a boolean value and intis an integer value. A NULL pointer is used in addition to any of the defined 

Nil values. 

Equality 

identical 

shall equal 

deep equal 

not equal 

Product 

prod make 

prod subscript 

prod rep 

Record 

rec make 

rec sbscrpt 

rec rep 

rec rep pos 

t1. t2, r 

so, t1, 51, t2. 52, r 

so, t1. s1. t2, s2, r 

so. t1, 51. t2, s2, r 

n, r 

t1, i, r 

t1' i, t2 

n, r 

t1. s1. attr, r 

h , s 1 , attr, t2 

t1' i, t2 

ti - idPs, r - bool 

so- super of 51, s2. 51 -structure of t1 

s2 - structure of t2. 

r - resu~ - boolean - val 

product of size n is made and assigned to r- val 

comp i of product t1 is placed in r - ref 

place value t2 in product t1 at comp i 

record of size n is made r - val 

attribute attr of record t1 is placed in r - ref 

place value t2 in record t1 at comp attr 

place in pos i of t1 val t2 
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Set 

intersection SO, t1, S1, t2, S2, r result has structure so and contains a copy of the values which 

occur in both t1, t2 - val 

set union SO, h, S1, t2, S2, r 

set diff SO, t1, S1, t2, S2, r 

set add {ins) t1,S1, t2,S2 t1-s2 set, t2-s2 node is translated to a new value which is added 

to the set value: if t1 is Null replace with the new set 

set del !1, S1, t2, S2 the value t2 is removed from set t1 

set singleton t1, r set t1 copies a single element to r- va I 

set size t1, r r contains the number of elements in set t1 -val int 

set elem t1, S1, t2, S2, r determines if t2 is an element in h -val bool 

subset so. 11 , s 1, t2. s2. r 

proper subset SO, t1, S1, t2, S2, r 

superset So, t1. S1, t2, S2, r 

proper superset SO, t1 , S1, t2, S2, r 

set next t1,t2.13 t3 is the set structure, t2 is the stack containing traversal, 

t1 is the current node in the tree. 

set value t1, t2 t2 is a node in the set, its value placed in t1 

List 

list value t1, t2 t2 is a list node and its value is assigned to t2 

list next t1' t2 t2 a list node and the next list node is t1 

list append t1, t2 t1 is a list the value in t2 is added to the end of the list, if h is null 

the head is placed in h 

list concat SO, t1 , S1, !2, S2, r new list is placed in r with st so- val copies t1 , 12 

list tail t1, r no new value, ptr to tail - ref 

list head t1, r r points to the head value of list t1 - ref 

list size t1, r val int 

list elem t1, S1 , t2, S2, r determines if t2 is an element of list t1 - va I bool 

sub list SO, h, S1, t2, S2, r 

proper sublist SO, t1 , S1, t2, S2, r 

superlist so, t1 , s 1, t2, s2, r 

proper superlist SO, t1 , S1, t2, S2, r 
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Method 

compile 

pass value 

Structures 

st product t1, r 

st concat t1. t2, r 

st concat t1 , t2,r 

st prod sbscrpt t1, i, r 

. st arity t1 , r 

st arity t1 , r 

st comps h. r 

st sub product t1, t2, r 

st record t1. t2, r 

st attr t1 , r 

st rec sbscrpt t1 , attr, r 

st sub record t1, t2, r 

st set t1. r 

st comp h. r 

st co.mp t1, r 

st list h. r 

st method t1 , t2, r 

st owner h. r 

st param t1, r 

st result t1, r 

st object h. r 

st type t1 I r 

st gplv t1. r 

st Mu~lnherit t1 I r 

substruct t1. t2, r 

Abstract Machine Instructions 

t1 is a string value, s1 is the method structure, resu~ dynamic, 

determined by source typing params -val 

t1, s1 is the method value and its structure, 

t2, s2 is the recipient of the message and the optional paramter 

with the corresponding structure, r is the result of pass -val 

new product structure - val 

add product t2 to the end of h and give a new structure in r- val 

add record t2 to t1 and give a new structure in r- val 

give the structure in comp i- ref 

number of components in the product structure t1 -val 

number of components in the record structure t1 -val 

convert product into a list of structures - val 

produces a copy of the product structure in the range def by 12 -val 

list of structures t1 and list of str t2 used to make a record 

structure r - val 

r- list of strings {copy) used in record structure t1 -val 

r contains the structure of attr - ref 

new record from the t1 with att in t2 - val 

set structure with copy of h -val 

comp of set structure, ptr - ret. 

comp of list structure, ptr - ref 

list structure with h - val 

new method structure ti - val 

owner of method structure - ref 

param of method structure - ref 

resu~ of method structure - ref 

new object ref structure - val 

type used in a ref structure - ref 

gplv used in a ref structure - ref 

determines a structure which is a sub-structure of all in t1 -val 

determine n t1 is a sub-structure of t2- boolean -val 
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Objects, Types, Instances 

new t1. t2. r generates an object with structure t1 at level t2. r has idP - val 

level t1. r determines the level of object t1 -val 

convert t1, t2 converts object h to level t2 - nul 

delete t1 deletes object h - nul 

clear t1 removes all objects from level t1 - nul 

clear Above t1 removes all object above level t1 - nul 

merge t1. t2, r converts two objects into one object, returns id of new obejct 

subtype t1,t2,r determine if t1 subtype of t2- boolean 

pass object t1, S1, id, t2, S2, r execute a message pass with a param - val 

pass object t1. s1, id, r execute a message pass with no params- val 

copy id t1, t2 t1 - ref, t2- val 

copy shallow t1. S1. t2, S2 t1 - ref, nul --translates t2 to s1 

obj 2 inst t1, t2 t1 - ldP for an object, places the instance in t2 

obj 2 inst ref t1, t2 t1 contains the ldP of the object, a ref to the entire instance is 

placed in t2. ptr to the portion of the id table which points to the 

object. 

obj 2 val ref t1, t2 t1 contains the ldP of the object, places a reference to the value 

portion of the instance in t2. see fn val i 

• 
Control Operations 

jump 11 control passes to line 11 

jump non t1, 11 if the value in h is not zero ctrl pass to l1 

jump zero t1, 11 used iternal for ptrs 

jump bool t t1, 11 t1 points to a bool value, if it is true jump to l1 

jump bool f h. 11 t1 points to a bool value, if it is false jump to 11 

return pass t1, 51 return value t1 with stru s1 in a message pass 

base linked op, t1 , t2, r external linked code with operator number op is passed 

values t1, t2 resuij placed in r. 

call 11 jumps to line 11 and saves the next line. 

return call jumps to the line saved by the call 
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assign t1, t2 the value-ptr in t2 is copied to t 1. 

assign null t1 replaces value in h with null 

ref2val t1 converts the handle in t1 to a pointer 

val2ref t1, t2 places a ptr to temp t1 in t2, used for variables 

null no operation used for the !able jumps. 

cast t1,S1,S2,r the value t1 is cast to structure S2 and new val placed in r 

free t1, 51 release the instance t1 from mem sets h to NULL 

free stru t1 release the structure t1 from mem sets t1 to NULL 

subst~ute t1 , t2,t3 t1 GPLV, t2 structure containing params whose pos match GPLV 

place a new structure in t3 which is the resutt of structure substitution 

name add h. t2, r the value t1 - string, t2 - identity, r - boo! 

name get t1, r t1 - name, r- identity 

name del n t1 t1- name 

name deli t1 t 1 - identity 

Functions 

fn val i t1, t2 value instance fn, h idP for an object, place a ptr to the value 

portion in t2 

fn val s t1, t2 value structure fn, corresponds with the value instance fn, t1 is 

a structure and places int2 a ptr to the value portion 

fn state t1, t2 t1 requires the idP of a type and places a ptr to ~s state in t2 

fn gen i t1, t2 t1 contains idP for an object. Obtain the object and use the type 

fn to determine the object's type (idP) from which a ptr to the 

GP~V is placed in t2. 

fn gen t1, t2 t1 (idP) for a type, if ~ is generic places a ptr to the GPLS in t2 as 

defined by the generic fn. 

Dynamic Test 

dyn sub rei 51, 52, Si dynamic test, determines if there is a subtype relation between 

s1. s2 if so returns it in Si, else abort the execution because 

remaining ops will be invalid. Used for check in the structures 

associated wijh generic instances. 

dyn substru 51, 52 determines if s2 is a substructure of 51, if not aborts 
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